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A
t the end of February we were joyfully
anticipating going to press in a week or
two. We were unprepared for the

tragedy about to befall us: the death of my
husband, Mel Govig on March 10, 1999.
He was only 64.

He had been diagnosed with congestive
heart failure in July, but with his medications
he seemed to be doing fine. Yet it took
only small complications to render him frag
ile, unconsciously fighting for two days in
the hospital. My two daughters and I clung
together in tears, unable to believe it.

We spent the next week preparing for
Mel's memorial service, sorting his papers
and other items, so full of reminders of his
irreplaceable life. We made phone calls, faxes
and an Internet posting. Cards, letters and
flowers began to arrive from all over the
world. The 2Yz-hour memorial service,
standing-room-only in the funeral home,
was a chance for everyone to share memo
ries of Mel. Each of the speakers (over a
dozen) shed a different light on a man who
played many roles in life, all of them well.

Mel was born in Illinois, but was raised
and schooled in Oregon, where the family
moved because of the climate. Mel was
elected president of his high school senior
class and won seven college scholarships,
one to Harvard, which he attended for one
year before transferring to the University of
Oregon, influenced by my presence there.
We married after our sophomore years and
continued college. Mel studied economics,
I studied English.

He joined the Navy as an officer in the
supply corps in 1957. His first duty was
aboard a troop ship that shuttled between
Seattle and Japan each month. After that
we went to the Naval Postgraduate School
in Monterey, California, where one day in
1961 we visited the Carmel Kite Festival and
became fascinated with kites. However, it
was not until after two years in Vietnam and
two more at the Navy Yard in Washington,
DC that we settled in Baltimore, where Mel
accepted a position as Director of Medical
Records at Johns Hopkins Hospital.

By now we had two daughters and they
grew interested in kites, too, when we start
ed the Maryland Kite Festival in 1967, then
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Mel Govig in Nagasaki, Japan, 1987

the Maryland Kite Society in 1969. In 1977
I bought out Bob Ingraham's Kite Tales
(renaming it Kite Lines) and the American
Kitefliers Association. In 18 months I called
the first national meeting of kitefliers to

organize the AKA. Mel was an important
supporter of all these undertakings. In par
ticular, he ran the first kite auction, which
earned good seed money for the association
and is now an established custom at many
large kite gatherings. In 1986, for our con
tributions to kiting, Mel and I were named
honorary life members of the AKA, the
only people ever to be so recognized.

In 1981, Mel was hired at the Westing
house Defense and Electronics Division as a
systems analyst and then a radar program
manager for small aerostat surveillance systems
("SASS"). His job involved travel to Central
America, the Caribbean and Korea. But he
was not so busy that he forgot kites. Besides
making thousands of them with children in
workshops, he built his large "Crashing Boar"
rokkaku, many fighter kites and the much
copied Cloud Seeker, which was marketed by
Cloud Pleasers for about three years.

But Mel is probably most recognized for
his frequent writings for Kite Lines. He drew
succinct word pictures, articulating theories
and opinions in a down-to-earth and humor
ous style. He helped kitefliers know them
selves and why they cared about kites.

When Mel was retired in the downsizing
of Westinghouse in 1993, he increased his
volunteer work for Kite Lines} traveling to
Canada, Colombia, Curac,:ao, Europe, Asia
and many parts of the US. He was a welcome
guest because of his ability to adapt to and
appreciate a variety ofpeople, places and kites.
As he had been to his children and grand
children, he was enthusiastic, positive and nur
turing toward kitefliers.

He was depended upon for much that
was the heart of Kite Lines and its impact on
the international kite community. He was
not only a writer, but, for me, a sounding
board, friend, advisor and idea source. In
addition, he was the company cook; he loved
to toss ingredients together without recipes.

Mel was a giver, generous all his life,
not in money but in time and ideas. People
would phone Kite Lines with a bridling prob
lem and Mel would spend an hour explain
ing what to do and why to do it. He was a
great talker and possessed of a brilliant mind,
a storehouse of knowledge on practically
any subject. His gregariousness and diplo
matic skills helped people get past their con
flicts. He left us having much more to give.

Mel was an independent thinker and
never joined a church, believing that
Christian, Jew, Buddhist and Shintoist were
of equal value. He believed in a higher power
but would not ask one for personal solace.
He lived by the Golden Rule without being
calculated or regimented about it-just
because he was a good man.

Mel believed that immortality belongs to
no one, that one lives in the minds and hearts
of others. A greeting card from David and
Susan Gomberg said it well: "The fondness
by which one is remembered is the greatest
mark a person can leave upon this Earth."

At the 1999 Smithsonian Kite Festival,
Mel was remembered with a short period of
fighter kite flying. His ashes will be dis
persed by kite at sea later this year. And
Kite Lines will continue in the style Mel
helped establish: authoritative without stuffi
ness, vital, inspiring and-not least-full of
the joy of kites.



Newl Laser handles
• Ergonomically designed

• Makes use of natural body
mechanics

• Elegant weight arn<2l f~el

• They even fit into your • •
kite bag! •

•• Also available with line •

••••••

Thin.
Strong.

Slick. _
.Responsive.

You want a line that gives you absolute
control, twist after twist, through the most

demanding maneuvers. You want a line with
exceptionally low stretch and minimum

drag, You want a line that lets you fly like you
mean it.

You want LaserPro Gold.
Made with new pressure locked tech- .
nology, LaserPro Gold has set a new
standard for high performance
flylines, it is, simply, the worid's
smoothest line,

To feei the difference of
LaserPro Gold visit your
favorite kite shop, or call us
for the dealer nearest you,

Look for LaserPro lines packaged
with kites from leading manufacturers,



Makers of the DOve of Peace
featured In the Olympic

opening Ceremonies

• Truly depicts abird in flight
• Beats its wings
• soars across the wind
• Friends will insist you have abird tied to a

string

• Fly as akite or windsock
• DiSplay as amobile In home or office
• Realistic graphics depict bird
• K"1t kites are laser die cut fOr easy assembly
• Punch out and glue together

• Fun to assemble

• Fade resistant
• Made of durable Tyvek" water proof and

tear resistant
• Quality fiberglass spars
• Made in the U.S.A.

• satisfaction guaranteed

49.95 J)

59.95
31.95
39.95
23.95
31.95
19.95
29.95
7.95
9.95
7.95
9.95

19.95
24.95
29.95 .
8.50
9.99

~L.~TM
(Fr:,.,~

Marguerite
.~ Eagle Kit

Eagle Assembled
Canada Goose Kit
Canada Goose Assembled
Loon Kit
Loon Assembly
Osprey Kit
Osprey Assembled
Cardinal KIt
Cardinal Assembled
Blue Jay KIt
Blue Jay Assembled
Fiberglass pole (13')
Fiberglass pole (16')
Fiberglass pole (20')
Bamboo pole (14')
Bamboo pole (16')

Total Shipping $4.00
AKA Member Discount 10%

k1 Dealer Inquiries welcome

• Wingspan· 48 Inches
• 3·Dimenslonal Head
• Decoys in live Ceese

• Wingspan· 44 inches
• Craphics depict Osprey
• Decoys in live Osprey

• Wingspan· 42 inches
• Printed in gold and silver
• Awesome Flight

• Wingspan· 48 inches
• 3·Dimenslonal Head
• Unique, Realistic Winter colors

• Wingspan· 28 inches
• Detailed graphiCS depict each bird
• 2pieces to assemble

• Wingspan· 5feet
• Full colOr graphics
• Impressive attention to detail

"I fly Star~. Cry~tal~,Top of the'Line.
Spin Off. Hawaiian Team, Spyrojet,
Snake kite~. etc. but when my O~prey
i~ launched, people and car~ ~top and
gaze in wonder."

Jerry Loh. Malaysia

American Bald Eagle

Loon

Canada Goose

Dove

Cardinal • Blue Jay

Osprey Fish Hawk

Jackite, InC. • 2868 West Landing Road • Virginia Beach, VA 23456 • (757) 426·5359 • (Fax) 426·7190

Ask for the:

• The most economical kite kit available 
a great give-away kite!

®

Fly. me!
Seattle, W'a 98104

• Now availa
small quantity custom nrintinn

• First the Fly me® is a paper bag - the~ it's a kite!

• Illustrated instructions printed on each kite kit.

• Minimal assembly - cut paper and tie knots!

• Color with crayons, markers, paints...

• Ideal for large recreation programs, schools, public
events, kite festivals. ,r

*The Frustrationless Flyer
m

is a breeze 
from making to flying!

*Great for schools, camp, parties,
festivals, recreation for kids of all
ages.

*Made of Tyvek®, a non-tearing
waterproof plastic paper.

* Inexpensive!

*High quality!

*Packages include everything
needed to build 1, 10, or 20
guaranteed Frustrationless Flyers.

Ask for the:

Frustratiot1less Flyer™
Great Winds Kite Co. 402 Occidental Ave
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HAPPENINGS IN JAPAN, FINLAND,

BERMUDA, LITHUANIA, AUSTRALIA & THE U.S.

FLYING THE OLYMPIC SPIRIT

The Winter Olympic Games were
held in 1997 in Nagano, Japan. The
Olympic mark is truly a wonderful
symbol. Why not emblazon the sky
with it using kites?

Five members of our club,
Masashino Kite Club, took up the
challenge and each built a 3
meter-diameter Circoflex [design of
Ton Oostveen and Helmut Schiefer
ofThe Netherlands]. The kites were
red, black, blue, green and yellow.
We would fly our Circoflexes whenever we
could and would try to bring them togeth
er to form the Olympic symbol whenever
possible. Ofcourse, getting all five in the air
at the same time to form the mark was
quite difficult, but we were able to achieve
some measure of success.

Seeing the Olympic symbol in the sky
is, indeed, a wonderful experience.

-Katsutaka Muraoka
Tokyo, Japan

GRAFFITI, PUPPETS & MORE

This year I have retired and am free to work
with kites 24 hours a day. I have an atelier
of 100 sq m for kitemaking.

[ have continued the development of a
flying puppet theater. Now I can control
the flying kite 100 percent. It is based on
the Kasper kite from my 1981 book. These
puppet kites can even walk on the ground
or sit on tree branches. I have a flying cir
cus with a flying man putting his head
into the mouth of a flying lion, a seal play
ing with a ball (even the ball is a kite),
two clouds, a circus horse made of two
separate kites, a three-dimensional snake
coming out of a box, a doll hanging high
in the sky on a trapeze, and two small
dancing ghosts.

I have just developed a graffiti kite
based on Eiji Ohashi's bowed Edo design.
The kite is made of bedsheets or similar
cloth, size 180 cm x 250 em. The spars are
electrical tubing. The corners of the sheets
are affixed simply to the spars-no sewing.
Youth make their graffiti on these kites
and not on walls. Big wonderful graphics.
Very much like real Japanese. This first

time we made 10 great kites. If this project
goes further it will surely become a trend
internationally.

Ecological kites will come one day. That
means ripstop and carbon spars will be out.
Some years ago I had a kite workshop for
Finnish architecture students where they built
kites only on ecological principles. Now I
have studied and tested which materials from
nature could be used for spars. Several grass
and flower stalks were very near carbon fiber
in strength per weight. For cloth I am trying
to use very thin silk. The silkworm, I am told,
cannot live with pesticides. When will there
be ripstop of silk, and carbon spars from
compacted bamboolike grass? There might be
a market. Who will take it?

I am publishing a little kite newspaper
five times a year, separately in Finnish and
Swedish. My next kite book (in English!),
when it is published, has many novel ideas.

-Marten Bondestam
Boback, Finland

BLOWN AWAY IN BERMUDA

Mter several years ofbuilding Bermuda kites
with the expert guidance of Alan "Bones"
Daniels, I decided to be in Bermuda for the
national holiday, Good Friday [1998], and fly
kites with the Bermudians.

Unfortunately, thanks to El Nino, gale

force winds caused the official part of
the event to be cancelled for the
first time.

[But] Alan got his "Somerset" up,
a local variation on the "Hummer,"
made of heavy wood, brown paper
bag, brass tacks and a 40- to 50- foot
tail. When this kite ascends in high
wind it sounds like my cat when I
step on his tail-but continuous!

In early evening as the winds
lightened and the overcast skies grew
dark, I decided that since I had come

to Bermuda to fly a kite on Good Friday, I
was going to do it. After several tries out
side the hotel I got my hummer to rise
over Hamilton. I was flying with a salmon
fishing reel and 20-lb line and gradually let
it all out. As it became darker, I lost sight of
the kite, but by the pull on the line I knew
it was still flying.

Finally it was time to bring it in and
when it came into reach, it was dripping wet.
The tassel in the center was becoming
unglued and the colors from the untreated
tissue used for noise makers were running. It
was not raining, so the only explanation I
have is that I was flying in a low cloud.

-John and Lois Fleming
Liverpool, New York

A CLUB IN LITHUANIA

You can inform the kitefliers community
that there is one more club at this far-away
country. We have [established] our kite club,
called Vilnius Kite Club. It's very small and
just starting to do the job it is needed to do.

Last year we arranged three kite events
that attracted a lot of local magazine and
newspaper attention. Even TV did a few
reports. We also have a connection with
the Latvian Kite Flyers Association. We
also have club e-mail at this address:
<aitvarai@post.omnitel.net>.

-Robertas Bartasus
Vilnius, Lithuania

REVIEWS RETORTED

Thanks for reviewing our CD, an archival
project for the Australian Kite Association.
The original documents were copied "as is,"
which explains the crooked pages. I felt it
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For catalog send $1 to

An

JOE VAUGHAN
P.O. Box 276

Mifflinville, PA 18631
Phone or Fax:
(717) 759-3167

The Helix Tail

327 N. Hanover St., Carli 17013
717-243-7913 fax 717-249-5085
Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

Carlisle
Kiteworks

INTER ACTIVE KITES
36 Lawrence Drive
Uxbridge, Middlesex
UB 10 8RW, United Kingdom
Tel/Fax: (+44) 1895633661

WINDSTAR KITES
203 Ridgeway Drive
Baden, PA 15005
Tel: (724) 869-4488
www.citystar.com/windstarkites

"""""'4',M...,.uf

• Hundreds of stocked patterns
• Customs • Souvenirs
• Flower designs
• Solar Rings™
• Baby Soc™
• Boat Flags
• Seasox™

Windsocks by

IN THE
BREEZE

1-800-487-1417 • FAX (541) 389-5478
P.O. Box 6417 • Bend, OR 97708

Call or Write for Wholesale Price List
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th~ World: lAUNCESTON, WASHINGTON,

OCEAN CITY, CAPE TOWN & MIAMI

WHAT ARE THEY LOOKING AT?
Brightly uniformed students in Tasmania try their hands at a big multi box by Australia's Michael Alvares, helping
at left. Also notable at the Roaring Forties Festival: below left, Tasmania native Robert Brasington framed by one
of his creative kites; below right, Tony Rice of Australia holding the bridle of his winged rokkaku of painted Tyvek.

(Australia), Abdul Halim (Malaysia) and
Masaaki Modegi (Japan) flew familiar kites,
but I was most fascinated by Australian kites
and fliers I had never met before.

Tony Rice of Australia brought out
incredible painted Tyvek works. His giant
"Dragon" stretched easily 150 feet across the
field on its maiden flight.

Robert Brasington of Tasmania, known
for his sport kite designs, fashioned a num
ber of cellular pieces as finely detailed as any
I have seen in the world. He created the
official festival logo kite, which was
launched by the premier of Tasmania on
Saturday afternoon.

At the festival 10 years ago, a
contingent offliers from the japan
Kite Association had left a huge
Edo kite as a gift to the city. This
year, locals restored and flew the
20-foot wonder made ofbamboo
and washi (handmade japanese
paper) to celebrate the return of
international kiting.

One notable new festival fea
ture: Tasmania paid its way by
charging adults a fee. This helped
organizer jeremy Carson and his
team take good care of every
detail on and off the field. -.

later, beached near the mouth of the river,
in sorry and sore condition.

One of the large boIs I was flying tore
loose and drifted over the crowd into a
nearby scrub field. I chased it to the edge
and then hesitated. They have really poiso
nous snakes here, right? "just make lots of
noise and they'll leave you alone," advised
one of the locals. Several ofus waded in after
our kites, and we made lots of noise.

Over the course offour wonderful days,
the rapid-fire commentary ofShakib Gunn
of Singapore entertained the crowd and
inspired the fliers. Old friends such as Peter
Lynn (New Zealand), Michael Alvares

Devilish good time

W
hen the kites came
back to Launceston,
Tasmania, the place

swarmed with excited chil
dren, most of whom were
not even born when the first
World Kiting Festival was
held here 10 years ago.

They called the new
event, in March 1998, the
Roaring Forties Interna
tional Kite Festival, because
Australia's island state lies
between 40 and 44 degrees
south latitude, home to leg
endary winds. As predicted,
they came roaring in while
international guests and
fliers from across Australia
gathered on the grassy flying field.

The Korean team launched a stunning
three-dimensional phoenix bird, but gusts
snapped the line and carried the creature
into a neighboring river system. Boats and
later a seaplane were dispatched, but the
hapless kite was not found until 24 hours

KIT ELI N E SSP R I N G 1 9 9 9 13



UP, UP AND AWAY!
Cub Scout Pack 681, Den 7 of

Arlington, Virginia built and successfully
flew this Cody kite of about 1O-foot span
made of ripstop (in the official Cub colors)
and green bamboo spars-at the 1998
Smithsonian Kite Festival. A dozen pairs
of little hands (helped by larger parental
mitts) tugged on the line and on the heart
strings of proud parents as the beast rose
straight and steady. Emulating the original
Cody man-lifting role, the Cubs lifted a
wicker basket with a mannequin inside,
which was dropped out the bottom upon a
radio control signal-unfortunately at too
Iowan altitude. The poor "Scout" came to
Earth before his parachute deployed.

conflict (see article on page 17). It was a good
day by any standard, and Mother Nature
made it a great one.

HigWights included an authentic recre
ation of the historic Lecornu ladder box
kite by Todd Little of Camp Hill, Pennsyl
vania. The kite, with carved wood spars
and cotton sails, flew high but tended toward
non-recoverable dives in the wind gusts.
Todd dramatized its antiquity by wearing a
derby and waistcoat in 1880s style.

The family award went to the Johnsons
of Grenada. Their buzzing paper and wood
"mad bull" kites of traditional Caribbean
design flew as well as any kites there, prov
ing again that simple materials can match the
highest of tech.

At day's end, working our way to our
distantly parked cars was not a pain, for it
extended the joy and the memory of the
great Smithsonian of 1998. - Valerie Govig

Well-grounded Maryland

S
ometimes at kite festivals, you find the
most notable things on the ground-for
instance, these features of the well-exe

cuted 3rd Annual Maryland International
Kite Expo, April 24-26, 1998 in Ocean City:

• The tinkling, fluttering banners of
guest Frank Schwiemann of Germany (who
also flew boIs and strikingly graceful large
deltas with long, undulating tails). Made in

overall scores
from the judges in other cateories. Had we
known, we'd have tried harder to break the
tie ourselves.

Anne and I walked over to Scott nearby
and told him he was a tie winner by our
lights. Then someone reexamined the orig
inal scorecards and discovered a mistake.
Scott's scores in flight performance and
overall were apoint higher than Marc's! But

the announcement had
already been made. Apromise
was given that the offiGiallist
of winners would show a tie,
and it was posted that way
later on the .Smithsonian

Associates Web page.
A tie (illegal by Smithsonian standards)

had occurred! A tie (correct by our stan
dards) was awarded!

It was adelicious case of several wrongs
making aright. And in the end everyone was
happy...although Scott could have been
happier. He had wanted to hear his name
loud and clear over the microphone. Instead,
he was given his award at the Maryland
International Kite Expo in April, at Ocean
City, Maryland. -\l.G.

to be included in this issue, but last
year's event was one of the best ever
as you may judge from these accounts:

A GIFT OF GOOD WEATHER

Kiters were jumping out of their skins with
joy. It was sunny! It was warm! It was
breezy! And the cherry blossoms were in
peak bloom! The pink-tinged city of
Washington, DC was filled with visitors,
who spilled around the kite field below
the Washington Monument to make prob
ably the largest crowd ever for a Smithsoni
an, estimated at 27,000.

The 1998 event was not otherwise
exceptional, save for its theme commem
morating the 100th anniversary of the box
kite. The organization stepped forward in
some respects, backward in others. The kites
were charming and exciting but not out of
all proportion to those of other years. The
publicity was extremely good-or at least
extreme, shaken as it was by the manjha

THE
IMPOSSIBLE:

A TIE!

The 1998 Smithsonian brought
together Anne Sloboda, Bernice

Turner and me as judges of Beauty in
the Air, a subjective award judged
independently of the other competi
tion categories. Bernice judged the
15"and-under age group and Anne
and I evaluated the 16~and-over class. We
operated rather independently, and when
Anne and Icompared candidates, we found
we had each starred about six kites, mostly
the same. ones. We worked our way down to
four, then two-and there we stuck. Each of
the last two kites was excellent, but in irrec
oncilably different ways.

One, by Marc Ricketts of Beverly,
Massachusetts, was a tensegrity-based,
tetrahedral-inspired cellular kite
of aspareness that would please
the Bauhaus school of design.
The other, by Scott E. Spencer of
Collingswood, New Jersey, was
an all-out blast of color in an
intricately appliqued surface design on a
hata-type kite with long, flashing tails.

"Well, could it be a tie?" I asked. "Yes, I
think it is, but will they allow it?" Anne said.

Neither of us had been given acopy of
the rulebook, but we agreed to ask the Chief
Judge to accept our recommendation when
we handed in our papers. We then awaited
the awards presentation.

"Beauty in the Air, 16 and over, Marc
Ricketts!" Only then did we learn that
Smithsonian ties are broken by comparing

One night we took a twilight cable
chair ride across beautiful Cataract
Gorge for a wine tasting and buffet din
ner. The next night we broke into small
groups for home hospitality.

But the best part? I never saw a snake!
-David Gombelg

K
itefliers in the Mid-Atlantic region
mark the beginning of the kite sea
son with the annual Smithsonian

Kite Festival. The 33rd edition of the
festival occurred too close to press" time

Sensational Smithsonian

Correspondent Gombelg sets the unofficial record
for most miles flown in search of the peifect fes
tival: jive continents in just six weeks last spring.
Other events included the Dubai International
in the United Arab Emirates (March), Berck sur
Mer in France (April), Miami and Maryland in
the us. (April) and Uchinada inJapan (May).
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JOYS OF THE MARYLAND INTERNATIONAL:
Above, Anne Harris of England takes a breather on the soft tail of Joey, her inflatable kanga
roo-who maintained his form in Ocean City's uncertain winds through an umbilical hose
attached to a fan. Below, Calamari (squid kite) by Ron Gibian of Visalia, California seems
hauled right out of the surf. Below right, Frank Schwiemann of Germany kneels amid his myri
ad banners plugged into the sand, some of which include pleasing bells.

vehicle was anchored by thick rope to twin
ground stakes, as big as those used to set up a
circus tent. Two side lines anchored to the
posts of beach volleyball nets steadied the
kite. Still, we saw the left line give way, caus
ing the ray to spiral into the sand-engulfing
a kneeling stunt flier preparing his kite for the
concurrent Mid-Atlantic Stunt Kite Com··
petition. (No harm was done.)

-Steve McKerrow

Skyvil~ws in Z hpmisphpfPs

W
ell-known kite aerial photographer
Craig Wilson gets around. Here he
reports from two festival journeys:

COLORFUL CAPE TOWN

A full week ahead of the Cape Town
International Kite Festival (December
15-21, 1997), organizer Rodger Duffett
drove my wife, Betty, and I about in his
Volkswagen Combi to do aerial photogra
phy for an exhibition of photographs to be
shown during the festival and auctioned at
the conclusion.

We flew in vineyards, on beaches, over
monuments and lighthouses and from the
top of Cape Town's rugged Table Mountain.
We also flew kites on Robben Island, where
from 1964 to 1982 Nelson Mandela was
held prisoner.

But kiteflying near the Cape was a lot
like work. In one location, we could be
searching for any hint ofbreeze, yet an hour
later be wondering what kite to put up in a
screaming wind. This explained the notable
absence of flags flying anywhere in this city.
They would last maybe a week!

The sea breeze hits Table Mountain,
which forms the backdrop to the city, and
the moist air is carried aloft to form a cloud
that rolls over the top edge like a waterfall.
As it descends toward the city, it warms and
dissipates, leaving only the top shrouded in

Pennsylvania. From the boardwalk, they
looked like whitecaps upon the ocean.

• The genki kite that ran away to sea.
One of the kites flown by guest Reza Rag
heb of Colorado pulled free of its ground
stake and drifted downwind, dragging along
its winding device. The reel looked like a
hooked fish as it splashed through the water,

providing enough drag to keep
the kite aloft until it was nearly
out of sight. Then it started
coming back! A passing boater
had snagged the runaway. But
the boat cruised up and down
the beach for some time and
then departed-without bring
ing the kite ashore, alas.

• The taming of a mena
gerie ofPeter Lynn monsters by
the Jack Rogers Traveling Kite
Show, of Westborough, Massa
chusetts. Lynn's creations are
notorious at festivals around the
world for their erratic ways,
bringing down kites and other
wise proving problematic flying
on single lines. Rogers' solu
tion? Double or triple lines,
solidly anchored, to steady the
big beasts. The principal line of

a Lynn Manta Ray, for example, was hitched
to the front tow-bar ofa 4 x 4 vehicle via stur
dy web straps, and the rear tow hitch of the

the shapes of fish and other non-representa
tional figures, his banners-some of which
carried bells-drew constant attention from
boardwalk passersby. We asked if perhaps
the waving of undersea grasses had been his
inspiration for the display fish. "My inspira
tion is to give the viewer inspiration. What
do you think they look like?" he replied.

• The calm-proof infla
tion system used by England's
Anne Harris to keep her large
windsocks standing-among
them a kangaroo, guinea hen
and hedgehog-in the uncer
tain winds at Ocean City. (For
two days, the breeze blew
from the west and was thus
blocked low down by board
walk buildings.) She employed
portable generators to power
fans that were attached by
hoses to her bulbous friends.

• A splendid Friday
show for several hundred chil
dren, who canle to the beach
on field trips from nearby
schools. Festival organizer Bill
Ocshe, of The Kite Loft, did
the announcing and led the
children on a parade through
the guest kitefliers. Then the youngsters flew
white sleds, made in workshops run by mem
bers of the Lehigh Valley Kite Society of
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KITES AT KHAYELITSHA:
Children in a village near Cape Town are excited by the visit of
festival fliers. Above, girls tryout plastic three-stick kites pro
vided by Australia's Michael Alvares.

a white blanket the locals call
"the cloth."

We struck out at the Cape of
Good Hope itself, however, arriv
ing on one ofperhaps five wind
less days of the year. But here I
learned the value ofhaving a stout
bamboo spreader, even without
sufficient wind to lift a kite. When
I gave up trying to fly and began
breaking the kite down, I found
the spreader handy to fend off a
very bold and hungry baboon!
(Warning signs caution that the
local denizens are dangerous.)

At the end of our photo
trek, we checked into our lodg
ing in Cape Town, where we
met other festival guests, includ
ing Anne and Chris Harris from
England, Michael Alvares from Australia,
Stafford and Hilary Wallace from England
and Scott Skinner from the United States.
For the next five days, the festival occupied
the pier head at the Victoria and Albert
Waterfront.

One day we also took a road trip to visit
the township ofKhayelitsha, the location of
Cape Mental Health, the organization that
sponsored the festival (along with The Kite
Shop of Cape Town).

Arriving unannounced, we launched a
kite from a vacant lot of littered land across
the street from the office facility. Within 30
seconds, hundreds of happy-faced children
had streamed out of the houses and alleys to
join us and help pull on the lines.

We let them have some fun, sometimes
at the expense of the kites, and then

announced they could make kites with us.
Inside we went, where the kids eagerly took
their turns making plastic-and-wood kites
tutored by Alvares. The parking lot and
street outside filled with children trying their
new kites, and I left feeling I had been part
of a very good thing.

After a successful auction Saturday night,
the festival suffered a visit by what the locals
call "the Cape Doctor"- so-called because it
cleans the city of litter as it howls ashore
unabated from the cold, southern ocean. But
despite the blustery ending, Cape Town's fes
tival was a gift to the citizens ofa beautiful city.

GOOD WORKS IN FLORIDA

Organizers Linda and Rick Gelinas saw to
every detail of the third annual Miami
International Kite Festival April 17-19,

1998-another event that helps
a worthy purpose. The festival
benefits the charity Little
Acorns, a nonprofit organiza
tion that works to help inner
city kids stay in school, out of
gangs, away from drugs and off
the streets.

More than 3,000 of these
"at risk" young people came to
the festival on school trips
Friday. They were encouraged
to fly their more than 1,000 kites
made in classroom workshops,
while kite "masters" circulated
to share their knowledge.

Some students volunteered
to assist the guests, and I had
two 17-year-old boys for the
day, Ricardo and Phillipe. We

worked our way up and down the beach,
making photos of the beautiful architecture
to be found in the sky, along the street and
on the shore.

Proving that a large kite has power
beyond its pull on the line, both of my
friends came back the next day to help
again. Some of these kids were seeing mod
ern kites for the first time, and I could see
their impressions of a kite changing right
before my eyes.

The link between festival and young
people was coordinated by Linda Bridson,
a high school teacher and kite enthusiast
who estimates some 30,000 kites have been
built as teaching tools within the school
curriculum. She was moved to tears when
many students told here it was the best field
trip ever. -Craig Wilson

A kite by Jose Sainz of San Diego, California floats over Miami Beach. The design was chosen as the logo for the 1999 festival.
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CONTROVERSIES

the kind ofpublicity that the mouth by cutting line hanging from a
has been generated, for ex- tree and a seagull was ensnared by discard-

I
n many kiteflying cultures ofAsia (India, ample, by a series ofman- ed cutting line (and rescued). In addition, he
Pakistan, Nepal, Afghanistan, Hong jha-related incidents last said numerous kites flown by local kiters had
Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Japan), the ~ear in Washington, DC. been sent adrift by the fighter fliers.

essence of the sport is combat: to slice oppo- The dispute made some press, with sto-
nent kites adrift using glass-coated flying MAN J HAM A K . S NEW S ries in the Washington Post and Washington

line, called manjha. Last summer the Nat~'nal Park Service was Times that said park officials were asking
But does cutting line have a place in the finally driven to impos a ban on the use of police and rangers to be alert for kite-cut

West? Disagreement over this question tugs cutting line on the groun \ of the Washing- ting trouble during the annual Smithsonian
at fighter fanciers and, in some places, is pro- ton Monument, the POPUl}~Ying area in Kite Festival at the end of March.
ducing cross-cultural clashes. the heart of the national capit 1. The Afghani kites were noticeably

For example, Stafford Wallace of Flying large paper fighters tr <ptional to absent from the festival. But during the
England, the noted popularizer of Indian their home country of Afghanistan\~group summer they were back in full attack mode,
kites, emphatically criticized the promo- " bolder than ever. Again the news media

tion of cutting duels by Manjha Club mporting a traditional picked up the story when a duck was cap-
International, a Europe-based group found- tured in the manjha and nearly lost its leg.
ed to spread fighter kite traditions. fighting style from Kitefliers are avoiding the Monument

"We just don't need to do this," said elsewhere. might be like ounds on Sundays, but
Wallace after a victorious demonstration inn cent victims can lose
duel with Canada's Richard Gareau at the transplanting gorse or theirce new kites pur-

1997 AKA convention at Wildwood, New kudzu; it might grow chased a the Smithsonian
Jersey. They flew under AKA rules that gift shop. /'f""

award points by line touches, not cuts. unchecked into a major Mel Go' is said/if

He criticized flying on manjha outside weed infestation." have warned the 'ersonce,
countries where it is traditional, primarily but then mercjJ.e ( applied his scissors with-
citing safety concerns. In further com- -Mel "Scissorhands" Govig out furth7cSnmm .cation.

miniques to Kite Lines, Wallace also con- "T-n'e great kite fi~ing traditions have
tended "the cutting game is a lot of luck of fliers was accused of deliberately cutting .~£developed a singul character, pecu
[whereas] ... I believe the touching game to noncombatant, stable kites from the sky, inj~J;7/ liar to the materials, winds ~nd population
employ pure skill and it is highly unlikely, ing passersby and leaving dangerous)lying of the locale," said Govig, wB se travels for
nay impossible for a beginner to beat an line hanging in trees and lying onJ:he"ground. Kite Lines have long paid special ttention to
experienced flier in touch fights." In the most notoriousjPcfaent, a large fighting kites. He suggested im rting a

However, answering a Kite Lines inquiry, work of kite art by J9J'YBurkhardt, Mid- traditional fighting style from else here
r Philippe Gallot, founder and secretary of the Atlantic Regionalft(e~tor of the AKA, was might be like transplanting gorse or ku zu;
~ Manjha Club International (and author of cut down in~~rch, while he flew it in it might grow unchecked into a major we
~ the book Fighter Kites), took issue with connection" with an interview for a infestation.
;; Wallace: "We have always been more than W~nGon newspaper. It settled 40 feet up
: fair to all our kiteflier friends, with a time set~:~~,near the Monument, where it stayed A WHO LEN E W S P 0 R T ?

~ up for such a competition and well know}} for several days until being rescued by park In the Pacific Northwest region of the U.S.,
~ in advance, a place dedicated for th~flg1~s, workers in a cherry-picker. arguments over traditional vs. modern duel-
~ with provisions [made] to whe~tes will Although the kite was repairable, the ing generated a detente-minded editorial
~ go once cut [and] a publicJ-~ess warning incident prompted Burkhardt to write a in the first newsletter of the Northwest
: to the public~ndch' dten not to catch sharp letter to the superintendent of the Fighter Kite Association, established last
o fighters flying loos . National Park Service on behalf of the AKA, April in Ocean Shores, Washington.
~ "No. 0~)Y er complained, no one got as well as the Maryland Kite Society and the Co-founder Dennis Crowley noted
~ hurt an~ were delighted that we played club Wings Over Washington, seeking the some fliers contend that "long-line" duel-
~ v~ely together." manjha ban. ing with manjha is the only true fighter
; ~f"\1;a~ntrol of conditions is the key, sure Burkhardt documented a number of kite competition. (Real cutting fights typ-
~ enough, but who besides Gallot can accom- specific incidents in the previous year. A ically are flown at long distance.) But he

-' ~ plish this, under festival conditions that have Pennsylvania woman was cut on the hand by argued that the line-touch or "short-line"
~ evolved in the U.S.? Kiteflying does not need flying lines, a Maryland man was cut on style developing in the U.S. not only hon-
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CONTROVERSIES
[Continued)

ors tradition, but also creates "a brand new
ballgame."

"I dare to suggest that it's two related
but different manifestations of the same
sport, neither one better, just different," he
wrote. Like Wallace, he argued that line
touch dueling involves quicker eye/hand
coordination and thus faster kite aerobatics,
requiring the development of new kites
and tactics.

Another of the Northwest Fighter
founders, Bruce Lambert, takes a different
tack regarding fighter flying, wondering if
what's needed is "single line sport kiting."
He suggests that a new category for one-lin
ers would include "the precision and ballet
categories of conventional sport kites, as
well as dueling categories-perhaps even
using manjha."

Along the same lines, Nelson Borelli of
Chicago, Illinois led an informal discussion
of fighter kite "issues" at the AKA con
vention in Ocean Shores in October. Sub
jects included manjha, competition catego
ries, committees, rules, teaching and so on.

But a few voices rose in counterpoint,
objecting that stunters are one thing and
fighters are another-they are not just stun
ters flown from one line.

Kite Lines takes pride in having long
exposed readers to the varied dueling styles
to be found around the world. Indeed,
some of us love fighters above all other
kites. But the answer to the manjha ques
tion seems clear:

No, no, no. Manjha and Western kite
festivals do not mix, short of limited demon
stration flying as practiced by Stafford
Wallace and others.

Do you agree? -Steve McKerrow

Digging deep for altitude

T
he Seatde-based Drachen Foundation
recendy questioned the single-kite alti
tude record (12,471 feet by Clayton

and Sweetland at the Blue Hill Weather
Station, Milton, Massachusetts, February
28, 1898). This achievement was researched
by Kite Lines in 1989 and offered to the
Guinness Book ifRecords in 1991 in an effort
to encourage the editors to publish more
kite records.

Guinness took our hint. In fact, after
publishing only five kite records before,
they increased the list to include the single
kite altitude mark. Then they added other
kite records, and for the last few years
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Guinness has been listing eight of them. (The
1999 Guinness is an exception; see page 70.)

The foundation phoned Kite Lines and
asked for the source of the single-kite alti
tude record, as opposed to the much high
er record set by a train of eight kites (31,955
feet in 1919 at the Prussian Weather Bureau
in Lindenburg, Germany). We replied that
it was in old Department of Agriculture
documents, because the Weather Bureau
was part of the Agriculture Department at
that time. We did not have the specific vol
ume number handy for the caller, but we
figured with this good lead the foundation
could find it through its own researches.

About three months later, a news release
sent to "all the kiting magazines" arrived. To
our surprise, without even mentioning
Guinness or Kite Lines, it referred to sec
ondary sources (Kiteworks by Maxwell Eden
and Kiting to Record Altitudes by Richard
Synergy). Also it presented two pages of
data culled from the recent book The Blue
Hill Observatory: The First 100 Years-.
1885-1985, by John H. Conover (coinci
dentally, very distantly related to Leonard
M. Conover of the Kite Lines stafi). It showed
that the number of kites used (in trains) in
years surrounding 1898 was typically be
tween four and six. (For some reason, the
number for 1898 was never recorded.)

The foundation also talked to John
Conover, who was employed at Blue Hill as
librarian going back to 1939. He said that
high-altitude efforts were always done with
multiple kites and that one kite would have
been unusual, and reported in the local news,
but no such reports could be found.

Finally, the foundation offered data from
the work of Ben Balsley and colleagues of
the University of Colorado's Cooperative
Institute for Research in the Environmental
Sciences (CIRES). The foundation has
made itself useful to CIRES, whose first
experiments on Christmas Island were re
ported by Bill Tyrrell in the Spring-Summer
1992 Kite Lines. Tyrrell provided CIRES
with consultation and parafoil kites built
by Bobby Stanfield. A height of 11 ,400 feet
was reached on the island, using two foils.

After Christmas Island, Balsley made
further flights. One with a single parafoil in
Newfoundland on August 7, 1995 reached
an altitude of 10,112 feet. The foundation
suggested this be recognized, at least provi
sionally, as the single-kite altitude record.
This effort had not been published in Kite
Lines because at the time we did not believe
it was a record.

Now we are willing to consider it, at least
provisionally, because we have been unable

to find a primary source for the "old" record.
The original research was done by compar
ing many documents to find the highest
altitude among them. As often happens
(today and yesterday), items of "fact" and
news are often accepted by one source from
another, with the result that a falsity, by the
mere fact of its frequent repetition, becomes
accepted as gospel. We now suspect the
source we found in 1989 may have been
this kind of secondary source.

Following the alert from the Drachen
Foundation, we thoroughly searched our
own library and also contacted the Blue
Hill Weather Observatory to confirm the
1898 information. Unfortunately, their orig
inal archives have been inaccessible for several
years (and probably will not be accessible for
another year or two, if ever) while the
Observatory undergoes renovations.

While there is reason to doubt the
12,471-foot mark for a single kite, which
may have been unusual, it was surely not
impossible and has not been absolutely
proven wrong.

Interestingly, other publications from
that period, as secondary sources, confirm
the "old" record. Further, an excellent 31
page scientific paper by Ben Balsley was
appended to the foundation's news release.
Titled "The Use of State-of-the-Art Kites
for Profiling the Lower Atmosphere," it
included a fine four-page history of atmos
pheric research using kites. Did the founda
tion read this paper before sending out
copies? In it Balsley states:

" ... the single kite altitude record of
12,507 feet, established at the observatory in
1898 stands today (Nature, 1899)." This is at
slight variance from the "old" record, perhaps
a result of converting back and forth from
metric to U.S.

In sum, we can finally say this:
The single-kite altitude mark of 12,471

feet set at Blue Hill in 1898 may have been
for a train ofkites, pending study ofarchives.

The single kite altitude effort of 12,507
feet established at the observatory in 1898
and quoted by Nature in 1899 and again by
Ben Balsley in 1998 may have been incorrect
as well, pending study of archives.

The single kite altitude of10,112 feet set
by Ben Balsley in Newfoundland on August
7, 1995 is, at least, substantiated.

And now, all the would-be record-set
ters can go back to work, thinking they
only have to beat 10,112 feet. In fact, with
today's technology at their disposal, why
not beat 12,471 feet? It should be easy.

That's what they've all been saying for
years. - Valerie Govig
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BIRTHDAY GOAL AND JUST KEEPS ON GOING BY STEVE MCKERROW

8ill Bigge of Germantown, Maryland
celebrated his 69th birthday on June 9,
1997 by flying a kite-a small diamond

he made of plastic and wood. Each day for
the next year he flew another self-made
kite, at least subtly different than any previ
ous. And when June 9, 1998 arrived-his
70th birthday and the date he had
announced as his goal for consecutive kite
flying-he just kept going.

The result? An unprecedented 400 con
secutive days flying 400 separate kites.

Bigge, who brought his collec;tion of
kites packed in a half-dozen boxes (includ
ing pizza cartons) and other documenta
tion of the effort to the Kite Lines offices,
said he stopped the streak simply because
400 seemed like a good, round number.

Initially, the physicist (retired from the
National Bureau of Standards) set out only
to better the 366 days of consecutive kite
flying chalked up in 1984 (a leap year) by
C.W. (Bill) Mosley of Converse, Texas.
Bigge planned to fly a different kite each day,
while Mosley used just 68 different kites
through the year.

"My first problem, of course, was how
different is different?" Bigge said.

Best known for making elegant small
kites, Bigge had previously sponsored two
notable events: the International Exposition
of Small Kites in Harpers Ferry, West Vir
ginia in 1984, and the International Indoor'
Kite Efficiency Challenge in Catonsville,
Maryland in 1988. Dozens of kites were
shipped from all over the world and flown
on these occasions. But for 1998 the chal
lenge was strictly personal, and for it Bigge
decided to play with small kites in just two
simple shapes: the diamond he calls a
"hata/Eddy style" and the sled.

He chose simple materials, too: plastic
grocery bags of white, pink or blue for most
sail covers, masking tape for joinery and
spars of thinly sliced basswood, bamboo
and, for the crossbow of many of the dia
monds, thin piano wire 0.015" or 0.020"
diameter. (Originally, he used bamboo but
lost patience with the fine shaving required
and found the wire provided uniform flex
and better balance.)

Bigge kept meticulous notes on each

flight in a hard
back book of
blank sheets,
which he titled
One Years Jour
ney Into Kite
variation, 01; A
Trajectory in Kite
Space. For in
stance, his first
entry describes
the inaugural
kite as a IS-inch
square hata
weighing three
grams, bridled five inches from the bottom
of the spine and at two points on the cross
spar, 4/S inches from the spine. "Tailless,
naturally," he wrote, and went on to describe
some design and construction flaws, the
weather and its flying performance.

The first month or so, Bigge flew most
ly white diamonds that varied from one
another by size. Each successive kite dif
fered by six percent in height and width.
After he flew one, he wrote the date on the
surface and sometimes added comments:
"wild'," "thermal," "windy, fair balance."

In the second month, he switched to
sleds, first varying the width by a half inch
for each new kite, then making another
series of a different height. (One discov
ery: The wider the sled: the less wind it
needs to fly-but it also collapses easier. It
probably will require a tail when much nar
rower than the height.)

A series of Bigge's hata/Eddy kites is
10 inches high. The position of the cross
bow-and-spine junction varies by incre-

Above, in trademark hat, Bill Bigge
knocks off another day's flight with a
small sled kite. Above left, a mass of
Bigge's kites are collected in date
order after use. Left, Bigge uses a 6:1
ratio geared reel following an exam
ple made by Charlie Solich of Illinois.

ments of two percent of the spine length,
from the center to very near the top of the
spine. Each series in a group differs from the
next in the location of the spar ends, by four
percent of the spine length. Finally, there are
three groups, having widths of 9)2' inches, 10
inches and 10)) inches respectively. This
turned out to include more than enough
somewhat different kites.

These small kites, with light sticks and
covers, fly satisfactorily in a wide range of
winds. It seems, though, that the extremes
are less forgiving.

Bigge says he sometimes got up in the
morning and made that day's kite, but other
times made a group ofkites at one sitting, and
chose the one to fly based on the weather.

For days of particularly stiff wind, he
made a few kites (both sleds and diamonds)
of striped cotton cloth. And for light wind
days-zero wind posed a greater problem
than too much, he says-he made ultra
light kites of thin, transparent plastic and
even produced one fragile hata-style kite of
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FOR THE RECORD
[Continued]

microfilm. He poured the covering materi
al himself and picked it up on a frame from
a film-covered water surface.

What constituted a successful flight, by
his standards? "Enough to demonstrate that
it was not a nonflying kite." In case ofdoubt,
that meant a flight in which the kite stayed
out of trouble for at least two minutes. To
achieve stability, he used a variety of tails
(mostly of plastic garbage bag material but
also including lengths of string) and on
occasion added plastic or string tassels to
just one tip of his diamonds.

Most flights were made from a high,
grassy area next to a parking lot at the neigh
borhood soccer field. Several locations in
that area were used depending on the wind.
Many flights were made at Gunners Lake
Park, a larger, level area raised "above most
turbulence from surrounding trees.

On some high-wind days, he flew in
the lee of trees to help filter the blow. And
on wet days, "I'd go out with some reading
material and sit in the car at the field. When
the noise on the roofstopped, I'd go out and
pop the kite up.... I was worried in the
winter about snow, but EI Nino helped out
there." (Maryland had little snow in 1997.)

Several small kites designed for the occa
sion accompanied him to a family reunion
in Ohio in July, 1997. At the AKA con
vention in October, one of the flights was
made by slipping out the side door of the
convention center and popping the kite up
in a light drizzle.

When all was done, Bigge went back
over his meticulous logbook and made charts
showing the flights by month and day and
the kites by type. Photographs taken to
document every day filled five plastic bags by
the end. His first photographer doubled as
a witness, but later Bigge took his own pic
tures, and witnesses became anyone he could
find. Sometimes, at kite festivals, the wit
nesses were well-known fellow kiters. But
there were days when no signatures were
obtained at all. Ordinarily Kite Lines would
require witnesses for any world record, but
the careful documentation of the logbook,
the array of actual kites and the character
of Bigge himself make his achievement
indisputable.

Besides, is anyone else ever going to
make and fly a different kite every day for
400 days? To quote Ted Manekin, long
time kiter of New York, "That's a real Cal
Ripken record! Bigge is the Iron Man of
Kiting."
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"A IQdrning Qx-PQriQncQ" in
Long 8Qdch with "Stormy"

T
hat's what veteran Oregon kiter
Warren 0. (Stormy) Weathers calls his
attempt in August to surpass kiting's

oldest record: altitude achieved by a single
kite. The mark to beat stands at the 12,471
feet reached by Henry Helm Clayton and
Arthur E. Sweetland, at the Blue Hill
Weather Station, Milton, Massachusetts, on
February 28, 1898. (See pp 18for afurther dis
cussion of this record.)

In two attempts during the Washington
State International Kite Festival in Long
Beach, Washington, using a 4J2'-foot x 6-foot
version of his Swift Victory kite (a variation
of his trademark star-shaped winged sled)
made of international orange polyester for
visibility, Weathers and crew claimed alti
tudes of2,300 feet and 3,800 feet. In the first
attempt, August 20, the kite would not lift
beyond an inversion layer at the lower alti
tude, and in the second, August 22, did not.
have enough angle to go higher than 3,800
feet. Weathers planned to test kite and bri
dle modifications in preparation for making
another attempt in 1999.

He certainly has enough line, for he
purchased a good quantity of Spectra at a
sporting goods store out-of-business auction:
178 miles' worth!

"I have to do something with it!" he says.

In [ngland, no record
but good record-keeping

(

ngland's Northern Kite Group may have
produced last spring the second longest,
most meticulously detailed account ofan

unsuccessful attempt to set a kiteflying
record.

Team leader and club secretary Ron
Ogden sent Kite Lines an II-page report,
complete with contributions by team mem
bers and color photos, detailing an effort in
May to surpass the kite duration record.

The record, however, still stands at 180
hours and 17 minutes, as set in 1982 by
the Edmonds Community College Kite
Team of Long Beach, Washington.

Flying on Walney Island, Cumbria,
beginning on May 6, members of the
Northern Kite Group encountered diffi
cult weather while keeping·a Greens of
Burnley Stratoscoop 2 (52" x 50") in the air
for 41 hours 20 minutes.

Attempting to blanket the range ofkites
suitable for varying winds, the group initially
launched in succession nine kites-also
including a delta, rokkaku, Pearson roller

variant, Flow Form, fringed delta, Pearson
roller and four-foot Malay. All but the
Stratoscoop were downed by the weather or
spar breakage before 10 hours had passed.

The Stratoscoop, however, survived the
next 30-plus hours, flying through two
nights and in conditions that included vary
ing amounts of rain and winds up to 45
mph. A five-person team plus five obser
vers-all of them 65 years old or older
rotated six-hour shifts to tend the kites.

Diminishing winds and strong rain, how
ever, finally dropped the kite from the sky,
saturated, early in the morning of May 8.

In what also may be a first among
would-be kite record setters, the group
enclosed details of the attempt in a plastic
bottle, which they sent out to sea. (So far,
no response indicating recovery, says
Ogden.)

The group also was able to donate a
total of£800 (almost $1,300) to a variety of
charities, through sponsorship contributions.

Small, smaller, smallest
kites fly in Seattle

(

herry blossoms, children and tiny kites
came together in April 1998 in the
home city of The Drachen Foundation.

The organization linked up with the annu
al Seattle Cherry Blossom and Japanese
Cultural Festival to stage what it called the
first annual World's Smallest Kite contest.
Another edition of the event, now called
The Second Great Miniature Kite Contest,
is scheduled in connection with another
occasion, the International Children's
Festival, in May of 1999.

The event was organized and proclaimed
with little advance warning and without
acknowledging previous small-kite events,
such as the International Exposition ofSmall
Kites, staged in Harpers Ferry, West Virginia
by Bill Bigge in 1984 (see Kite Lines, Summer
Fall 1984). The standards and judges for the
Seattle event became somewhat clearer after
the fact, in a smart New York Times article.

The winners of the first Seattle event:
First, Nobuhiko Yoshizumi ofJapan, for a 10
x 8 mm sode kite; Second, Harm van Veen
of The Netherlands, for a 13 x 11 mm
Eddy kite; Third, Dan Proebstel of Colorado
Springs, Colorado, for a lOx 10 mm Eddy.
Special recognitions also went to Van Veen
for Best Flying Kite, Bas Vreeswijk of The
Netherlands for best three-dimensional kite
and the Kyoto Kite Club for Best Group of
Small Kites. Yoshizumi's sode kite was sub
mitted to the Guinness Book <ifRecords and is
still awaiting reply. •
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SKYDANCER BY INTER ACTIVE KITES

(hall~nqinq quad pdrtn~r

D
ancing smoothly
with this distinc
tive "variable

geometry" kite from
England is like a com
plex ballroom routine:
It needs rehearsal. But

One of the most enjoyable traits we
found was that the lines never seemed to get
caught anywhere, which is particularly nice
given the long lines recommended for new
Level 7 fliers.

On the other hand, on our kite one of
the stand-offs repeatedly pulled out of its
reinforcement on the sail. And we found the
tensioning line used to adjust the nose bil
low tended to slip, changing flight charac
teristics. This happened most often during
dead launches, which defeats the purpose of
being able to dead launch.

Overall, the Stranger Level 7 is not for
the faint of heart, nor the inexperienced, but
will provide many hours of fun (and frus
tration!) for those ready to take on the chal
lenge. -Jiff Burka

once you are in step,
the kite offers a strik
ing quad-line experi
ence. You can even fly
it with 40-foot tails!

Unfortunately, in
our earliest outings,
we kept stepping on
the kite's toes. Initial
ly, it seemed to re
spond to a conven
tionallead, like other
quads. But at times,
particularly in light air
at the edges, it flew
off solo, pirouetting
away and ignoring the
reserved wrist move
ments that usually
bring quads into line.

As we slowly discovered that the kite
desired a combination of confidant, assertive

At top, in light air,
the Skydancer is a
wide rainbow arch.
Above, slashing
across the window,
the wings sweep
back sharply.

eventually turned the kite back downwind,
out to the ends of the line for recovery.

Construction is extremely durable-a
good thing, because many of our crashes
were loud and even frightening. The kite
bounced around but was always ready to fly
again. The lightweight polyester sail is heav
ily reinforced on all stress points and the
leading edges and spar sleeves are well cov
ered with heavy polyester. Sturdy 6mm pul
truded carbon spars and tapered fiberglass
rods are used for the spine and wingtips.
Heavy rubber bands tension the wingtips
and spares are provided.

Color combinations available on the 22- .
panel sail are interesting and different. The
kite includes a serviceable instruction man
ual on tuning and flying, as well as a video,
which provides some great footage showing
what the kite can do. Watch the tape in an
area free of flies, however, or some are sure
to buzz into your slack-jawed mouth!

We spent about 15 hours getting
acquainted with the Level 7, flying on the
recommended 75-foot, 80-pound Spectra
lines in winds ranging from 4 to 15 mph.

The first thing we noticed is that the
Level 7 tended to nose dive into· the ground.
But many hours later, this problem largely
went away as we began to understand the
kite's flight and glide characteristics.

The Level 7 flew in light winds, but was
not very much fun. Instead of hanging or
gaining altitude in positions such as a fade
(belly up, nose toward the pilot), the kite
would pull out of the wind and into a glide.

At the middle of the wind range, how
ever, we found the Level 7 an absolute plea
sure, offering extreme trickabiliry through
glides, super tight spins with heavy oversteer
and simple relaunches from any position
including the dreaded belly-down, nose
forward dead launch and the fantastic Otis
launch (belly-up, nose-forward), from which
the kite lifted into a fade and flew itself to
the top of the window.

Things got a bit shaky at the top of the
wind range, where the kite pulled hard
enough to break 80-pound line. But at least
it told us when the wind was too strong,
forcefully shaking and shuddering.

O
nce upon a
time, a British
chap named

Andy Preston
dropped a little
bomb on the stunt
kiting communi
ry: the Stranger. Its
high aspect ratio,
oddly curved lead
ing edges and a
deep sail redefined
what trick kiting One view of the Level 7
was all about. It Stranger, which changes
was the first kite shape with every move.

you could "kill" anywhere in the window
that is, make it stop in a stall, turtle or pan
cake and flick it around in a variery ofslack
line moves.

So three years passed and Andy wanted
something new to play with: the Stranger
Level 7, the most talked about stunter of1998.
It is hard to say which sweeping curve grabs
your eye first: the oddly in-swept wingtips, the
deep keel with a sharp turn at the bottom or
the reverse bend at the top of the spine.

Okay, so it looks funny. How does it fly?
Flexifoil recommends this kite for experts
only and Preston suggests one needs several
days getting acquainted with the kite's bizarre
flight characteristics. Both know what they're
talking about.

Like the original Stranger, the Level 7 is
designed to be "killed," but also left in a
stable flying position-even upside down
permitting all sorts of odd spins, flips, recov
eries and combination moves. But it also
can be made to fly in three dimensions, a
concept popularized with the quad-line kites
from Revolution.

What is 3-D flying? Stunt kites usually fly
along the inside surface of a sphere, whose
radius is described by the length of the kite
lines. But in 3-D, the kite is purposely pulled
out of the wind and brought within the space
between the end of the lines and the flyer.
When we had tuned it correctly, we found the
Level 7 would glide toward us in a curve that

LEVEL 7 BY FLEXIFOIL

Pr~ston tri(kst~r: strang~!
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movements, a great affection for this danc
ing partner began to bloom.

"It's absolutely necessary to keep all four
lines tensioned. Then you are involved in
actually retaining the shape of the kite," we
were told later by David Davies, a former
military pilot who spent 3~years designing
the kite with his son, Howard, also a pilot.

The Skydancer significantly changes
shape in answer to the wind, from a
wingspan of 100 inches when flat to just 57
inches when swept back in a stiff breeze.
Poised on the ground, the kite is a rainbow
arch nearly 180 degrees around, but in
flight it becomes a deep, inverted "0."

The leading edge of 6 mm carbon rod
comprises three sections, joined by ferrules
inside a sleeve of reinforced nylon. Twin
longerons angle on the back of the kite
from conventional wing fittings at the lead
ing edge to pockets on the trailing edge, ten
sioning the 18-inch-wide ripstop sail.

The kite assembles quickly. The middle
leading edge spar remains in the sleeve and
the wingtip sections slide inside. Bungee
cord stretches the wing to arrow nocks on
the tips.

One striking feature of the Skydancer: no
bridle. Flying lines attach directly to snap
swivels, which are attached near the top and
bottom of the longerons and extend through
neatly done grommets in the sail surface.

In flight, the longerons sweep backward
in the wind, drawing the kite into a tighter
curve. When these spars approach parallel
they give the kite speed, but also create sta
bility by spilling wind smoothly off the
wings. Davies suggests it may be impossible
to break this kite under wind pressure alone,
and we flew it in hugely gusty winds with
no problems.

Although Skydancer is rated for flight in
winds from 4 to 18 mph, the designer sug
gests beginners wait for at least a 12 mph
breeze to begin to feel out the kite. We
began to appreciate its personality on a day
of 15 mph-plus breezes, as we learned to
make swooping circles and rapid spins, like
that old wheel Ezekial saw, 'way up in the
middle of the air .

And what ground play! The kite's shape
enabled us to roll it along like a colorful
wagon wheel. In tip stands, the deeply curv
ing rainbow looked like a banner plugged
into the ground.

Then we flew Skydancer with its col
orful tails: neatly sewn tubes 3;1 inches in
diameter in seven sections of bright color.
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The kite became,-if not exactly docile, at
least very stately to fly. The tails made a
great show, adding to this quad's appeal as a
crowd-pleasing performer. The manufac
turer recommends laO-foot lines when fly
ing with tails. Accustomed to flying quads
with shorter lines, we had to link two sets
together, but found the result well worth
buying a 100-foot quad set.

-Steve McKerrow

SUPERSONIC BY REVOLUTION

fast, yes, but still faithful

wow! Nudge back the handles in even
a moderate wind and this new "Speed
Series" kite from the originators of

the quad-line stunter screams toward the
top of the wind window. Yet rotate the
wrists downward, as with any Rev, and you
gain relatively familiar, if touchy, control.

The new Supersonic from Revolution
responds to wrist control-and the market.

Revolution says it created the Shock
wave and the Supersonic, the first two kites
in the Speed Series, to meet requests for
faster kites. The Supersonic is marketed as
the "more forgiving" model-but we found
this kite tested our reflexes quite sharply
enough, thank you.

A very thick top spar, ;1-inch in diam
eter, is the first thing we noticed when
assembling the kite. The three-wrap graphite
tube, in three sections, is tensioned by a
bungee-and-cap system.

The second departure from the familiar
Revs? No mesh webbing on the leading
edge. Instead, a two-inch strip of clear plas
tic with white grid marks just makes it look
like the old mesh. Finally, the kite sports
four, not two, longerons on the back of the
sail, which tension a trailing edge with flat
bottoms rather than the usual pointy tips.
The Supersonic looks less like a bow tie
than the conventional Revs, but the fami
ly resemblance is still unmistakable.

We found assembly quick and easy the
first time out of the bag, running out line in
less than two minutes from arrival on the
field. The kite comes in a nice nylon bag,
with pockets for handles and lines. However,

we advise patience and care when joining
the leading edge spars, making sure they
have gone together securely. As with all
Revs, you must mate the wingrips with fer
rules on the center spar blindly, by feel
alone. We broke a spar tensioning the wing
when one ferrule had not been properly
seated. That's a $14.95 replacement stick!

Revolution's recommended wind range
for the Speed Series is 4-20 mph. We man
aged to maintain control on several days
when gusts were ripping through well
beyond 20, but recommend this only with
reservations. The kite is so fast that, over the
course of many hours flying, we broke two
more spars-both times in high wind when
slashing a wingtip on the ground. Despite
their girth, the spars will snap in two.

In light air flying, the shallower profile
Supersonic did not respond as readily to
line pumps as a conventional Rev. But we
were able to at least fly gentle patterns in
dying evening breezes.

In stronger wind, it performed side slide
maneuvers in the upright position better
than earlier Revs, and we felt equally in
control in reverse flight. However, the kite
exhibited significant oversteer, which took
some adjustment of technique. It was hard
to do just one snap spin!

Fliers of any other kites in the Rev
series will find the Supersonic a lively chal
lenge. (The venerable Rev 1 is not in the
company's line any longer.) No beginner
should make this a first quad-line, however.

-Steve McKerrow

WINDDANCE BY SEATTlE AIRGEAR

Soft fliers for travel fun

S
tunt kiting has moved in the direction of
radical performance and "slack-line
maneuvers." But Seattle AirGear wants

to bring us back to a time when kites pulled
hard and we maneuvered them through our
own vigorous pulls on the lines. These three
new, dual-line soft wings, designed for stunt
ing, not traction, will turn on a dime, scream
across the sky and pack into small bags easy
to take anywhere for impulse flying.

All three kites are based on the same basic
design, differing in the number ofcells across
the span. Sails are 1.5-oz ripstop nylon, and
every conceivable stress point has been rein
forced. Cell openings are edge bound and bri
dled ribs have a strip of material zig-zagging
down their lengrh to spread pressure. In fact,
the WindDance kites are so well built they can
withstand a power dive into the ground at the
center of the window-an action often dev
astating to other stuntable parafoils.
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The kites also feature a polyester cross
bridle with a simple method ofbridle adjust
ment. Each of the two bridle points has an
adjustment line which is fastened to the
towpoint loop by a sheetbend hitch. By
moving this hitch, the flyer adjusts the flight
characteristics.

To prevent bridle tangles during storage,
each WindDance also has loops sewn on the
trailing edge to which each leg of the bri
dle may be larksheaded-a much-appreci
ated feature. These loops also double as tail
attachment points, and tails can be used for
show or to help slow down and reduce the
pull of the kites.

We flew all three kites on the manufac
turer's recommended 75-foot, 90-pound
Spectra lines, in winds ranging from 3 to 15
mph. The lines held up in moderate winds
even with the largest WindDance 3, but
we suggest heavier lines for both the 2 and
the 3 in winds much higher.

Edge work proved a risky business with
all of these kites. Flying too quickly to the
window extremes tended to turn the kites
onto their backs. But we soon found it was
possible to approach the edge gently, and
once there do all sorts offun things, includ
ing tip stands and other ground work.

All three kites launched easily, as long as
we carried a ground stake and had some
method to weight down the trailing edge of

WindDance.1

the kite, such as a line bag, to prevent an
inadvertent launch or roll while we walked
back to the handles.

WINDDANCE 1

The baby of the series is the fastest and
tightest turning. It was an absolute blast in
medium to high winds, able to recover from
almost any sort of tangle, flip or fall. This kite
pulled lightly even in high winds and made
sharp, angular turns. With its low pull, it
would even be suitable for children to fly, a
good kite on which to learn two-line skills.

WINDDANCE 2

The mid-size model performed much like
the 1 in terms of its turn speed, and angu
lar turns were similarly possible. While not
quite so fast across the window, it was still a
spry kite, recovering from most in-air
mishaps or crashes into the ground. The
pull was significantly stronger, however.
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WINDDANCE 3

The largest kite's additional cells give it a
higher aspect ratio, producing a noticeable
effect on £light and recovery. Turns and for
ward flight were slower, and we could not
match the crisp angles possible with the 1
and 2. We almost always had to walk to the
kite to reset it for launch after a crash or
midair tangle. The kite pulled quite hard,
and should be flown by adults. The good
news, however: This kite flew in surprisingly
light winds, given the weight of the canopy.

Overall, we were impressed with this
series of kites. Theyare well-made, fun to
fly and great for travel. -Jtiff Burka

SKY TIGER BY COBRA

Say Hi to friQndly foil

W
hen the SkyTiger Hi series traction
kites were introduced four years ago,
they set a new performance standard

for quad-line traction kites. Their high
aspect ratio design made them faster and
more powerful and they were an immediate
1:lit. Although no longer the fastest foils,
they still have a strong following among
both racers and those who prefer more
casual traction activities.

The SkyTiger Hi22 is the newest addi
tion to the stable, which includes kites up to
80 square feet. Like its mates, it has a very
high aspect ratio and the distinctive trailing
edge flaps that steer it.

The SkyTiger Hi22 hits the happy buttons.

Our preflight checkup revealed a well
constructed kite of Icarex polyester with a
preset Spectra bridle. We also found it to
actually be about 25 square feet in area.

The difference from the advertised 22
square feet lies in the measuring. We use a
flat measure for review kites, laying a kite on
its back and measuring dimensions. The
back surface is larger than the the fi·ont,
and includes the area of intake scoops. We
measure by that.

(In the Hi22's case, we excluded the
keels at the wingtips and the steering flaps on
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the trailing edge. SkyTiger's own measure
ments include only the fabric between the
scoops and flaps. For the record, some man
ufacturers use the flat measure, some use a
projected area calculation and still others
apparently use an elastic tape measure!)

Setting up the Hi22 is simple. Experi
enced fliers will attach lines and go, and
neophytes will follow the well-presented
directions and be flying soon, too.

Although this SkyTiger was new to us,
our first flight was like meeting an old friend.
In only a moment, we felt we had never
been apart because, since our initial review
of traction kites (Kite Lines, Sunilller 1996),
we have used the Hi series as one of our
benchmarks for test kites.

The Hi22 behaved like its siblings
which is to say, very well. Midlength arm
movements coupled with medium wrist
rotations produced quick turns. The Hi22
responded predictably, even when flying
well beyond its reconilllended wind range.

It flew in a puff, and gusts produced
rapid acceleration. Consequently, controlling
it in extreme conditions required concen
rration. Like others in the Hi series, this
kite's wind window is wide, upwind per
formance is strong, it tracks well and is sta
ble at the edges. Maximum power is gen
erated by maintaining positive pressure on
the brake lines.

SkyTiger now uses the sanle length han
dles for all tI1eir Hi series kites; the 15.5-inch
set that came with the Hi22 are also used for
the Hi80. But this seems like trying to use
the same screwdriver for all sizes of screws.
The long handles work well with big kites,
but made the Hi22 more difficult to fly
than necessary. Minimal rotation that would
barely trim a larger model briskly turned the
Hi22. (Owners may shorten the handles
or perhaps replace them. While their con
struction of gray PVC tubing is functional,
they are less than we expect from a com
mercial product.)

We chose the Hi22 in strong wind
conditions for which we previously have
chosen the larger, lower-aspect SkyTiger
26. The power seemed equivalent and we
could use the increased responsiveness to
good advantage. But new fliers will con
tinue to be better served by the more
moderate 26.

With its upper midrange acceleration
and power, predictable responses and user
friendly demeanor, the SkyTiger Hi22 cer
tainly carries on the well-established Hi
series tradition, filling what arguably might
be the last gap in the SkyTiger Hi line.

-James C. VlIelsh

TRACTION EX'S BY CONCEPT AIR

[xtrQffiQ pOWQr you (an taffiQ

T
raction kiters who thrive on speed and
power will thrill to the Traction EX'S,
an oddly named quad-line kite that

accelerates aggressively to speeds as high as
the best performing kites we have tested. In
fact, each of us who flew the 3-square meter
EX'S in strong winds rediscovered our per
sonal points of thrill versus fear.

But the EX'S-say it as "Excess"-does
not have to be an extreme kite. It can eas
ily be adjusted to curb its assertive nature,
through what Concept Air calls its VSS sys
tem. The camber of the kite can be changed

The EX'S as seen from a buggy.

by adjusting the length of the C power bri
dle lines in relation to the A and B power
bridle lines. (The system is sinmar to Ted
Dougherty's variable camber system: see
Kite Lines, Sunilller 1996). Performance can
be enhanced or reduced by moving two
larks head knots up or down .25 inches.

In the normal position, we found the
EX'S to be powerful, very fast and reason
ably user-friendly. Turns were best accom
plished using a push-pull technique, coupled
with strong wrist rotations. At the bottom
end of the wind range, the kite struggled to
stay aloft. But as the breeze picked up it per
formed better and better. Stability and
response both increased dramatically.

In traction activities, quick power turns
were easy and relatively safe. We learned
to tug in both brake lines to dump some
power, rotate the wrists to turn the kite
and release the brake lines to accelerate.

Upwind £light was very good, but when
the kite was at the edge, care was required
to avoid luffing. In its performance
enhanced mode, the EX'S flew even faster
and accelerated harder. But this extra per
formance came at a cost: In anything but
expert hands, edge luffing became a cer
tainty, especially in gusty winds.

In its performance-reduced mode, the
leading edge of the EX'S is tilted slightly
away fro111 the flier, and the intent is to
provide a smoother flight. It did that, but at



the cost ofbecoming so flat to the wind the
kite was difficult to launch. Thus the only
time we used this mode was during testing.

The Traction EX'S showed first-rate
construction and came set up with 75-foot
sleeved Kevlar lines on epoxy-painted PVC
handles, with a link line between them.
Ours flew well right out of its 200-denier
nylon zippered bag.

The large cross section of sleeved
Kevlar lines no doubt slowed the EX'S
down a bit, but, as their manufacturer told
us, the increased durability is an asset in the
rough conditions in which these kites are
often flown.

The Traction EX'S is a good choice for
aggressive, competitive fliers, or those who
wish they were. Most will prefer to fly it in
its normal mode, but for the those who
dare, it offers a thrilling potential.

-James C. Welsh

GINGER & MOOD SWING BY SKY DELIGHT

Put on ahappy face!

These two kites from Joel Scholz of Sky
Delight Kites are at once older than
time and fresh as a breeze. Built to the

basic design of the traditional Japanese yakko,
minus the usual trailing parts, they can
reflect your mood or just give a chuckle to
a bunch of kids.

In Ginger, Joel's comic sense has pro
duced a kite that watches you as you watch
it. In Mood Swing, a smiling pair of red
(Marilyn?) lips can be bridled to reflect
your mood. Feeling sorry for yourself? Fly
it frowning. On top of the world? Let
everyone know by reversing the kite's bri
dle to fly it as a smile.

The kites are outwardly similar in size
and shape, made of ripstop nylon with sewn

The seductive eye of Ginger and the dual per
sonalities of Mood Swing. (If Scholz made a
Nose kite you could fly a whole face!)

applique work and graphite spars. Construc
tion details differ, however. The eye of
Ginger is formed with curved spars sleeved
within the leading and trailing edges and
straight spars and a spine crossed at the back.
Mood Swing is shaped by just three sleeved,
deeply curved graphite spars and a center
spine, reminiscent of the bones of Scholz's
Butterfighter kite.

Putting the kites together the first time
required careful attention to the instruc
tion sheets, and we subsequently found it
easiest to transport them flat rather than
undertake repeated reassembly.

The kites show the high construction
quality typical ofSky Delight, making clever
use of vinyl end caps to also serve as spar
anchors and providing nice touches ofstitch
ery at the pockets.

In flying, we found these kites would
launch easily from the hand, but would not
take off so well from the ground. Once
aloft, they required relatively close attention
to guard against a tendency to overfly or to
turn into changes in the wind. However, an
attentive hand could keep them up in winds
from 4-20 mph. The kites seemed virtual
ly indestructible, even in a head-on crash.
And with no protruding parts, they are also
harmless over a crowd--exactly where you'll
want to fly them. -Mel Govig

GADFLY BY INFLIGHT

Hybrid insect is no pest

Jim Rowlands has for some time been
among the authorities on soft kites,
which he distributes through his com

pany in England. He also does fi-amed kites.
Melding both skills, he has produced a
whimsical insect that flies on a ribbed flat
wing but whose body is inflated by the
wind. It is challenging and unusual to com
bine stiff and soft in this way, particularly
while covering the labor costs in making a
commercial kite.

In nature, the gadfly is actually a biting
pest-like the horsefly, deerfly or blue
bottle fly. This Gadfly, however, best
evokes the friendly firefly of warm sum
mer nights. Indeed, devising a way to put
a small strobe or chemical light in the tail
could produce that effect!

Well-constructed, even if not nit-pick
ing perfect, of ripstop nylon with colOlful
applique, the kite uses graphite wing spars
and spine, joined by a conventional stunt kite
T-fitting, with three fiberglass spars per side
to spread the wing.

The head, body and legs are those ofa soft
kite, with air entering to inflate the body

through two mesh vents
between the bulbous
eyes. Thus the kite
needs at least a
moderate wind
to fully snap into
shape. A four-point
bridle leads from
the head, the neck and two pairs of legs
to a single towing point, and helps to main
tain the body's form. This is important
because when it is filled out and flying
you will see the kite's real personality, an
asset you'll miss when the body lies limp on
the ground.

We found the Gadfly climbed well to a
moderately steep angle of flight and parked
with relative stability, tending only to sweep
back and forth in shifting winds. When the
breeze began to die, it slowly backed down
onto its tail.

The Gadfly was easy to fly and it didn't
buzz about like the real, busy original
which is a good thing in most kites. How
ever, its legs jittered just a bit, giving an
extra, lifelike dimension to the fun.

-Mel Govig

JUMPING FROG BY DANCING FROG

Simple &simply delightful

T
his small kite should inspire us all to
revisit basic Asian kite designs to fresh
en our own clever sky art. Attracted to

the native kites ofIndonesia, Jennifer Snyder
and Bob Harris have applied their signa
ture frog motif to a classic rectangular
planform, using dyed ripstop covers and
spars of graphite and fiberglass.

The result? A luminous, crouching
amphibian in the sky which, in a light,
steady wind, jumps to the touch of a hand
on the line or bobs and twitches within a
limited range when flying untended.

Although assembled in the United
States, the kites are hand-painted in Bali,
where the California pair established a stu
dio in 1997. Native painters use a tradi
tional batik process requiring up to three
coats of dye, and also have some latitude to
interpret Jennifer's basic frog designs. Thus
no two kites are exactly alike. (In addition
to the reviewed four-stick rectangular kite,
they make a small diamond kite about 18
inches tall bearing frog designs.)

The makers took inspiration from the
ripstop dye work of friend and fabric artist
Ty Billings, whose High As a Kite compa
ny of Inverness, California is still distribut
ing the kites (though Kite Lines has sadly
learned it will soon close down operations).
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Prism's
Triad is a
tumbler,
easy to
launch and
play around
with.

Shanti's
Cube is a
darter and
gentle
mover that's
good to
learn with.

ing out but not crossing. Prism says adjust
ments for varying wind strengths can be
made by sliding the back fittings up or down.

The Triad comes in three combinations
of three hues that are adjacent on the color
wheel and give an iridescent effect in com
bination as the kite moves. The Cube is
available in 12 solid colors. Construction
quality of the two kites we compared was
better on the Triad, including reinforced
stitching on the edges and at each corner.
On our Cube, after only a few flights, we

had to restitch one corner spar
pocket when it separated from
the sail.

Although the kites weigh
the same, we judged The
Cube to be a little livelier. We
also successfully flew both kites
together on a single line.

We had only one problem
when flying our Cube, which
we assume can happen with
the Triad, too: We flew it first
on light fighter kite line,
underestimating the pull it
generates, and in a puff of
wind the line broke. The kite
fell to the beach, then began
bouncing and rolling down
wind like a demented beach-
ball, with two of us in hot
pursuit. But we flagged in
exhaustion after running sev
eral blocks in soft sand, and
were resigned that the kite
would roll all the way to

Delaware-until it fortunate
ly became trapped against a
set of boardwalk steps.

-Steve McKerrow

iirpose in publishing kit ws is to
o er full and objective informatr nabout new
kites, along with a touch of vicarious flying
experience. To that end. here is what we live
by in our reviews:

OUR OBJ(CTIV(?
T() B(

(( TIV[

• Kite Lines and its writers have no interest,
financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, in
any kite manufacturing business of any kind,
anywhere.

• No advertising or business agreements with
Kite Lines are part of any editorial considera
tions.

• Kite manufacturers are never shown reviews
in advance, and we review only production
models. not prototypes.

• All Kite Lines reviews are signed. denoting
the authors' willingness to stand behind them.
However, the opinions expressed combine the
vi ~f at least two experiencedkitefliers.

a;.re.

cell theme, enhanced with a sliding bridle
(see Kite Lines, Fall 1980 for our first look at
such a bridle, by Japan's Takaji Kuroda).

Then in early fall we encountered and
flew a prototype of the Prism Triad, a sin
gle-cell triangular design of roughly similar
size and performance.

While hardly providing the precise con
trol ofa good fighter kite, these cell kites can
be made to maneuver, through vigorous
slacking and tightening of the line. And
while not offering the stability of a good
two-cell (or more) box, they do fly steadi
ly in lighter winds. We have heard of peo
ple stringing a half-dozen or more cells
onto a single line to make a veritable squad
ron ofgeometric models in the sky!

The kites are very light, thanks to rip
stop polyester sail material and graphite
rods. They assemble easily and break down
into tight packages and thus qualify as per
fect impulse kites to keep in a car trunk or
your briefcase.

In The Cube, four vertical framing
members fit permanenty into cloth pockets,
while at each end two cross spars anchor at
the corners and are joined at center by vinyl
tubing. Tension adjustments can be made via
this center fitting. On the Triad, the three
vertical members are similarly fitted into
pockets, while the tensioning spars anchor at
the corners in molded plastic fittings, bow-

THE CUBE BY SHANTI &

THE TRIAD BY PRISM

Variations on a thQffiQ

The Jumping Frog in midjump shows its
unusual rounded edges.

Why frogs? Snyder and Harris explain
they are among the most sensitive creatures
on the planet, unusual beings that first live
in water then breath air on land, generating
much mythology. Recently the discovery of
deformed frogs in certain localities has been
taken as a marker of damage to the envi
ronment. In Bali, flying frogs in particular are
celebrated in native culture.

The kite structure is a variation on the
classic four-stick rectangle flown for cen
turies in Asia. It features a bowed fiberglass
head stick, a stiff carbon fiber spine and
twin flexible fiberglass diagonal spars. All
insert into stitched nylon pockets, and vinyl
tube fittings join the cross spars to the spine.
The fabric is cut with gracefully scalloped
edges and serge-stitched all around.

In flight, a tassel tail of dyed ripstop
hangs from a loop about two feet below
the kite to tame its namesake tendency to
jump around the sky. -Mel Govig

WHAT'S NEW: KITES
[Continued)

H
ow much fun are these single-cell box
kites that can be made to tumble and
swoop? Judge by this: One of our lin

gering memories of the 3rd Annual Mary
land International Kite Expo at Ocean City,
Maryland last year will always be the sight of
two Cube kites bobbing about a pink-tinged
sky, the last kites flying from the rooftop of
a boardwalk hotel as night closed in.

This is where we first saw the modestly
priced, candy-colored ripstop polyester kite
from Shanti Kite Company. Coincidentally,
Lee Sedgwick was walking the beach flying
his own Mylar® construction on the one-
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•• '" ~~AGING' ABU 'GY GUIDE, SOME HOW-TO'S-& A DISASTROUS CD-

RADICAL IDEAS FOR DARING RIDERS

by crashing them into rivers, slamming them
down hills and jumping them over moguls.

This could also be a guide for the rest of
us, who only dream of doing nasty things to
our gear and bodies in search of a thrill. The
wonderful photos in this book certainly
provide a vicarious thrill.

The Guide leads off with a section on
kite and buggy equipment, including some
of the more interesting five-wheel configu
rations. Following chapters cover funda
mentals, tricks (180s, 360s, etc.), hard terrain
and jumping. The booklet finishes with
recommended reading and a glossary.

The tricks section uses simplistic but
innovative and helpful little charts which
quickly convey wind direction, buggy trav
el direction and how one turns the buggy's
wheel to accomplish a particular move.

The authors recognize that hardcore
buggying is a dangerous sport, and take
pains to discuss safety concerns and con
siderations.

Like many radical, cutting-edge sports,
hardcore buggying has its own slang, and
177e Guide makes for quite a colorful read.
Do yOLl know what "punch the mince"

and "smudge" mean? Respectively, the
terms describe riding at 100 percent and
crashing and getting dragged-as in, if you
punch the mince you might smudge?

Reading this booklet won't make you
an instant radical buggier. But it can cer
tainly push you well down the road beyond
your basic reach. As summed up on the
final page: "Buggy hard and die."

-Jeff Burka

DO YOU NEED IT?

MarvQlous Mini-KitQs
By Norman Schmidt,
(U.S.: Sterling/Tamos,
1998), hardcover, 96
pages, $19.95

Paperfold kites,
all based on 8~"

x 11"or 8)1''' x
14" copy paper, are
actually small kites, not mini-kites in
the sense in which most kitemakers under-

By Charlie Watson
(New Zealand: A
Kiwi Kite N.Z.,
1998), softcover, 32
pages, $9.95

ThQ GuidQ to WQstQrn Circuit
Hard (orQ Buggy Riding

T:ffJ. 0ur ~
r.w~t...e"·IIUo(~~~~J.oo.:--

all imitate the real Egyptian soaring bird.
A final chapter presents plans for four

winders to be made from ordinary materials.
One might fault this book for lacking

discussion of sail decoration. But any
kitemaker's imagination and color markers
or paint can easily be applied to these flying
surfaces. Indeed, we can envision consulting
Peterson's or another birding guide to cre
ate a very realistic-looking soarer.

-Steve McKerrow

I
n the eight years
since Peter Lynn
unleashed his kite

buggy on the unsus
pecting world, sur
prisingly little has been published in the
way of instruction manuals. Lynn himself
wrote Buggies, Boats & Peels, a very techni
cal look at the physics of kite sailing, dual
line traction design, and, oh yes, riding.
Servaas van der Horst and N op Velthuizen
included a pretty good buggy chapter in
Stunt Kites II. And for a while we had Corey
Jensen's Buggy Newz newsletter.

Enter The Guide, a simple new home
brew booklet of 32 photocopied pages,
including almost as many photographs. If
previous publications tended toward the
simple side of riding buggies, this new book
let is right off the scale in the other direction.
It sets forth a compendium of knowledge
about hardcore radical tricks developed by
some seemingly nice-but totally insane
buggiers from the country where it all started.

This book is not intended for folks who
just got some new gear and want to learn how
to use it, although it includes directions that
might help. Nope, this one is for people ready
to risk bending axles or breaking their buggies

FOUR SIMPLE SOARERS

On Bats, Birds and PlanQs
By W J. Brick
(Florence, Oregon:
self-published,
1998), sofrcover, 34
pages, $3.95

W
ehavecom
plained in
these pages

that the increasing
ease of desktop self-publishing is not always
a good thing, producing sloppy books of
marginal value. But it does not have to be so.
This simple volume by a longtime kiteflier
in Florence, Oregon achieves modest aims,
including thoughtful observations and plans
for four interesting kites that can be made
inexpensively.

The author states in the introduction
his preference for "reliable, well behaved,
light wind, single line, high angle, soaring
kites: kite forms that cooperate with the
air passing over their surfaces to create an air
foil shape that will generate its own lift."

In the first section, he recounts his study
of not only bats and birds, but also manta
rays, skates and sharks, which "fly" through
the water. He aimed his experiments, he
says, at incorporating into kites efficient
elements common to these creatures in
wing structures and tail forms.

Clear black-and-white drawings illustrate
the book throughout. The kite plans call for
simple materials: plastic, wood dowels, bam
boo, soda straws and fiberglass rods.

The first kite is a variant of a fighter
Brick calls the "Basic 30/40 Kite," referring
to the angles from the horizontal of the
leading and trailing edges, respectively.

Two bird kites, the Hawk Tail and the
Hawk Tail Penta, depart from the basic
design with the addition of light plastic
struts and battens to help shape the wings.

Brick calls his final kite the Egyptian
Vulture Kite, which builds upon the basic
structure of a delta and is the most interest
ing and complex of the four. Struts and
battens added to the wing-along with a
battened tail and fluttering trailing edges-
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TheTRAG[DY of the fR[NCH CD-ROM

in the new volume is in small type on the
copyright page. It states the book was first
published by another house (Sterling), but
does not provide the earlier title. That strikes us
as a serious stretch ofpublishing ethics. Cer
tainly ifyou have Kiteworks there is little in The
Magnificent Book ofKites to warrant purchase.

The only substantial new information is
a short chapter on kite material and com
munication on the World Wide Web. But
any Internet "newbie" will likely find more
useful information in a single session on-line.

This book is thicker than Kiteworks, but
the format has changed to an almost-square
page to account for some growth. The
design wastes-or pads?-significant addi
tional space. On the outer 25 percent of
most pages is printed a hazy black-and
white photograph of a cloudy sky-with a
diamond kite on left-hand pages and just
clouds on right. Seldom is this space filled

NEW EDITION, OLD PROBLEMS

The Magnificent Book of Kites

A
n ambitiou.S multimedia production effort in France, which set out to present
the world of kiting in interactive computer style, has resulted in a disap
pointing final product, whose future is unclear.
Titled Celf Volants: La passion du vent (Kites: Passion of the wind), the much

anticipated CD, whose principal directors were Serge Gaillard and Emmanuelle Simonnet, arrived
in our offices in early February. We were eager to view it, for the undertaking involved knowledgeable kite
people we respect and admire, including frequent Kite Lines international correspondent Pierre Fabre.

Imagine our disappointment when the CD, designed to run on Macintosh and PC computers, repeat
edly crashed every computer on which we tried to run it. Each of three Macs more than met the minimum
system requirements, but gave us no more than a tiny taste of the contents. It was as if we had bought a
book and found the covers glued shut!

Guessing we had a defective CD, we asked the producers for a new one, and this copy ran well on two
personal Macs, and also on aWindows 95 PC. But an older office Mac still could not crack the thing.

A product that cannot actually run on the machines it says it will presents nothing but frustration at
any price, let alone at the relatively steep $49-or-so cost of this one. (This demonstrated unreliability is the
principal reason we will not be distributing the CD in the Kite Lines Bookstore. In addition, at press time we
heard mixed messages from France regarding whether the product will actually be distributed at all, or
withdrawn for retranslating.)

What is inside the CD? An unfortunately mixed experience.
The pictures are gorgeous, it has music and video clips (rokkaku battles, buggiers on the beach, kite

jumpers) and it does a fairly good job of presenting the sweep and variety of kiting traditions, practice and
people around the world-albeit it with a decided Francophile skew.

But the English version (you can choose French or English at the outset) presents a translation that is
at times merely quaint but at others so bad as to be barely understandable. As just one example, we doubt
our friend and contributor George Peters actually said the statement attributed to him in the CD's profiles
of contemporary kitemakers, reproduced here verbatim:

Kite has something to do with people spirit, of having something that flies. In the ancient Egypte, and
China, they were human being, just like us, and had the same human instincts, they wanted to elevate their
perceptions to either their gods or just for playfulness.

Some sections include short oral readings, by a carefully enunciating female voice, but pronouncia
tions are sometimes terrible, especially of names. And it would be too easy to make a list of errors in
names, starting with Valery (sic) Govig, running through Bobby Standfield (sic) and on to such historic kite
figures as Graham Bell (sic) and Laurence Hagrave (sic).

Beyond abysmal editing, over which Pierre Fabre had no control, the CD also delivers less than its
subsections would seem to offer. As just one example, the section on kitemaking spends much time on the
varieties of covering paper and cloth available, yet offers not a single kite plan!

In sum, in viewing this CD we found ourselves recalling the oft-quoted lament of poet John Greenleaf
Whittier: "For of all sad words of tongue or pen, the saddest are these: 'It might have been! '"

-Steve McKerrow

By Maxwell Eden
(U.S.: Black Dog &

Leventhal, 1998),
hardcover, 464
pages, $17.95

F
irst: This is not a
new book-it's
merely a new

title and format. Almost all the material was
first published in 1989 as Kiteworks: Explora
tions in Kite Building & Flying. Even the
author's Preface, explaining "how I came
to write this book," is the same odd, ram
bling account of a vision experienced while
flying a delta kite made from shirt material.

Can a writer plagiarize himself? The
only acknowledgement of the original book

WHAT'S NEW: BOOKS
[Continued]

stand that term. This book offers three basic
styles with several variations for each, includ
ing fish, birds and bugs.

It's a colorful, beautifully-designed work;
its cover is one of the prettiest among kite
books. The construction diagrams are well
done, spread out over four to five pages.

The sections on history, flying and
methods and materials are generally good.
Five of the nine books listed in "Further
Reading," however, are out of print and
no credit is given for the kite designs. Most
of them, including methods and sequencing,
could have come directly from Beth
Matthews' Kite-Folds (Australia: Platypress),
which was first published as a book in 1987,
and the kites were spread around the world
in worksheets long before that. It was recent~

ly revised and reprinted with fine color
photos of kites that are actually flying.

I made five ofSchmidt's kites, samples of
each of the given designs. Delta One flew
well when the towing point was properly set,
about an inch higher than stated. The full
page color picture of this kite apparently
flying is misleading, however, for it will dive
if rigged as shown. [However, Mel Govig
said, "My first reaction to the Delta One
illustration was that the towing point was too
far back. But I made the kite as specified; it
flew well, without a tail!"]

Schmidt's Delta Two-essentially
Matthews' Beaked Deltafoil-likewise has
the tow point set too low. Schmidt gives
advice on towing points, but without expla
nation of the principles involved.

Other kites, constructed with folded,
glued spine and cross spars, flew well with
tails and some bridle adjustments. No claim
is made that these are kites for children,
although the Sterling catalog lists it as "juve
nile"-assuming that little kites must be for
little people? The folding and gluing is fussy
work and successful flying of these kites
calls for skill and judgment.

Schmidt recommends a hand-bent hook
slipped into a reinforced hole for attaching
flying line. (The illustration looks like a
Christmas ornament hanger.) I prefer a 2
inch loop of string tied in the hole and a
snap swivel on the flying line.

Felt tip pens are recommended for col
oring the kites. Watercolor markers work
fine, but are not specified. A warning to use
permanent markers only in a well-ventilat
ed area would be in order.

Do you need this book?
-Margaret Greger
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with useful text. Indeed, at several loca
tions this image occupies a full, empty page.

As for the contents, well, one might
hope a new publication would at least make
improvements. But the book still lacks good
photographs, the color section includes the
same unimpressive paintings, the plans are
not particularly well presented and the bal
ance of subjects is poor.

Some things that were right in the old
book are wrong here, such as the Indian
fighter kite in Chapter 20. It's the same
photo as in the 1989 book-but printed
upside down! And the cover shows nonfly
able diamond kites with bridles tangled.

Many people whose designs or other
help were used in Kiteworks with what they
felt was insufficient recognition are unlike
ly to feel better it has now happened again.

But perhaps the most distressing feature
of the new book is this: Nine years later,
shouldn't any kite book that claims the title
"Magnificent" account for the passage of
time? But no, such subjects as the develop
ment of the Revolution, the Quadrifoil and
other quad-line kites, as well as traction
kiting, radical trick flying, stunt kite com
petition and lightweight indoor flying-all
are utterly neglected here.

We must also mistrust the fairly lengthy
appendixes, after checking material we know
best. The book mentions the Maryland Kite
Festival as taking place in Gaithersburg,
Maryland the last Saturday of April. Well,
that event and location was accurate in, let's
see now... 1989? Hmmmm. Isn't that when
Kiteworks was published? -Steve McKerrow

LINE LAUNDRY FROM GERMANY

Rund urn den Drachen
By Walter Diem
(Germany, Hugen
dubel, 1998) in Ger
man, hardcover, 94
pages, $23.95

I
f you are interested
in line climbers, line
laundry, kite aerial

photography or hang
ing any other interesting object on your kite
lines that is not a kite, you are likely to
want this book. Although the text is in
German, much of the information is picto
rial and therefore useful to all.

Detailed instructions and photos help
you create line climbers, ranging from sim
ple card messengers to elaborate droppers
and even a simulation of a boat. Instructions
and drawings also cover a simple windsock

with variations, irtcluding a rotating conical
windsock and a corkscrew windsock. The
book also illustrates ways to hang banners
and gives tips as to which kites are most suit
able for the more demanding items.

The book concludes with highlights of
the history and practice of kite aerial pho
tography. The most interesting of the four
historical phoptographs here is of an early
monoplane airplane kite. -Bill Bigge

Book News &forecdsts
At the Japan Kite Museum, I was delighted to
find a new-to-me 1997 kite book, Tako dai
Hyakka (literally, Big Kite Encyclopedia), in
Japanese, by Ichiro Hike. "Big" it is: 601
pages, beautifully printed, illustrated with
many color pictures, cloth-bound and even
boxed. The cost was ¥15,750(about US $120),
which normally would be reasonable for a
book so well packaged. Alas, we found the
contents disappointing. The first 350 pages, on
Japan, seem worthy, but the following 13
countries are represented by relatively ~ld

and mostly commercial kites: Canada is sam
pled by two Gayla kites, England by Brookite
and Zammo, and so on. But ifyou collect kite
books ofall stripes, you have a reason to visit
the Japan Kite Museum. ~ The folks at
Wolkenstiirmer in Germany have published
Skywork 3 Experience on the heels of their
successful earlier "Experiences." Plans for a
dozen stunters and one ambitious single-liner,
the Peter Lynn Octopus, are well detailed,
though lack the feel and color of the Bernhard
Maas illustrations in the first books. ~
Surprise! The title Building Kites: Flying High
with Math, written for teachers by Nancy
Ann Belsky, is as good as many books writ
ten for kiters. It does a nice job with sled, box
and tetrahedral designs, the expected lesson
plans, a little history and flying tips.~ "This
is a good book," pronounced Mel Govig in
November when he finished reading Ceifs
Volants Traditionnels de Combat a Travers Ie
Monde (Traditional Fighter Kitesfrom All Over the
World) by Ludovic Petit and his wife Karine
Boitrelle. The book shows kites from 14
countries and includes details of construc
tion and flying. An English edition is promised
and will be carried as soon as available in the
Kite Lines Bookstore. ~ Sitcom star Ray
Romano's new book Everything and a Kite is
good for laughs, and it has·a cute two pages
involving kites. ~ Watch your local book
store this summer for Stephen King's next
sure-to-be-a-blockbuster novel, Charlie Don't
Suif. It takes place in the '40s and has "some
thing in it about kites." The dust jacket will
feature kite tails. - Valerie Govig

I~TM
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FLY INTO SUMMER
with

Windsocks, Windcircles
& Windbanners

New Lower Prices
Call today for a free catalog

1-800-735-1885
www.bitterroot.net/wind/index.htm

ww.sunoakkites.com

Fine Handmade Kites & Accessories
MADE IN THE USA

or visit our web site at:
www.sunoakkites.com
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WORKSHOP

NAGASAKI FIGHTER

THIS INTERPR TATIO<N OF THE

~
IS FORGIVING AND EASY TO _ Y BY C_A. ILLIAMS

T
his ripstop rendition of a
Nagasaki hata is more tolerant
than most fighters. It is slower,

easier to launch, flies in a lower
wind range (5 to 12 mph) and
accepts applique readily, even in
asymmetrical designs, with less effect
on balance. Yet it still executes
graceful ground dives and turns in
all directions.

Dimensions have been culled
from various sources to remain as
true to the traditional hata (which
means "flag" in Japanese) as possible.

[Editor's note: The author
prefers working in centimeters for
accuracy in critical dimensions. But
some materials in the u.s. are sold
in non-metric units, so we have
used American standard measure
ments in some places.]

Matl>rials

Above, a more-or-Iess traditional ripstop hata
in the red, white and blue colors that historians
believe derived from the Dutch flag. Upper right, a
genuine Nagasaki hata of paper and bamboo.
Inset, a creative asymmetrical adaptation in multi col
ors of nylon by the late Leland Toy.

5. Using double-sided tape,
carefully tack appliques on the sail,
being careful that the grain pat
terns align perfectly. (Variation will
alter the stretch of the sail and affect
the performance.)

6. Set up your sewing machine for
a zigzag stitch of average width and

about 15 stitches
per inch. For each
applique, lockstitch
in place, then zigzag
around the edges,
making both zig
and zag fall on the
applique. At end of
sewing line, zigzag
in place to lock the

stitch down.
7. Turn the sail over

and, using a seam ripper
under the material with ball

end down, cut unwanted sail
material free.

• approximately 1 sq yard of%-oz ripstop
• 6 inches of3.9 oz. Dacron® polyester, 2
inches wide, for spine and spar pockets
• ripstop repair tape or adhesive-backed
polyester
• at least 36 inches of %2-inch-diameter
solid fiberglass rod, for the crossbow (cut to
fit later)
• 30-inch length of white pine or spruce,
milled to X6-inch x /),-inch for the spine
• 7Yz feet of 20-lb-test polyester braided
flying line for the bridle
• two sheets of 10-ply poster board and
one sheet of regular 4-ply poster board, for
making templates
• three long nails and a 12-inch length of
pine or scrap wood, for making spine press
• double-sided fabric tape
• duct tape

I prefer to make a full-sized template for cut
ting the sail from ripstop, because hot-cutting
a folded half-shape tends to make the edges
stick together and then fray when separated.
But I first make a half-shape of lightweight
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poster board to make the full-sized template
from stiffer board.

1. Draw half the kite shape on the 4-ply
poster board: a triangle measuring 45 x 54.4
x 67.4 cm, with the long edge of the board
as the spine. Cut out with a razor-edge
hobby knife.

2. Lay this half-pattern on one 10-ply
board, again using the long edge as the cen
terline, and cut the shape out. Repeat on the
second lO-ply board, then join both half
profiles carefully with duct tape to form
the full template.

3. Lay template on the fabric, oriented
so the ripstop forms diamonds down the
center line of the kite, and hot-cut the fab
ric along the edge of the template. (It helps
to weigh the template down with books or
other heavy objects.)

Appliqu~ work
4. Draw desired applique shapes on

paper, then transfer shapes to poster board.
Cut these applique templates out and apply
to scraps of ripstop, hot-cutting the fabric
along edges.

PockQts and hQrn
8. Hot-cut two wingspar pockets, each 3

cm x 4 cm, from 3.9-oz polyester. Fold in half
and cut a diagonal down the front edges to
ease spar insertion.

9. With kite sail face down, mark an 8
cm hem by using your fingernail or other
noncutting device (such as the edge ofa large
nail head) to scratch an impression around all
four sides of the kite. Fold this hem over.

10. Insert a folded spar pocket into the
hem at the left wingtip (actually the right
wing when viewed from the front), with the
diagonal cut toward the center of the kite.

11. Set your machine for a straight stitch
with eight stitches per inch. Lock the stitch
just outside the spar pocket by running the
machine forward three stitches, back three
and forward again.

12. Now slowly drive the needle up the
hem, sewing through the sail and the dou
bled-over polyester, anchoring the spar
pocket in place.

13. Continue sewing up the top left
hem, stopping just before the nose. Fold



Ripstop Hata
(Drawings not to scale)

10 em.
I
I

67. em.
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CROSSBOW
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\
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the right leading edge hem (the left wing of
the kite from the front) under the left hem,
and sew to the nose, stitching both hems.

14. Stop the machine, lift the presser
foot and turn the material. Continue stitch
ing the hem down the leading edge to loca
tion of the second spar pocket. Apply a
lockstitch, then sew pocket in place as before
and lockstitch at the corner.

15. Turn material and continue sewing
hem down to bottom of kite. As at the nose,
fold over the left trailing edge hem, sew
over, stop and turn. Continue sewing hem
up the trailing edge and, at the wingtip, fin
ish with a lockstitch over the spar pocket.

16. Trim excess material tabs at four
corners with scissors.

17. To make spine pockets, hot-cut two
4.5 em x 2 em strips of 3.9-02 polyester.
Fold down the top 1.5 em of each.

18. Locate the center line of the sail by
lightly folding in half and carefully match
ing wings for symmetry. Score lines at the
top and bottom of the centerfold.

19. Fold the spar pockets in half and
likewise score their centers. Put a small
piece of double-sided tape on the back of

each pocket and press into place along the
center line. (Remember: The top pocket
opening is down and the bottom is up!)

20. Stitch pockets into place using the
same procedure as with wingtip pockets.

The "bones"
THE CROSSBOW

21. With the kite lying on its face, mea
sure down 10 em from the top of the upper
spine pocket and mark a horizontal line in
pencil on the fabric. This is where the cross
bow will cross the spine.

22. Place one end of the fiberglass rod in
a spar pocket. Lay the rod flat across the kite
to the other spar pocket, and begin to "feed"
rod through your fingers. When the center
bend reaches the mark on the kite, the spar
is the correct length.

23. Mark and wrap tape around the
spar. With a fine-tooth saw, cut the rod
through the tape. (Scoring the cut line all
around before sawing helps eliminate splits
in the rod, which can play havoc on your
fingertips.) Take the cut rod to the sink
and run under water to prevent glass dust
from getting into the air while removing the

tape. Sand the spar edges round with wet
dry sandpaper.

THE SPINE

I prefer to use a professionally milled spine
of white pine or spruce. A lumber yard will
cut these to order, but you must buy enough
sticks to make it worth their time; on aver
age, a half-hour run that provides 45 sticks
costs about $17-just 37 cents a stick! I
then make a 10-degree dihedral bend in
the spine to improve control and recovery.

24. Soak the spine sticks for at least 24
hours in a solution of95 percent water and
5 percent ammonia.

25. To get a consistent bend in multiple
sticks, make a simple jig. Lay one stick on
edge on a flat piece ofscrap wood and drive
a nail where you want the bend. Place
another nail on the opposite side near the tail
end of the stick. Now carefully bend the top
end against the center nail until it strikes a
10-degree angle. Drive a nail behind the
stick to hold it at this point, as the bottom
nail prevents the stick from slipping away.
Once made, you have a jig to make multi
ple identical spines.
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This 16th-century print (from Masato Horikiri) shows hatas dueling
from rooftops. Note the long bridles. The figures in the foreground
appear to be chasing the falling kites with forked catching poles.

while the top leg attaches at the juncture of spine and crossbow:
Traditional kites are made ofsturdy washi (handmadeJapanese

paper) and bamboo spars. The frame is outlined with string,
over which the edges of the sail are folded and glued. Typically,
for decorative effect, little. diamonds ofpaper are left at each cor
ner when trimming the sail paper. The kite design is not paint
ed, but is made by carefully joining paper cutouts ofdifferent col:'"
ors, much like tissue Indian fighters. Thus a sail actually comprises
severa! pieces ofpaper.

The traditional crossbow/spine junction has no counterpart
among other fighters. The back ofthe spine is carefully split upward
for about an inch at the appropriate location, and the crossbow is
inserted into this split. The joint is lashed together, which makes an

extraordinarily rigid fitting.
A traditional kite may also

feature a strictly ornamental
curly extension to the top of
the spine. This is made by
shaving off material down to
the outer, slick "skin" ofbarn
boo, which is then curled
around a blade,\omewhat like
the way one cuds a piece of
ribbon for gift wrapping.

In Japan, fliers launch their
kites downwind like gliders,
nose first and face down. A
well-timed gentle tug on the
string turns the kite 180 de
grees and a second pull pops it
into climbing position. Hart
also reports that Japanese boys
sometimes flew their hatas

from the end oflong bamboo poles.
In addition to using the glass-coated cutting line common in

Asian kite duels, hata flying line at one time also included "small
scythe-like blades" projecting from numerous spots, according to
Tadao Saito in High Fliers: Colo,:ful Kites ofJapan. However, Saito
also admonished: "The strictest rule governing these fights is that
the loser must bear no grudge. III feelings must not linger until the
following day; instead the battle must create between the com
batants a link that should develop into friendship:' -Steve McKerrow

Wh~r~ did it (om~ from?

The story ofthe Nagasaki hatapresents one ofthose historical con
fluel1ces that answers a trivia question: What did Europeansailors
in the seventeenth c~ntury do to pass the timewhile voyaiing to

the exotic East? They flew kites found along the way--the small paper
fighters of India to be exact, which would evolve into the hata.

Kite historians point out the hata is like no other kite inJapan,
either in design or color. Indeed, the usual colors of the hata kite
are red, white and deep blue, the colors of the Dutch flag, and the
word hata means flag.

"Considering that the first Westerners who set foot in Japan
in 1543 were restricted to Nagasaki alone, it seems likely that these
early Portuguese, Dutch and
English traders introduced the
kite from India," contends
David Pelham in his authori
tative Penguin Book if Kites.
And in Kites: An Historical Sur
vey, Clive Hart notes, "it would
seem most reasonable to sup
pose that the Dutch introduced
the design from the Indies,
together with its ready-made

, patriotic decorations."
Hatas are traditionally

flown in connection with cer
tain festival days in March,
April and May. But in The Art
of theJapanese Kite, author Tal
Streeter reports, "Former U.S.
President Ulysses S. Grant
visited Japan in 1879 and
watched hata from a ship anchored in Oura Bay."

Still handmade by a small number of artisans, and seldom
exported in any great numbers, the traditional Nagasaki hata dis
plays tassels that hang like earrings at the w:ingtips. They are not just
decoration, but aids to fine tuning. If the kite turns toward one side,
fliers add tassel strands to the opposite side or subtract them from
the side to which it leans.

Hatas also fly on the longest bridle ofall fighters, six feet or more
end-to-end. The bottom leg extends from the end of the spine

26. To cut to the right length, first insert
the crossbow into both wing pockets of the
face-down kite. Lay the spine stick atop the
spar so that the bend begins just above the
crossbow toward the nose. Press the top of
the stick against the spine pocket and make
a pencil mark where it reaches the top of the
pocket. Saw at this point and whittle a slight
bevel into the end, sloping toward the nose,
to ease insertion into the pocket.

27. Insert the spar into the top pocket
and repeat the marking process at the bot
tom pocket. Cut and bevel this end, and
insert the spine into the pocket to test for
correct length. The spine need not be so
tight as to stretch the sail drum tight.

final steps
To strengthen the sail material at the bri
dle point and prevent puckering due to

the press of the spine, you should provide
a reinforced sleeve for the crossbow.

28. Hot-cut a 3.5 x 2 cm piece of 3.9
oz polyester and, with both spars in place
(with spine on top of the crossbow), place
onto back of sail, across the centerline and
directly under the crossbow.

29. Remove both spars and, with your
machine set to zigzag, lockstitch the pocket
at the center top. Sew down the polyester
edge in one direction, continuing out onto
the sail 10 stitches past the sleeve. Stop, turn

the fabric and stitch down five times. Stop
and turn back toward the center. (Now is the
time to remove the double-sided tape.) Stitch
back to and across the bottom ofthe polyester
sleeve, and again 10 stitches beyond. Stop and
turn and stitch up five times. Stop and turn
and stitch back to the top center of the sleeve,
remembering to lockstitch in place.

You should now have a sleeve with both
ends open, located in the middle of a
zigzagged rectangle on the sail.

Tassels &bridles
30. Cut eight strips of ripstop, 25.5 x 2

em. Take four strips, held evenly together,
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and fold them twice so that their middles
form a triangular loop and the strips make
an eight-ended tassel. Place a zigzag lock
stitch just below the triangular loop to secure
them together.

31. To attach tassels to the kite, run a
is-em length of line through the triangu
lar loop and knot together. The loop can be
simply hung over the spar at each end
before insertion into the wingtip pockets. In
flight, the tassels slide to the wingtips, twist
up and remain in position, even during
maneuvers.

32. To bridle the kite, locate bottom
attachment point 4.5 em up from the end of
the spine and place a 3 x 3 em reinforcing
patch of ripstop tape or polyester on back
of sail.

33. Using a heavy needle, punch twin
holes close to spine at this location and also
through crossbow sleeve just above the bow.

34. Thread needle with 20-lb polyester
flying line and, at top bridle point, pass
through holes from front to back around
spine and tie with three square knots.

35. Measure 96 cm along bridle string
and tie tow loop, then measure another 105
em for bottom leg. Mark this point on
string and tie bridle to kite around the spine
through prepunched holes. (In reality, the
loop point is determined by the angle of the
top leg from the perpendicular to the spine.
It should be slightly less; that is, angled
toward the bottom of the kite.)

EDITORS' NOTES:

IF YOU'RE NOT ABSOLUTELY

COMMITTED TO TRADITION ...

Regarding the bridle dimensions, we suggest
fliers may safely shorten them; indeed, we
have seen hatas flying in Japan on shorter
bridles much more like those of Indian
fighters.

In addition, the location of the bridle
point is also variable, and affects the response
of the kite. Traditional hatas are bridled
right at the bottom of the spine. Moving the
tow point up the spine makes the kite spin
easier, but too high and the kite becomes
hard to control.

Finally, we have come to prefer a slid
ing tow loop to tune almost any fighter.
Make a loop about two inches in diameter
of the same line as the bridle. Attach to the
bridle loop with a double lark's head knot.
When tightened, the knot will hold the
loop anywhere along the line; higher makes
the kite more active, lower makes it more
stable. To loosen, spread the bridle loop
and slide the knot to a new location and
pull tight again. •
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JAPAN: Old, npw &glorious!
TWO UNIQUE FESTIVALS ARTICLE & PHOTOGRAPHS BY VALERIE GOVIG

SNOW-CAPPED MOUNT IWAKI rises beyond an apple grower
in Fujisaki.

OUR GROUP
• Australia: Michael Alvares
• Canada: Ray Bethell
• Korea: Mr. Roe Yoo Sang
• Malaysia: Abdul Haim and Siti Hasnah
• Tahiti: Kim-Tai and Edouard Piha
• U.S.A.: Richard and Marti Dermer;

Valerie Govig; David Gomberg;
Liz and Joe Manfredini;
Don and Jeanne Mock; Pete Rondeau;
Chris Silvia; and Charlie Sotich

a samurai house from the Edo period, a
Shinto shrine, the Hirosaki park and castle
(with picnic), food and clothing stores and the
Fujisaki Cultural Center.

Kites were my reason for going to Japan,
but there is no keeping kites apart from
culture. I must mention the Aomori area's
spectacular tradition, the Nebuta parade. A
short version of it was staged just for us, but
in August up to 100 big floats are hand

hauled on beams through the streets.
My head is still thumping from the
drums, bells and flutes, and the huge
lighted paper sculptures will roll
through my dreams forever.

The Cultural Center served us
twice. One day we were wrapped in
lush silk kimonos by practiced women.
Even the most shy in our group (me!)
was turned into a geisha. The men
were wrapped, too, in formal long
male robes. Giggles all around. The
Center was also the scene for a recep-
tion, with a room full of people,
speeches, food, music and dancing.

Here also we met new friends,
who were to relieve the Satos of host
ing us for two nights, and our group
split up into several small parties. I
went to the compact apartment of
Sachiko Kono, a 24-year-old teacher
of agriculture. She constantly apolo
gized for her English and nervously
referred to her Japanese/English dic
tionary. I was touched by her earnest
ness and enthusiasm.

The festival, in its third annual run,
is sponsored by the city of Fujisaki for

Aomor('

warm (very nice when the shoes are lett at the
front door). And the food, often cooked at
the table, is a seemingly endless flow of var
ied cuisines: pork chops, sukiyaki, fried chick
en-something for everyone, and all of it
delicious. Mrs. Sato's sister, Katsuko Tsuchiya,
who spoke only Japanese, was a highly ani
mated back-up player in the circus. Our five
days were filled with visits to the fragrant
apple plant and warehouse, a Buddhist shrine,

Kanazawa;
. . -fokyo

""i ~r . Ham;matsu
NlIgasaki

~!

O
nly once before had I been to Japan
to Kyushu, the big southern island
so the chance to see some of the north
ofthe country and its kites in the cher

ry blossom time of 1998 was irresistible. My
response to Masaaki Modegi, President of the
Japan Kite Association, was a grateful Yes.

I would see not one, but two kite festi
vals! I began wondering how much alike, or
different from each other, they would be.

FUJISAKI, APRIL 29

My American maps knew nothing of
Fujisaki. But I was told it existed, in
Aomori prefecture in the north of
Honshu, next to Hirosaki. It turned
out to be a real and distinctive town of
clean streets and, everywhere, blos
smrung apple orchards. (The town's
economy is built on its Fuji apples.)

Festivity was in the air: Hanging
from poles in every dooryard were koi
nobori (carp banners) in rainbow col
ors, representing the family, and flash
ing with metallic spinners on top. This
was Golden Week, including Chil
dren's Day on May 5, when kiteflying
is a tradition. In the distance, snow
tipped Mount Iwaki made a grand
backdrop for the banners, the flowers
(apple blossoms included) and, of
course, the kites.

The kites were important to Mrs.
Tokuko Sato, too. Here was a woman
who had been a kabuki dancer, a flute
player and a martial arts belt-hold
er-and now she was a kitemaker,
teacher, festival organizer and hostess
extraordinaire.

InJapan, it is considered the utmost
honor to be invited to stay in someone's
home. For the festival, Mrs. Sato was
boarding about 20 people! Obviously,
she and her husband (a dentist, with
offices at the front of the house) are
unusual people, with large hearts and a
large home, stuffed with eclectic decor,
from a 400-year-old suit of Samurai
armor to a full-size ceramic Dalmatian.
A geothermal spring under the house
heats the bath and keeps the floors
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ON THE FIELD AT FUJISAKI: Above, Pete Rondeau
and Joe Manfredini admire the flock of rokkaku kites
made for the occasion by Mikio Toki. Below left,
Michael Alvares of Australia positions his big
striped cellular kite just so to produce a witty image
of boxes-in-boxes. Below right is the airborne view.

UCHINADA, MAY 3

The next morning, after rides in bus,
plane and bus, we arrived at our ryokan
(traditional Japanese inn) in Uchinada, a
coastal town near Kanazawa. My room
had tatarni mats, futon and quilts, zabuton
(floor pillows)-and a TV set. Ijoined the
Dermers in a visit to the local supermar
ket, which was-jeepers-just like home:
potato chips, instant coffee, frozen goods.
Any differences? Many, such as the huge
variety of mushrooms.

That evening was the big reception. An
enormous crowd ofpeople filled the Uchi
nada Culture Center's modern auditorium,
including balconies for spectators. The
main floor was dotted with tables and each
table was laden with about seven trays of
fancy foods. We listened to speeches,
watched an exciting dragon dance/combat,
ate standing up and talking, clapped at

never flown, which I confess I found some
what disappointing if understandable.

On our tour bus, Mrs. Sato sat next to
me and pointed out the window. "Every
February we have a snow festival on this rice
field," she said. As many as 3,000 people
come for the festival, supported by the 15
member local kite club under Mrs. Sato. She
lamented that no young people are making
the traditional kites now, a trend she works
to divert. Even as we enjoyed ourselves as
guests at the final big meal at the Sato house,
Mrs. Sato was instructing Chris Silvia in
the making of two Tsugaru kites.

The next morning, as we signed friend
ship books and took one more multicamera
group photo, we were sorry to leave, but
looking forward to the festival in Uchinada.
I was wondering especially: Will Chris have
his Tsugaru kites finished in time?

TOKYO ON THE WAY

We arrived in Tokyo early enough in the
evening for. . .shopping. The power shop
pers jumped at the chance. The rest of us
wandered idly about the Ginza, alight like
double Broadway. We were blessed. We
found Itoya, an eight-floor mecca of sta
tionery and art supplies, both predigital
and postdigital (every color ofpastel, every
calligraphy tool, etc.). In the washi section
Gapanese handmade paper) I feasted my
eyes on sheets ranging from sheer-as
organza to near-cardboard in all colors
and textures, some with embedded but
terflies, some printed. If you ever go to
Itoya, buy something just for the wrap

, ping. It is art the exquisite way the clerks
wrap your purchases.

The next two days were filled with
tours offascinating places around Fujisaki.

For me the most amazing was the visit to
Chuo Seka, the wholesale fruit warehouse,
scented with apples and furbished with a
truly great kite.

Measuring 10 by 6 meters, the Tsugaru
was made for arts promotion at the
Cultural Center under supervision of
Mrs. Sato. The warehouse was the only
place in town with adequate ceiling
height to store it. Depicting a famous

) Chinese story, it is framed in tradition-
al cypress spars-about an inch thick and

five inches wide. The covering was said to
be seven papers thick, for strength and supe
rior sound. The door to the Cultural Center
was a limit on the kite's size, so it was made
in four sections with hinges to fold for
transport. I learned later that the kite was

the purpose of exposing the •
children to different cultures.
The government is fully in
volved; it not only sets up kite
program, in the classes but lets
all the children off school for
the festival! Whole families come, bring-
ing barbecues or box lunches. I saw that
some brought kites and others made them as
a family project from kits supplied at the
field. One table offered traditional paper
aizu tojin figure kites, another small plastic
diamonds. We visitors sought to please the
crowds as best we could in minimal
breezes at the start. Then the winds (
improved. Pete Rondeau's umbrella line
runners captivated a TV crew. Michael
Alvares, Don Mock and Ray Bethell used ,
leg power when necessary to keep the sky \1

alive. Charlie Sotich with his bubble bugle
was surrounded by jumping youngsters:
"Kids are the same the world over," he said.

I was startled to hear what sounded like
an airplane overhead. Looking up, I saw
several of the great humming Tsugaru,
traditional rectangular kites of this area,
flown by a team. One huge kite, made by
Mr. Kangawa, was still on the ground, so
I could see it up close. Its frame was cypress
and its paper surface was painted with a
dramatic samurai image. But the special
feature of the Tsugaru hung behind the
bowed leading edge, where a cord carried
a flat piece of paper glued over it. The
paper was heavy-it felt like leather! I was
told it was only one piece but very thick,
specially made and sized with glue, which
took a week to dry. This powerful vibra
tor hits the back (not the front) of the
kite as a sounding board and makes
tremendous noise, from a harsh rattle near
the ground to a high and heavy whine in
strong winds.

Near the end of the day, a rokkaku
battle was announced. Masaaki Modegi
said it was the first ever in the Aomori area,
and it was to be run by Western-style
rules! I was astonished at this reverse trans
fer of the rokkaku sport, which the West
adapted from Japan in the first place.

For the combat, about 20 beautiful kites
had been made in advance, all the same
size, by Mikio Toki, sponsored by Morihiro
Takeda. Satoshi Hashimoto directed. The
rules were simple: Get the kite up to the
40-m length of line (supplied) and then
engage. The last kite in the sky wins. Pete
Rondeau jumped in, so did Chris Silvia. It
was going well at first, but the winds grew
gusty and resulted in a huge tangle. No one
kiter was a winner: everyone won!
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awards giving, enjoyed a performance of
small-kiteflying by five Japanese and
Charlie Sotich, and finally watched the
auction. This was very loud and fast.
Don Mock had been here before and
learned Japanese numerals, the key to
success in snagging bargains. At last the
evening ended. My feet were very tired.

Breakfast was superb and serene at our
ryokan, but as soon as we arrived at the
festival we were caught up in the tumult.

Officially titled the World Kite Festival
in Uchinada, this 10th annual event has
become the gathering point for the diverse
kite clubs and fliers that make up the Japan
Kite Association. The beach site, accord
ing to the Festival's Chief Director, Mr.
Yuji Nishio, is 300 m wide and 9 k long
(though only 1 kilometer is used). The site
had been occupied by the u.s. military in
the Korean War, and afterwards the town
wanted to use it peaceably. The first festi
val was sponsored by Ishikawa TV; the
JKA and the city joined later. On this day
the organization is excellent, and the
weather (and winds) ideal.

As a rule I am uninspired by opening
ceremonies, but I admit the drum per
formance and fly-overs by six ultralights
were impressive. Nevertheless, what took
my breath away the minute I stepped on
the sand was the sight of dozens of hand
some Edo kites already in the air, their
bridle shrouds hanging below them like
monks' beards. I later saw some of these
Edos on the ground being fitted with
foam bumpers on the corner spar projec
tions: protection for the spectators.

Within no time, the Edos were joined
by kites of all sizes and varieties. I saw a
beautifully realistic eagle, then as the day
went on I saw many other bird kites (tori
dako), all of them just as lifelike. It seemed
that the Bird Kite Association of Niigata
was well represented. I found myself
exchanging business cards at a rapid clip,
and I believe now, as I sort my cards,
that two of the best bird kitemakers were
Mr. Kazue Tanaka and Mr. Kazuko
Isikawa. (I fear giving names in case I
leave someone out.)

Three very long trains were up in the
morning until the skies became too busy
for them. The trains were those long,
consistent elegant lines for which the
Japanese are famous.

Many kites were nontraditional and
kinetic. A small squid by Chiomatsu Waka
bayashi made lifelike swimming motions in
the sky. Three wiggly kites by Yukio
Akiyama flew on a collection of 12 bridle

OVER THE SAND AT UCHINADA:
Above, Chris Silvia easily launches his two Tsugaru
kites from his chair. (Inset is one of them in flight.)
Below, a huge classic Edo, flown by the Tsubata
police department, is only one of dozens swimming
overhead. Bottom, Kim-Tai and Edouard Piha of
Tahiti show off their traditional leaf-shaped kite
made of natural materials.

lines and made frenetic motions, as ifabout
to go out of control (but they didn't).

There seemed to be extra attention
paid to a huge Edo being flown by the
Tsubata police department for anticrime
promotion. When the kite finally was
launched, everyone cleared out. I remem
ber being a bit too close to the fliers myself
as they barreled past me.

A certain number of imported kites
made a contrast to the Japanese ones. Our
group was responsible for many of these,
and I felt some embarrassment for the dom
inating presence ofthe big (faded) American
flag multisled by Wes Allee, flown by fellow
Oklahoman Richard Dermer. But the
Japanese seemed to love it! Kids were tak
ing little bouncy lifts on the rope all day.

Also active on the scene were Michael
Alvares with his beautiful cellulars, and
Don andJeanne Mock with their growing
collection ofsoft Mockfoil kites (see cover).

Pete Rondeau was flying his Asian
inspired kites with skill. However, the
winds never gave him a chance to fly his
centipede, "Elvis," for which he had built
a handsome wooden carrying box (which
proved a burden to deal with on airplanes).

Kim-Tai and Edouard Piha of Tahiti
had brought a large white leaf-shaped kite
made of natural materials, called a uo in
Huahine or a pauma in Tahitian. In addition,
they painted ("this morning-no much
sleep") another kite with an image of the
earth, God's hands, a man fishing and birds.
Their effort appealed so much to the Japan
ese that they gave the Pihas a special award.

Throughout the day, in a field to him
self, one-man stunt team Ray Bethell was
flying his three dual-line kites tirelessly, to
an appreciative crowd. Other stunt kite
flying and competitions were going on
further down the field, rather in a sec
ondary status to the single-line kites. I
missed many things, and the stunt kites
were among them.

But I kept my eye on Chris Silvia,
who had finished overnight (all night, he
said!) the two kites he had begun in Fujisaki
and had brought them out to fly. Having
been taught by Mrs. Sato, how could he go
wrong? Still, I was a bit tense for him. No
need to be. Up they went, both kites,
bringing the Tsugaru image from Fujisaki
to the Uchinada event. Chris, an American
who has spent a few seasons in Japan, is a
resilient inhabitant ofa wheelchair, a fact he
makes you forget.

Suddenly there was a closing ceremo
ny, brief but intense, and the festival was
over promptly at 3 p.m. -+
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KINETIC KITES by Yukio Akiyama shimmy on
12 bridle lines-but never get out of control.

That evening we heard that the newspa
pers had reported a festival crowd of 100,000.
In the /1'okan, we enjoyed a meal, games and
karaoke. Charlie and I sang "Santa Claus is
Coming to Town."

We still had a day to enjoy Kanagawa, just
inland from Uchinada. The entire Ishikawa
prefecture is rich with gardens, shrines and
artifacts of old Japan. Another wonderful
meal was taken in a private room in which
about seven of us cooked our own seafood
over hot coals and enjoyed good conversation.

On our last day, back in Tokyo, we had
time to shop and gawk in the Asakusa dis
trict, in which countless small stores spe
cialize in everything from waxed paper
umbrellas to hapi coats.

Last but not least, we went to the Kite
Museum, the famous warren offour rooms,
all fully packed with kites, mostly Japanese.
Conveniently located in the sanle building is
Taimeiken, the restaurant owned and operated
by Masaaki Modegi. After helping ourselves
at the enormous, delicious buffet, we were
served steak, abalone and soup. Many cameras
were out, especially when we learned it was
Marti Dermer's birthday. Suddenly there were
flowers, cake, candles and singing. "This is the
best birthday I ever had," Marti said. It was a
grand finale to the trip for all of us.

HOW TO SUMMARIZE?

This may have been the best kite trip I ever
had. Certainly the hospitality was unequalled.

And as for my notion that I would write
a comparison of Fujisaki and Uchinada ...
well, how stupid and useless that would be,
These were two glorious and unique festi
vals. It was a privilege to be there. •
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JUST TESTING ...
Known for its ease of con
trol, the distinctive soft
FLOW FORM kite began life
in the 1970s as an experi
mental parachute. In the
1980s, designer Steve
Sutton collaborated with
Ted Strong (of Strong Para
chutes, Florida). The test
jumper is Ted Strong, on
another prototype that led
to new patents. Strong
reported excellent flight
characteristics and a soft
landing.

from '(hut~ to kit~ HOW THE CLASSIC

FLOW FORM CAME TO BE ARTICLE & PHOTOGRAPHS BY KATHY SUTTON
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FIELD OF DREAMS ...
Steve Sutton takes a large
Flow Form for a walk. The
trailing edge is moderate
ly indented here, but it
can be more deeply
indented with longer "tail
like" side extensions.

Y
OU see the kite's high-flying profile
at festivals around the world. With its
deep cells and almost square shape, it
has been cOITlpared to a baggy pair of

trousers, or a giant molar.
Serious kitefliers use the Sutton Flow

Form® for recreation and competition, for
flying flags and banners and for lifting cam
eras for aerial photography. Yet the soft kite
popular for ease oflaunch, stability and light
pull on the line was originally designed not
to go up, but gently and maneuverably
down-conceived by its designer as a bet
ter parachute.

Flow Form designer Steve Sutton grew
up in Toronto, Canada.

"I bought a lot of kites when 1was a kid.
I had one that looked like a bird, with wings
that twirled. 1 was fascinated by it and still
wonder how it worked," he recalls. (Rotor
kites employ a principle called the Magnus
Effect. See Kite Lines, Winter 1997-98 for a
report on a new use of this effect.)

An athlete and adventurer, Sutton took
up sport parachuting at the age of 19, mak-

ing his first parachute jump in Orange,
Massachusetts in 1965. At this time he was
working as a lithographer in his family
graphic arts firm, Sutton Graphics (where he
is now president). He continued parachut
ing on weekends, and while in Orange saw
the world's first airfoil-type parachute being
tested for military purposes. Manufactured
by the Pioneer Parachute Company, this

non-rigid wing was designed by Domina
Jalbert, who invented and patented the con
cept of the ram air parachute in 1964.
Oalbert's foil would also become popularized
as a kite design, the parafoil).

It was in the late 1960s that Sutton began
to develop the aerodynamic ideas that would
eventually lead to the Flow Form.

"I was fascinated by Leonardo cia Vinci's
drawings, especially his sketch ofa parachute,
which was basically in the shape ofa pyramid;'
he recalls. "It occurred to me that da Vinci
might have conceived his parachute this way
because the pyramid is inherently a very sta
ble form. 1also looked at windsocks. Parafoils
are basically built like a series ofwindsocks tied
together in a row. But I knew that wind-

socks work far
better when they
are vented with a
hole in the tail,
and 1 wanted to
apply this prin
ciple to my
design work."



Sutton's sport parachuting career evolv~d

rapidly as he progressed from the round,
military-type training chute to a Para
Commander, at the time an advanced round
parachute with a pulled-down apex and
many vents in the sides to aid turning. He
soon began to enter parachuting competi
tions, becoming a member of Canada's
national team in 1970.

During this time, Sutton researched the
pioneering work of inventors such as Jalbert.
He greatly admired Jalbert, and the two
corresponded, but never met.

In 1971, Sutton purchased and started
jumping a prototype airfoil-type parachute,
160 square feet in size. And in 1973, after
retiring from competitive parachuting,
Sutton left his job to pursue his design ideas
full time. He spent the next two years devel
oping parachutes, working in both Florida
and Toronto.

"Most airfoil designers have worked
with only one principle: the lift created by
an airfoil as air passes over it. This is howJal
bert's wing worked. But air has other prop
erties. Unlike other materials, such as water,
it can be compressed. Different densities can
be created," he explains. "What I tried to do
was to create a form which would harness
the air it was passing through, and use it in
a thrusting and stabilizing fashion."

Sutton created'the first Flow Form para
chute by making modifications to a parafoil,
adding vents to the top and bottom surfaces
and the trailing edge.

"I flew it as a kite before test-jumping it.
When I saw how stable it was in the air, how
well it flew, I knew I was on to something,"
Sutton recalls. He made the first test jump
on January 2, 1974, in Zephyrhills Florida.

To this point, nobody had ever con
structed a wing, either flexible or rigid, that
used venting and air flow concepts in such
combination. The original designs ofJalbert,
and later developments by others, were air
foil-type parachutes that depended on air
ramming in the front of the cells to maintain
inflation, hence their name: "ram air" foils.

"Between test jumps, I made a lot of
adjustments to the prototype, changing the
angle of attack, vent sizes and so on," Sutton
explains. In the end, his flexible-wing para
chute had not only structural integrity, but
also excellent flight characteristics, includ
ing the ability to make a controlled vertical
descent without stalling. His first U.S. Patent
was granted in 1974.

During his research, Sutton tried to
interest Canada's National Research
Council in helping him develop his con
cepts, but did not have much luck. "I
found it difficult to make a breakthrough in

the established aerodynamics field. I met
with NRC scientists in Ottawa. But since
I didn't have the right credentials, I couldn't
get access to the wind tunnel tests I want
ed," he contends.

Unexpectedly, however, he began to
receive notice from kitefliers. For just as the
Wright Brothers and other aeronautical pio-

GRAPHIC DELIGHT: Flow Forms lend themselves
to adornment. This 450-square-foot model
wears the colors of the Maryland state f1ag
flown by the Maryland Kite Society, of course.

CLOSE-UP: a view into the "jet
port" at the trailing edge of a
Flow Form shows how panels sep
arating cells have large, circular
vents, which help create pockets
of pressure. (The strings were
sewn in to simulate air flow.)

How do~s it work?

I
nessence, the Flow Form® is aself-regulating wing that constantly accepts and
vents large quantities of air. This allows it to maintain relatively constant flightchar
acteristics despite changing wind conditions. In contrast, conventional foils can

be difficult to control in high or gusty winds and usually need atail for stability.
Compared to other parafoils, Flow Form cells are generally more than twice

as deep. Air enters freely through the huge open area at the leading edge, pres
surizing the wing and maintaining its form. These deep cells provide astrong and
stable structure that won't easily collapse in gusts.

INVENTOR AT WORK: Steve Sutton hot-cuts fabric in 1984.
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In addition, drag is greatly
reduced because of the continuous
massive venting, making a wing
that's far lighter on the line.

The Flow Form also exploits
the fact that air is a compressible
fluid. Air entering the wing develops
a higher pressure than external
air-otherwise, the structure would
not keep its shape-but also con
stantly exits through pressure flow
vents in both the upper and lower
surfaces, as well as the large jet
port at the tail. Vents are sized and
located so that dynamic "pyramids"
of high-pressure air develop inside
the wing to enhance stability. For
instance, an area of higher pressure is always maintained at the center of the wing,
where both top and bottom vents are smaller.

In flight, additional thrust is generated as high pressure air exits through the
larger upper vents behind the high point of the airfoil and from the jet port.
Additional lift is created as air spills out the large vents at the outboard edges of
the lower surface.

In addition, air constantly spills from the vents in the upper surface to
replace the air that breaks away. This increases the laminar airflow, decreases
induced drag and prevents the wing from stalling (I.e., losing lift). If the wing enters
avertical descent, the airflow exiting through the bottom vents actually changes
direction and enters the wing, preventing cell collapse. -K.S.
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neers experimented with tethered versions of
their craft, Sutton tested his designs as kites.

"I built hundreds ofprototypes. I would
design a template, than make several kites to
test its flight characteristics, then go back to
the loft, make changes, then fly the kites
again," he recounts.

While working on his designs, Sutton
spent two summers flying kites at Ontario
Place on the Toronto lake shore. "People
would drive along and see my kites, then

FROM ABOVE: A Flow Form captured by an
ultralight pilot/photographer, Carl Hiebert.

they'd stop and ask me where they could
buy them." He sold a number ofkites direct
ly to individuals. He also sold several large
models to telecommunications companies,
which used them to lift antennas in remote
areas, testing reception prior to constructing
communication towers.

Sutton's kites also got exposure when he
was hired by promoters to tow banners and
flags, or simply fly a big kite to attract crowds
for mall or business openings. "I towed a lot
ofbanners," he recalls. "Once I flew my big
kite from the top of a condominium
which was pretty dangerous."

Because of the great interest from kite
fliers, Sutton eventually developed a series
of Flow Form kites in various sizes. In 1984,
he granted a license to Air Affairs, Inc. of

Hatboro, Pennsylvania to manufacture and
distribute Sutton Flow Form kites.

According to Jerry Murphy of Air
Affairs, the Flow Form "changed the whole
perspective of flying large kites. Kitefliers
now can fly extremely large kites and still
know that safety is insured because of the
Flow Form's stability, light pull and easy
inflatability."

Air Affairs remains the sole authorized
manufacturer and worldwide distributor of

the Sutton Flow Form. Kites
range from four square feet
in area to 450 square feet.

When traveling in later
years, to Nepal, to India,
twice to the Canadian Arctic
and to many other places in
the U.S. and Canada, Sutton
was never without a Flow
Form.

"When I was on a hik
ing trip in Pangnirtung (a
small town on Baffin Island
in the Canadian arctic), every
kid in the village came out
when they saw my kite fly. In
Katmandu (Nepal), I hap
pened to be in town during
an annual festival. There
were 500 or more people
gathered around me as I flew
my kite."

In 1987, Sutton once
again took up his design
work. In conjunction with a
Florida parachute company,
he built a 280 square foot
Flow Form parachute from
scratch, using all his concepts

to date. However, despite the success of
initial test jumps, the parachute was never
marketed.

Sutton is still actively involved in aero
dynamics. He is currently building and test
ing prototypes of a new air-drop delivery
device that employs his Flow Form con
cepts. This work is being done in conjunc
tion with a research and development pro
ject undertaken by Canadian artist and
humanitarian Curtis Hooper to improve
current technology in emergency food sup
ply and delivery. •

Kathy Sutton lives in Toronto, Canada with
husband Steve. They met in 1971 when both were
involved in sport parachuting, and married in
1985. They have beenflying ultralight airplanes
since 1981 and are currently building a Stoddard
Hamilton GlaStar (a metal and composite kit
plane) which they plan to fly on floats.

GERMAN MASTER 97.98

EUROPEAN MASTER 97

EUROPEAN VICE MASTER 97.98
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Brrr! Th~y call it "skiting"
TRY IT! SOFT KITES AND SKIS MAKE THE MOST EFFICIENT POLAR POWER

ARTICLE & PHOTOGRAPHS BY ERIC PHILIPS

Do you see the skier above? He is
poised atop a ridge in Antarctica,
preparing to be pulled down through
this natural "half-pipe" gully by a
powerful quad-line kite.

W
hat do Manchurian ponies, Siberian
huskies, farm tractors-and kites
have in common? All have been
used to transport people on sleds or

skis across the frozen wastes of Antarctica.
But the last 10 years ofpolar travel have proven
that the wind offers the purest, most efficient
and economical form of over-snow travel.

For a century, expeditions using dogs,
horses or motor vehicles could travel daily
distances of 20 to 35 kilometers (12 to 21
miles). In the southern summer of 1996-97,
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Norwegian B0rge Ousland, first human to
make a solo trek to the South Pole, averaged
45 km (27 miles) a day using a Parawing to
tow him on skis, while he hauled a sled
behind. Days of 100 km (62 miles) travel
were not uncommon and his best day
topped 200 kilometers (124 miles)! (See
Kite Lines, Spring-Summer 1997.)

In 1995, I crossed Greenland with the
help of kite power (Kite Lines, Winter
Spring 1996) and covered almost half the
total distance of about 700 km (435 miles)

using the wind. This was my introduc
tion to kite travel and I have been hooked
ever SInce.

So when I visited Antarctica from
September, 1996 to February, 1997, work
ing for the Australian Antarctic Division as
a field training officer at Mawson Station, I
regularly strapped on my skis, unfurled my
kite and headed out for some fun.

What is this new and efficient form of
ice travel? What kind of equipment is need
ed? And is it only for polar expeditioners?



Mark Tahmindjis grapples with his kite below icebergs in Antarctica.

KIT[S H[LP IC[TR[K T[AM R[ACH TH[ SOUTH POL[
AUTHOR ERIC PHILIPS AND FELLOW AUSTRALIAN JON MUIR JOINED SIR EDMUND HILLARY'S SON, PETER,

of New Zealand on a 1,875-mile trek across Antarctica to re-create the ill-fated 1911 expedition by British

explorer Robert Falcon Scott.

Scott and his team of four men, with ponies and sled dogs, died of starvation and weakness only afew

miles from asupply dump and just days from journey's end. The animals also died.

The new IceTrek explorers, embarking on November 4, 1998, carried super-lightweight equipment, an

Iridium satellite telephone and traction kites for their trip. Each sled carried 396 pounds of food and was

to haul all refuse, even human waste, to the South Pole and back. Their route took them over the 88-mile

long Shackelton Glacier, thought never to have been crossed before. The trekkers describe the crevasse fields

as "intimidating... like human mousetraps."

Initially expecting to take 100 days, the team encountered the same kinds of problems that killed Scott,

suffering illness and frostbite in the -22F temperatures, 55-mph winds and visibility as short as 20 feet. But

they had advantages that Scott did not. Running three weeks behind schedule but still continuing to ski toward

the South Pole, they were able to summon a food delivery by helicopter. And when they reached the Pole

on January 26, they opted to be flown out instead of skiing back.

Lin~s dnd hdrn~ss~s

A good polar kite should offer a wide
wind window, which allows one to skite as
close to the wind as possible, just as a sailboat
"tacks" to windward. Many variables affect
this ability in a kite, including wind strength,
kite tuning, surface condition and the abil
ity of your skis to hold an edge.

A snow kiter does not just sit placidly
back behind the kite, as if riding a rope
tow on a ski slope. Rather, you must gen
erate power through constant looping or
figure-eighting of the kite. And each pass
across the window has a power phase and a
recovery phase.

• The power phase creates forward
pull, where care must be taken not to lose
one's heading. Skiers must edge hard and
counterbalance.

• The recovery phase, where the kite
is depowered at the edge of the window and
turned to make another pass across it, allows
the skier to "steal" some forward ground on
each loop.

It's a bit of a knack, but practice will
make pelfect. An added bonus is that the
movements ofperpetually maneuvering the
kite generate body heat. To a polar traveler,
warmth is God.

Incidentally, skiting techniques can be
easier to learn ifyou first try power kiting on
in-line skates. However, skates are less sta
ble than skis, and asphalt or cement are less
forgiving when you fall. Wear safety gear!

Choosing lines is of utmost importance. For
speed and pelformance, you want a thin but
strong line that won't create too much wind-from wire reports

Also invest in a pair of telescopic poles
to carry in your day pack. If the wind dies
and you're a long way out, you can stride
your merry way home.

My experience lies with Quadrifoil four-line
kites. It and similar quad-line soft kites offer
features most effective for traction on ice and
snow, particularly for expedition purposes.

For example, an easily maneuverable
kite four square meters in area packs down
to the size of a couple loaves of bread. In
expedition terms, the smaller and lighter
an item, the more chocolate you can afford
to throw into your sled!

Th~ kit~

Ski b~for~ you fly
You can try skiting on any wide-open,
snow-covered expanse that is free of obstruc
tions, such as logs or protruding rocks. Avoid
frozen lakes, however, unless reliable local
knowledge assures the surface is strong and
safe. As you gain confidence on flat sur
faces, you'll start to look for bumps, gullies,
chutes and any other anomalies to provide
a bit of spice.

To pursue this form of snowbound trav
el, you should already be adept on cross
country skis. You need to ski on autopilot
while directing your attention aloft, maneu
vering your kite to provide forward motion,
ready to quickly spill the wind should you
need to stop pronto. As an experienced
skier, you will also appreciate suitable skiing
locations and know how to continually
assess surface conditions, obstacles, terrain
and, of course, the weather.

I also recommend wearing full protec
tive gear, including helmet, ankle, elbow
and knee guards.

Use cross-country skis with metal edges,
cable bindings and leather boots. Edged skis
give better traction on firm snow or ice, and
are also generally tougher. Select a ski with
good side cut (thin waist, wider tip and tail)
to assist in turning. Also choose a waxless ski
with a step base, so you can walk when the
wind dies.

Keep your ski edges tuned, for they are
your best buddies when you encounter icy
surfaces, allowing you to turn and stop.
Unlike a buggy on grass or asphalt, skis on
ice are frictionless and tend to a great deal
of side slipping.
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'LoonDance'
A rokkaku from ...

noreal Kite~
R.R. #4, St. Thomas, Ont. Canada

N5P 3S8
Voice: (519)775-2527 • Fax: (519)775-0099

E-mail: ecurtis@netcom.ca

We regret that there will be a temporary
suspension ofproduction while Eric

recovers from his car accident.

"Feel the Wind"
Custom Handcrafted Stunt Kites
Unique Airbrush Designs
FREE catalog available
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resistance and weigh down the kite. This is
particularly important in low winds.

I have always used "expedition weight
lines" for my polar trips: 220-kg-test (500
lb) power (or top) lines and 120-kg (250-lb)
brake (or bottom) lines. I fly recreationally
with lighter lines which give better perfor
mance in light winds and marginally increase
speed, such as 120/90-kg sets (250/200-lb).

I and other polar kite-skiers typically
use quad-line racing sets with a Spectra
core sheathed in Dyneema, an abrasive resis
tant fiber. Spectra is extremely strong and
used by mountaineers as rope, and stiffens
like cable when subjected to cold.

That minimizes the possibility of line
tangles, which are frustrating when working
with gloves or mittens. In Greenland, I
recall only one knotted line during about 50
hours of flying, and this was easy to untan
gle with the cold-stiffened line.

Line length must also be considered.
Too long and you spend half your time
coiling the lines at the end of a fly. Too
short and you won't find clean wind. The
optimum length I've found is about 15
meters (50 ft).

Avoid using clips to attach lines to kite
bridles; they're just another item to break
down. I use standard lark's-head loops to
make all line attachments.

Ifyou plan to spend hours skiing and are
confident in your skiing ability, wear a har
ness. Linked to the harness, the pull of the
kite lines is much less taxing and will conserve
your arm strength. However, less able skiers
should avoid being harnessed, for they run the
risk of being pulled over and dragged.

In a good system, a link line 5-15 cm
long (2 to 7 inches) connects from a ring on
the harness via a climbing carabiner to a loop
attached to the tops ofyour quad-line han
dles. Wind pressure on the power lines
transfers to the harness, and thus your body,
yet you still have control over the kite
through the handles.

I recommend a harness that includes
an adjustable waist belt and firm leg loops,
rather than just a waist belt. I have used a
conventional padded climbing harness com
fortably. Line pull is directed to the entire
pelvis and upper legs, not just the waist.

To the waist belt, attach a loop of tape
or rope and adjust it so that once the han
dle link-line is clipped on, the pull of the
kite is absorbed mostly by your hips. Your
arms should remain slightly bent and used
only to maneuver the handles.

Using a carabiner permits quick clip-ins.
But be warned: There is no quick release
when the pressure is on. For safer skiing,

Quadrifoil now makes a specialized rig,the
Q-Harness, that incorporates a reinforced
pulley wheel attached to the front of the
waist band. In place of a rope link-line, the
Easy Rider link-line is sheathed in flexible,
low-temperature tubing and attaches to the
handles with Velcro lark's heads, which can
be released more quickly if the need arises.

Safety first
Don't underestimate the injury potential of
skiting. In general, follow all the rules as set
out for more conventional cross-country
skiers, and add the following:

• Wear that protective gear.
• Always look ahead to have a run

out, a safe place to turn if obstacles arise.
• Don't skite blindly into areas from

which you see no exit. You may be able to
stop on a dime as a skier, but when you're
being towed by a kite in a solid breeze, you
will keep going.

• If you're on ice, mentally triple your
presumed stopping distance.

• Use a harness only ifyour skiing skills
match your kiting skills.

• Take rest breaks to prevent becoming
overtired. If you don't want to pack your
kite away, land it upside down and pile
lumps of snow onto the kite to keep it
there. Clip the power lines at the handle end
onto something solid, and the kite will sit
there until you're ready. To take off, pull on
the brake lines and spin the kite upright. In
very strong winds, make the takeoff out at
the edge of the wind window so you are not
jerked into orbit. •

So you don't ski?
T

YOU CAN STIll HAVE FUN ON SNOW
and ice with a kite. Anything that slides can be

used-even your body.
I recall a sunlit evening in Antarctica

watching Judy Clarke, a tiny but tough-as
nails biologist, wrestle with my kite in a 20
knot breeze. Determined not to let go, she
was pulled off her feet and dragged across the
sea-ice on her stomaCh, bouncing around like
a wild stallion.

Dave Clement, a giant electronics engi

neer, gave chase on foot and finally jumped
onto her back. But they both continued slid
ing until "Hamster," another burly communi
cations officer, dived onto them and man
aged to rein them to a halt.

Crazily, this madness was not enough.
Minutes later, the trio pulled out a sled, sat
down, lofted the kite and rocketed off toward

the horizon. -E.P.



107 Chelsea Road, Hatboro, PA 19040 • (215) 672-1470 • Fax: (215) 672-1470
Pat # 4,n1 ,97G--3,893,641

Flies effortlessly in a wider range Over 10 carefully coordinated color
of wind than other parafoils. Made of combinations available. So the next
strong 3/4 oz. Spinnaker ripstop nylon time you're ready to buy a parafoil, \
with quality U.S.A. workmanship. ask for it by name, or give us a call.
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# 125 (10ft.x13ft.) 125 Square ft.
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# 16 (3.5ft.x4.5ft.)

ARROWCOPTER
TOY

VENDORS WANTED

ARROWCOPTER, INC.
PO Box 6480

San Jose, CA 95150
408-978-1771 Fax: 408-978-1270

MADE THE USA COPYRJGHTED

ALWAYS FLIES

+** \,

Voted a best-selling flying toy in the kite industry
1992-1993-1994-1995-1996-1997-1998

Call or fax for SAMPLES!

"THE ORIGINAL"

ARROWCOPTER®
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IND IA SKI[S FLYING IN THE LAND OF

THE MAHARAJAS ARTICLE AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY GEORGE PETERS

':.--".

palace guests chatting with drinks in hand.

TO THE SKIES

Our first day offlying made a broad dirt field
on the outskirts of town bloom with banners
and kites. Bands of small boys rushed to
the far end of the field as Scott Skinner
unpacked a Martin Lester Legs kite, in the
style of an American cowboy in fancy boots
and spurs. "Running" across the field, the
Legs took to the air, bringing delighted
screams from the children. In the too-light

During drinks, people were chatting and
doing the distinctive head bob. The heads of
all native Indians seem to swivel side to side
with every statement in conversation,
appearing to our Western eyes that they
were shaking their heads in contradiction to
what they were saying.

A definite distinction prevailed between
the upper class guests and the local fighting
kite teams, which had gathered for the
competitions. The kitefliers were seated
in small clusters, silently watching the

fiVouldn't it be nice ifnations could resolve
their differences merely by kite duels?
The following article and its companion
piece on Pakistan were written bifore
India and Pakistan began testing nuclear
weapons. T77e qftermath has, unfortunate
ly, clouded optimism about current travel to
those nations. -Editor

O
ne cannot turn down an invi
tation from His Highness Gaj
Singh, the Maharaja of
Jodhpur, to fly kites at the

royal residence of Uhmaid Bawan
Palace in Rajasthan, India. Melanie -.
Walker and I welcomed the oppor- '::::::::'!E:~~2::~"\~~~~~jjjdl'
tunity to make a return trip, having
first visited in 1993.

As we approached Jodhpur by
bus-after two days of wearying
travel filled with luggage anxiety
the palace's familiar towers and huge
central dome jutted above a ridge
like a mineral outcrop. We drove
between wandering cows and pigs,
past an army training ground and
on to a large gate at what appeared
to be a garden park, where the bus
stopped. A high wall stretched to
each side, and longtailed monkeys
the size of small boys sat upon or
ambled across.

Here were our quarters-very
elegant little bungalows, each with a
small porch, arched stone ceilings,
clean marble baths and comfortable
beds. I found out later these rooms
were originally stables for horses and
were then used, in the 1920s, to
house a previous Maharaja's personal collec
tion of zoo animals!

On a walking exploration, we ap
proached a grand spreading tree near the
palace that appeared to have hundreds of
large brown fruits hanging from every
branch-until one of the fruits seemed to
move. Bats! The whole tree was full of enor
mous flying fox bats, which would take flight
at sunset on graceful five-foot wingspans.

We dressed for the kitefliers' reception
dinner held at the palace beside the reservoir.
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INTO THE GREAT DESERT

'Jaisalmer," the train man blurted, waking
us from our sleep the next morning.
Melanie and I, Paul, Colin McKay and
Geraldine Lopdell, also from England, had
elected to take an overnight train trip to
this city further east, at the very edge of the
great Thar desert. It was still dark and
grimy out the windows as we gathered
our bags and shuffled off the train, weav
ing behind our guide among clumps of
people sleeping under blankets.

It was just getting light as we drove off
in a waiting car. As the light brightened, we
saw a turreted fortress of massive proportions
glowing golden in the early morning light.
A small village of dark shabby tents and
crude shelters stood down the road, not far
from the bleak desert landscape of brush
that extended out to the horizon.

We toured the fortress city that after
noon, viewing its walls of carefully laid
stonework and huge semicircular stone
tower bastions and turrets that sloped up

from the gravel spillways. These
arched around the whole fortress
wall, like a bric-a-brac of golden
sandstone.

The ancient city ofJaisalmer
was the central route of the silk
merchants trading across the desert
to what is now Pakistan. It was
built in the 11 th century and
became a very wealthy hub of
commerce. Throughout the city
and fortress are beautifully ornate

mansions called havelis.
Walking through the narrow stone

streets of the city fortress, we inched by the
horns of huge Brahma cows that blocked the
way. They chewed contentedly and would

~~~~-" -""~ '1lJi:.:~"/~~1Ai~~> .... , r' r6~f11, w.~~

~~.~~~.~: - -~,
~~~~£'J~~<~,." .~?'~__~_~~~~,~~c.-

f ~/' ~ ~ca~ . - ~
&<.-V- of wmd pen1lltted few of our kites to fly.

The day's festivities ended early WIth an
award ceremony including the Maharaja
and a lunch at another part of the palace
grounds. Royal courtesies were given and a
group photo was taken.

the kiteflier guests and friends and family of
the Maharaja. A Rajasthani music group
playing an accordion-like keyboard, flute,
drums and clacking castanets-performed in
the ornate sandstone courtyard.

We sat down with delicious Rajasthani
delicacies upon our plates, as the Maharaja
entered and made rounds among the guests.
He looked a bit weary from the partying. It
was his 50th birthday-and he is the first
Maharaja in a long time to have been lucky
enough to live this long. He mounted the
throne at the age of just three, when his
father perished in a plane crash in the early
1950s.

The Maharaja came to our table and
chatted a bit, catching up on the five years
since I had been to the palace last. Our
conversation was interrupted by a steady
stream ofwell-wishers, each ofwhom would
bow with clasped hands. The Maharaja
would graciously acknowledge each greet
ing and return to our conversation.

Soon the crowd showed signs of being
satiated and a big cake appeared in the shape
of a "5" and an "0." Mter singing a rousing
happy birthday to the Maharaja, we retired
for the night.

on again, revealing the ornate overhead dome.
Beyond and out the far door, the vista opened
to palace gardens, where a white marble
pavilion glistened in the moonlight.

We joined the courtyard reception for

PEDAL POLO

The following day, we
arrived at the flying field to

find a bicycle polo match in "
p ~

progress. A man in the cen-
ter of the foray looked famil- ~ jJ
Jar: the Maharaja, weanng ~_~
sunglasses and sweep- ~ ~
ing hi, =Uc"long fi c ~\
to strike the ball! .l ~.---'~ MJWhen we began ~ ~~.....--...._ L .
to fly, children again
came to greet us and try to tug on the lines.
But today policemen with cane sticks were
keeping the crowds under control.

The final day we took the festival to
the palace grounds, although the utter lack

winds, however, the kite fell lifeless to the
ground. Upon another attempted launch,
the street urchins grabbed the line and began
running to fly it themselves.

"No... 0 ... o!" yelled Scott, fearing dam
age to the fragile fabric on the stony and
dusty ground-as well as the power devel
oped by the big kite when flown by inex
perienced hands. The kite tumbled in a
cloud of dust until it was the color of the
field. When Scott finally retrieved it, the kite
had suffered a large rip.

Suddenly attention was shifted to the
other end of the field where Paul Thody, a
stunt kiter from Brighton, England, lifted a
stack of Flexifoils. Jumping on a skateboard,
he drifted through the sea of small black
heads as the kids ran screaming after him.
Paul caught the front edge of the wave of
children and broke free, like a surfer crest
ing an enormous breaker. He tacked back at
the end of the field, cruising through the
mob as they scattered and turned like a
flock of birds.

The day wore on; kites were hoisted
into the air and fluttered down as the light
winds shifted. But the crowds grew and
closed in upon the area that Melanie and I
had made on the field. We hastily erected
ribbon fences around our gear to prevent
hands from grabbing.

My bird kites were staked to the ground
as they soared overhead-a practice unheard
of in India, where people fly kites as a fight
ing sport. Curious bystanders wanted a try
at the line and, unfortunately, a quick tug on
my kites sent them spiraling to the ground.
Crash!

I ran to the rescue and sent the giant
birds airborne again, only to have the same
thing happen again and again. I finally traced
a large circle in the dirt around the stake,
threatening to stomp any foot that crossed.
The children laughed at my antics, so I
appointed one of them as a "policeman" to
watch over the kites while I went to rescue
another crash.

In the evening, at the palace banquet, we
were stunned by the extravagance in utter
contrast to the surrounding streets of
Jodhpur, with its bustling traffic and animal
hazards. We walked up marble stairs and
through a cavernous lobby into an entirely
different world.

Just at this moment, however, the lights
of the entire palace went dark. Some people
laughed, others groped their way in the total
darkness. But I had visited the palace before
and grabbed Melanie's hand. Walking straight
on through the dark to the huge central
rotunda, we arrived just as the lights flickered
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OTHER PARTICIPANTS ON THIS
1998 TOUR OF INDIA

• From the United States:
Ali Fujino and Scott
Skinner of the Drachen
Foundation, sculptor Tal
Streeter and wife Dorothy
Romig and her sister, Virginia

• From England:
Barry Pitman and Paul Thody

• From France:
Jean-Philippe Bequet

• From Belgium:
Guy van Acker, Adries van
Looken and Frank Coenraets

• From Hong Kong
A team of five fighting
kitefliers led by Alphed
K.Y. Lee

occasionally start eating from a shopkeeper's
stocks, which brought the owner out with
a shout and a quick swat with a stick. The
city was alive with fruit merchants, pigs
rooting in the open sewer trenches and
scooters roaring up narrow passages.

After a day spent exploring the city, we
embarked upon a camel safari into the desert
dunes, arranged by our host, Ajay. "Kites,
too?" I asked, as we climbed into the jeep to
begin for a long journey west.

"Yes," replied Ajay, "but we must be
careful. Recently there was a lady who was
flying kites and taking aerial photographs of
the city. She was arrested and jailed."
Apparently, Jaisalmer is a sensitive military
area protecting the border with Pakistan
and Afghanistan. Suspicious equipment is
confiscated and treated very seriously.

A couple ho~rs along a
single lane road brought us
to an encampment. We
squeezed out of our tight
seats to see a long line of
camels in colorful array,
standing side by side.
Camel drivers rushed up.
"You take mine! He is
Michael Jackson," said one
mustachioed camel driver
to Melanie. The rest of us
found our mounts and the
kneeling camels groaned
and complained with loud
wooky voices as they
scrambled to stand. "Lean way back!" the
driver said as the camel's rear legs struggled
up. "Now forward!" as the front legs

joined in to hoist us high
in the air.

Soon we were plod
ding in a long line up the
dunes to the jangling of
camel bells. Several ragged
musicians ambled along
side, playing flutes and
drums and asking for
rupees. We were led by
several of the older tribes
men, as well as some
younger boys. I asked the
boy leading my camel
what his name was.
"Colonel!"-but I think

that was the name of his camel. He tossed
me the reins and off I rode, like Lawrence
of Arabia.

In Pakistan, kit~s light up th~ sky
Hans Bauman, a kiter from Belmont, California, had the opportunity
in 1997 to visit Lahore, Pakistan during the annual celebration known
as Basant, which marks the end ifwinter:

B
asant officially runs from Saturday evening through Sunday

. evening (mid-February), but kites are in the air everywhere
during the days leading up to the event. Kites are on sale from
converted businesses and makeshift stalls. Most are tradition

al diamond-shaped patangs, but the two-bulbed tukkal kite is
also popular-and even adorns a matchbox widely distributed here.

The kites are very inexpensive, ranging from free (but poor
quality) promotional kites carrying the names of businesses, to
standard street stall kites costing 5-15 cents, and on to .
fancy show kites costing upwards ofa few dollars.

I found no rules observed regarding tangles
between tukkals and patangs. [Tal Streeter report
ed in Kite Lines Spring-Summer 1997 that "in
India it is an unwritten rule that tukkal and patang
kites do not cross strings."] Perhaps the relatively few
tukkal kites in the air Oess than 10 percent) would limit
competition and fun ifcross-variety tangles were taboo.

Manjha flying line is sold on metal and plastic reels
or, more popularly, as a ball about 15 cm. in diameter.
The line is paid out directly off this ball during flying by
an attentive assistant, who keeps the line flowing smooth
ly, deals with tangles and ensures the fragile line does not
drag on the ground.

Good manjha is essential but expensive. The cheap stuff
costs $1 to $2 but the best and reconunended types cost $10 to
$15 for a ball ofseveral hundred meters. The better manjha is thin
ner, smoother and less brittle than the cheaper line. The good line
is also a brighter color.

Formal festivities begin on Saturday with exclusive nighttime
rooftop parties in the old city. Spotlights are erected to illuminate
the action, although frequent power interruptions occur every 20
minutes or so.

Most of these outages, I am told, are due to short circuits cre-
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We came to a high dune and the camels
were brought down to their haunches for us
to dismount. We climbed the ridge of the

dune and watched the sunset, as we began
to unroll and assemble kites. Paul pulled
out a giant quad-line kite that leaped into

the air with a burst of color. The resting
camels spooked at the sight, jumped to their
feet and began galloping back toward camp.
The drivers ran after them, laughing and
grabbing their reins.

Paul let several of the men try the lines
of the big kite, helping them steer the mon
ster as it swept back and forth across the crest
of the dune. A flock of my birds flapped
overhead. Camel caravans corning back from
day trips into the dunes passed below us,
their riders smiling and waving in appreci
ation of our flying show.

The night descended quickly. As we
mounted our tall steeds for the return trek,
I pulled out some chemical glow-sticks,
activating the bluish lights to the delight of
my driver, who now sat behind me atop
the camel.

We rounded a dune to find several
camps set up and the sound of chatting for
eign voices around campfires. White plastic
lawn chairs ringed a long table, and a group
of turbaned waiters appeared, passing out hot
tea. We all warmed ourselves at the fire
under a canopy of stars.

It all left me wishing we could arrange
to travel around the world like this always
on camelback, with bells and catering and
musicians and kites. It was like a dream! •
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DYN.A-KITE
BET YOU CAN'T FLYJUST ONE!

DYNA-KITE CORP. • P.O. Box 24 • Three Rivers, MA 01080
TEL (413) 283-2555 • FAX (413) 283-4037

First
Class
KiteCo
A division of North Cloth/North Sails
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KiteCo means affordable quality. Every batch
of our premium high-performance Nylon kite
fabric is thoroughly tested to ensure low
stretch, superior tearing and breaking
strength, uniform finish and consistent color.
Call KiteCo today at 203-877-7638 for a free
color sample card and pricing info.

189 Pepe's Farm Rd., Milford, CT 06460
e-mail: brenda@ncloth.northsails.com fax: 203-878-9045

~ SQUADRON KITES

by

COAST KITES
15953 Minnesota Ave., Paramount, CA 90723

1-800-735-4837
Tel: (562) 634-3630· Fax: (562) 634-5425
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Nishibayashi,

TAKESHI NISHIBAYASHI

T
akeshi Nishibayashi, a kitemaker and
enthusiastic flier well known both in
Japan and among Western enthusiasts,

died February 11, 1998 at the age of 82.
Known everywhere simply as "Nishi," he
was famous for the modern, creative kites he
made and flew and for the "Kite Flying"
song he loved to perform.

Nishi, who lived in Tokyo and had
worked in the textile industry, was the
author of three very good books in Japanese
(Create A Kite 1 and 2 and Happy Kitemaking)
featuring numerous plans for kites from
simple materials.

The kitemak
er, who was born
in Korea, is sur
vived by his wife,
three sons and
grandchildren. We
asked Larry Hoff
man, a kitemaker
who has lived in
Japan since 1954
and is a member of
the Musasho Kite
Club in Tokyo, to
remember his Takeshi Nishibayashi as
friend. He writes: seen on the cover of

"When I re- one of his books.

ceived a request to
do a 'small piece' about Nishibayashi, I
thought: How can anything small be writ
ten about a guy who was so big? He was big
in his love of life, his love of family, of
friends, but more than anything his biggest
love was kites. I'm certain he was dreaming
of flying one when his time came.

"I really can't remember just when I
first met Nishi. It had to be long before
1976, for that was the year he and my son,
Kenji, a high school student at the time,
went to the u.s. for a swing through sever
al states visiting friends and flying kites. Kenji
was along to act as interpreter. In time Nishi's
English improved, the result ofvisits to many
places around the globe, and an interpreter
was not needed in his later years.

"A fun-loving person, he was a pleasure
to be with. We used to go to a German
bierstube in Tokyo, where he would spend

most of the time singing. And he had a
great voice.

"Nishi loved to make new designs and
was constantly coming up with interesting
and often complex kites. Are we ever going
to find a substitute for Nishi? I doubt it
and I'll bet St. Peter is making his first
rokkaku under Nishi's watchful eye."

-Larry Hoffman

HUGH HARRISON

T
he British Columbia Kitefliers Associa
tion lost one of its most dedicated mem
bers, Hugh Harrison, on February 27,

1998, two days before his 87th birthday.
Harrison was one of about a dozen people
who established the BCKA in 1980, and was
until recently its most active member. When
the club was first formed, Hugh simultane
ously filled the positions of president, sec
retary-treasurer and editor of the club's
newsletter, "Windsox."

He also organized and prepared materi
als for the BCKA workshop program for
school children. He was known by children
all over Vancouver as "the kite man" with his
distinctive long-beaked hat and his jacket
covered in kite patches. Harrison conduct
ed most of the workshops for many years.

One of the first members of the AKA,
Hugh was known in the 1970s for his trav
els from Montreal to kite gatherings in the
United States, including California, Florida,
Maryland, Washington and (especially) the
Long Meadow Kitefliers in Rochester, New
York. Some of his observations appeared in
Kite Lines (Summer 1997). I always enjoyed
his stories offlying with such people as Bob
Ingraham, Ed Grauel, Will Yolen and other
pioneers of modern kiting.

Together, Hugh and his wife, MaJjorie
who died in 1993-watched out for the
interests of the club and allowed us the use of
their home for numerous workshops.

Hugh flew many kites and was well
known for his large delta with 13 flags
attached to the line, one for each of Canada's
provinces and another displaying the Harri
son family crest. My best memory, though,
is of standing beside him at Vanier Park in
Vancouver, each of us with a kite in hand
(Professor Waldofboxes, I believe), chatting

and enjoying the day. Hugh was generous,
kind and selfless, and I and others who
knew him will not soon forget him.

-David Tuttle

JOHN W. LOY

J
ohn Wilson Loy, a chemical engineer
who built his own wind tunnel to ana
lyze the aerodynamics of kites-and

wrote on the subject for Kite Lines-died
June 3 at his home in Bartlesville, Okla
homa, after a long illness. He was 82.

John's last piece for us, "Why Do Kites
Fly?" (Fall-Winter 1996), was characteristi
cally rigorous, dismissing much accepted
wisdom about kites as "speculation and
nonsense" and carefully documenting his
theory of kite behavior, which he called
"dynamic equilibrium." He collaborated in
lengthy editing of the article and his respect
for accuracy compelled him to write a clar
ification in the next issue: crediting a par
ticular book for addressing a technical point
that he had written was not noted by any
kite publication.

In an earlier article, "Sleds for All
Seasons" (Summer 1989), John measured
performance characteristics of the simple
sled kite invented by William M. Allison,
using data compiled in the wind tunnel he
constructed at his home after his retirement
(in 1979) from Phillips Petroleum Co.

John Loy was born in Chanute, Kansas,
and educated in chemical engineering at
Kansas State University. He went to work
for Phillips in Borger, Texas in 1939. His
career included work with the Petroleum
Administration for War during World War
II and the renamed Petroleum Administra
tion for Defense during the Korean War.

For the oil company, he spent 16 years
in Asia during the 1960s and 1970s, work-

John Loy
taking a look
inside the
wind tunnel
he designed
and used to
test kites at
his home in
Bartlesville,
Oklahoma
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ing in India, Japan and Hong Kong. And· he
traced his technical interest in kites to these
years in the East, where he studied local
kite forms and was also well known as a flier
of Western kites.

Loy held two u.s. patents for kite
designs, both awarded in 1981: #4243191,
for a "sled kite with a flap or hood along
leading edge," and #4279394, for a "swal
lowtail sled with a triangular cut and cord at
trailing edge."

He also held numerous patents in the
refining field and published a noted article
in mathematics in 1971, on the subject of
growth curves.

Yet for all his technical expertise, John
always appreciated the essential, simple plea
sures ofkites. In one letter to Kite Lines, for
example, he recounted an experience in
Cochin, India, where he was flying "my
very best performing kite" from a rooftop.

"A young child appeared in my back
yard, below me, and launched a very small
kite with what had originally been the for
mat of a fighter kite, but he had installed a
45-degree dihedral and rather flimsy tissue
paper.... His kite flew right alongside mine.
In fact, my larger kite tore the tail from the
child's kite, but it flew even better. Wisdom
from the mouth of babes."

John is survived by his wife, Chieko
Tamura, three sons and three grandchil
dren. -Steve McKerrow

HANK SZERLAG

H
enry E. Szerlag, a founder of the 5120
Kite Group (on May 20, 1976) in the
Detroit area, died from complications of

a stroke on July 7,1998 at the age of60.
Hank was a gifted graphic artist who

worked for the Detroit Free Press for 35 years.
He and his wife Nancy produced a club
newsletter in professional style with a
"Builder's Bag" page that especially demon
strated Szerlag's talents at illustration.

A devoted couple, the Szerlags were
excellent organizers, and spurred the club in
such projects as the building ofa 35-foot delta
(thought to be the largest ever at the time).

Hank arranged to allow the club on
board the 1000-passenger "Bob-Lo" boat
for free to fly kites from it on its trip up the
Detroit River to an an amusement park. In
conjunction with the Detroit Free Press, he
and Nancy hosted the "Kaleidoscope" kite
fly each year for several years. They also
made up kite kits, bumper stickers, "Kite
Person" t-cshirts and an impressive reel called
The Hauler under the business name The
Cloud Connection. Their abilities made
them an obvious choice to host the AKA
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Ken Lewis with kite and Miss C.N.E.

convention in 1982, where they started such
practices as the convention logo, computer
registration and personalized certificates..

In recent years, the couple became
involved in organic gardening. The club con
tinued as the "5120 Kite Group-Detroit."

- Valerie Govig

KEN LEWIS

M
r. Kite Canada, Kenneth Lewis, died in
Toronto in July at the age of approxi
mately 85. Bob Ingraham of the AKA

dubbed him with the moniker, and it stuck.
Ken owned about 1,000 kites and flew most
of them, too, as a regular fixture in the 1950s
and '60s at Ontario Place in Toronto, where
he lofted up to seven kites at a time to the
delight of passersby.

Many of his kites were self-made,
Conynes mostly, up to 10-foot size, using
aluminum tubing for spars. Some were made
and flown as advertising kites, others for
weather studies or as historic recontruc
tions for the Ontario Science Centre.

But perhaps Ken Lewis is best remem
bered for the organization and publicity he
brought to big, well-sponsored events such as
the Canadian National Exhibition Kite Fes
tival and the Glad Kite Festival in the 1970s.

Few people knew that Lewis was the
grandson ofSir Hiram Maxim, who exper
imented in 1895 in England with steam-pro
pelled flying machines. Perhaps it was some
ofSir Hiranl's genes that made Ken useful to
Domina Jalbert in the late 1970s. It was a
Lewis custom to spend November through
April in Pompano Beach, Florida, flying
advertising kites. There he met Jalbert and
began helping him test parafoil kites.

Lewis was one of the founders in 1974
of the Toronto Kite Club, from which the
Toronto Kite Fliers evolved. Ardith Quan
bury and Kevin Barry wrote in memory
of Ken Lewis in "KiteLog," the Toronto
Kite Fliers newsletter. Quanbury and her
daughter met Ken at a park in 1992, where
he gave her a Nantucket Kiteman kite.
Quanbury wrote, "It changed my life."

- Valerie Govig

OLAN TURNER

O
Ian Eldridge Turner, Jr., one of the most
active and respected kitefliers on the
East Coast, died October 16, at his home

in Yardley, Pennsylvania. He was 81.
Following his retirement in 1977 as a

national sales manager for Kraft Foods, Inc.,
he turned to kites. In Ocean City, Maryland
with his wife, Bernice for a family reunion,
he saw Bill Ochse of The Kite Loft flying a
stunt kite and said, "If I had one of those I
wouldn't be so bored." But the shop was sold
out of the kites. On a later holiday, in Key
West, Florida, he went to the local kite
shop on the first day and came away with a
Peter Powell kite. In a few hours he had
mastered it, and he was hooked.

When the first AKA convention was
held in Ocean City in 1978, the Turners
were there. They soon became involved
with the people and organization. A special
friend was Steve Edeiken, whose Rainbow
Stunt Kites were just COIning onto the mar
ket. Olan began flying them regularly. He
served as chairman of the second AKA con
vention, in Manassas, Virginia. There he
flew his stack of Rainbow kites to music
with Steve Edeiken in a perfectly coordi
nated ballet-totally without rehearsal.

Olan and Bernice were inspired to initi
ate a kite festival near home, and they worked

Dian and Bernice Turner
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Jimmy Low in Medellin, Colombia in 1996

because many were just returning home
from the AKA convention. But they had
heard about Olan on the last day, in time to
sign a kite, which Roger Chewning brought
home and flew at the church in Olan's
memory. - valerie Govig

JIMMY LOW

James c. Low, a very active kite enthusi
ast in the northeast U.S., died February 1,
1999 at age 49. He was a New York City

hospital police officer and suffered a heart
attack when he was struck in the chest while
restraining a prisoner. New York Mayor
Giuliani attended the viewing and the full
dress police funeral in Chinatown. Traffic was
blocked at intersections to allow the cortege
through the streets, accompanied by an honor
guard and a bugle and bagpipe escort.

Jimmy was an actor on the side. He was
in the movie "The Professional" and the TV
show "America's Most Wanted." He took
occasional walk-on roles at the Metropolitan
Opera and made several appearances on the
David Letterman show as the "Sumo Caddy."

But kitefliers knew Jimmy for his large,
crowd-pleasing kites. He often ran kitemak
ing workshops in the New York City area
and was a member of the Lehigh Valley
Kite Society as well as other clubs and the
AKA. He was a regular at the Washington
State International Kite Festival in Long
Beach. He won two awards at the Smith
sonian Kite Festival, one, for best Asian
kite, as a joint effort with his kiting com
panion Carmela Pallotta, and the other a
joint effort with John Rogers of California.
He made three plane trips to meet with
John to help design and make the kite.

Andy Gelinas in the LVKS newsletter
"Tangled Lines" said:

"Jim had a presence-not only by his
size but by his demeanor. Soft-spoken, fun
loving, likeable-always pleasing others and
looking for their good side. We will miss
him here at LVKS ... " -valerie Govig,

based on the article in "Tangled Lines"

with the Parks and Recreation department t~
hold Kite Day in beautiful Core Creek Park
in Langhorne, Pennsylvania the first Sunday
in May, starting in 1979. It was never com
petitive, but it was not without planning;
Olan was a gifted organizer and saw to it that
full details about the kites were announced to
the crowd. He also gave many school work
shops in advance, and it was reflected in the
attendance, as many as 10,000 people. Kite
Day was consistently blessed with good
weather, to complement the excellent hos
pitality at the Turner home after the festival.

On a whim one day in 1984, Olan said
he would start a kite fly for his birthday
(December 1st) if the spouses would make
peanut butter cookies. Thus was born the
IIOPBCKFBO, the International Invitation
al Open Peanut Butter Cookie Kite Fly
and Bake-Off, in Seaside, New Jersey.
Entries both edible and flyable were shipped
in from everywhere and Olan served as
ChiefJudge and Trophy Maker. (The event,
now held in October, will continue, care of
Mike Dallmer ofPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania,
who plans to add "OTM" to the front of the
name, for Olan Turner Memorial.)

In 1986, Francis Gramkowski and
Roger Chewningjoined with Olan to cre
ate a judging system for a new big stunt kite
competition, the first of its kind. Together
they set a pattern that has been adopted
and adapted ever since by other competitions
around the world. That event, the East
Coast Stunt Kite Championships in Wild
wood, New Jersey on Memorial Day week
end, is now part of the Wildwood Interna
tional Kite Festival. Gramkowski said later
that when Olan agreed to help, he knew the
competition would be a success.

Olan was an enthusiastic kitemaker, but
Bernice did all the sewing. Their team
work produced colorful Bermuda-style octa
gonal kites with long tails, and their works
were displayed three times at the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia. They attended
many events, often as judges, at such festivals
as the Philadelphia and the Smithsonian in
Washington, DC. In recent years, though
curtailed by an arthritic hip, Olan would still
put in a day's work at the judging tables.

In recognition ofhis many contributions
to kiting, the AKA presented Olan with the
Steve Edeiken Memorial Award for 1986-87.

Olan was also a collector and restorer of
antique clocks, as well as a violinist and
composer. He is survived by his wife, a son,
a daughter, a sister, four grandchildren and
a great-grandson. The funeral service, held
at the Turners' church in Morrisville, Penn
sylvania, was attended by only a few kitefliers
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FABRIC, SPARS, AND FlnlNGS
lor the modern kite builder

• Experienced & Award winning kite builders.

• Experienced AKA comprehensive kite building judge.

• 2,375 square feet devoted to kites & kite building.

• Free USA shipping on retail orders over $50.00.

• 10% off retail to all kite club members.

KITE STUDIO
800-KITE-991 • 610-395-3560

kbiferrl@fast.net

Recent acquisition ofthe building supply division ofthe

"High Fly Kite Company" allows us to now invite retail AND
wholesale inquiries. We applaud Fran Gramlwwski for his

twentyyears of hard work and dedication to the kiting com
munity, and look forward to serving allhis past customers.

Wescosville, PA 18106 USA
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off snags
-----

& A COOL TUBING CLIPPER

o
y
Blade

ON[ NO MORE STANDOFF SNAGS

From Chee Wan Leong, Selangor, Malaysia:
Because I hate walking to my downed stunt
kite to find a bridle or flying line tangled by
the standoff sticking out the back of the sail,
I designed a pocket that holds and hides the
end of the standoff completely.

Punch a hole the diameter of the stand
off on the front side of a 4-02. polyester
patch. Sew it onto the sail, leaving the top
open. Insert the standoff in this hole from the
front. Glue a 1.5 mm stopper (plastic tubing)
at tip ofstandoff. Let dry, then pull the stand
off until the stopper holds it inside the pock
et. Now slide a 5 mm length of stopper onto
the other end of standoff and locate just in
front of pocket. Glue here.

Nothing sticks out the back of the sail,
and this system also keeps the standoff in
place. No more lost standoffs!

~~
40l. Dacron patch

1.Smm Front of sail
stopper -----.
(glued) 7S7S~iS/s'f

Sew only the Sid:~ .._~
Standoff ...........

Slide in
Front of sail / .........Smm

V stopper

Sail (back)

Dacron---jli~-.-__

Standoff

two CIGAR CLIPPER FOR TUBING

From Brian Blaeske, Waukesha, Wisconsin:
I have discovered a new tool to use for cutting vinyl
or plastic tubing. While I was clipping the end of an
Arturo Fuente cigar, I looked at my clipper and won
dered how this would work for cutting tubing.

When 1 returned home I immediately
tried it and discovered it works perfectly.
The cigar cutter made a nice clean cut, on
both vinyl and plastic.

Mine can accommodate tubing with
a diameter of almost one inch. It cost
$2, much less than a pliers-type cutter for
$20, and can be found at any cigar shop.

I TWO R K S FOR M E is your place to share
your favorite kite hint. Each published item earns your
choice of any book from the Kite Lines Bookstore to a
value of $18 or aone-year subscription or extension to
Kite Lines. Send details, drawings and/or photographs to Kite Lines, PO Box
466, Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA, or fax us at 410-922-4262.

Premier Kites has the most affordable high
d performance entry level stunt kites and
... high quality single line specialty kites.

"

, 1 E. 5 5200 Lawrence Place • Hyattsville, MD 20723
Dealer Inquiries Only 301/277-3888 • Fax 301/277-3323
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A DIVISION OF TREDLEG, INC.• P.O. BOX 22005 • MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55422-0005

Made In USA!

SPIRALS
Spiral Windsock turns in the slightest breeze!
Multi-colors and two-tone colors available.

CALL RON GELDERT

800-869-1333 • 612-529-6261
FAX 612-521-5518

The William Mark Corp.
112 N. lTan'ard Ave., Ste. 229

Claremont, CA 917LI
(800)604-0030 fax (909)621-4247

email: xzylomail@aoLcom
website: www.X-z lo.eon1

CONDUIT SWIVEL
Attachment for mounting windsocks. Easy to use
swivel arm with a section of standard 1/2" conduit.

FANTASTIC AIR TOYS FLYOFF .....
THE SHELVES!J Glider"'(","

v= .~,/£17.1fE1'l..'a!" ,1,1
fl-"'J' ~':£.;;JaC""

'Thrown Over 600 Feet'.. "Launches ()Vel" 75 feet hiaJi!
'The Ultimate Game.o/Catch! "Pops open into Hang Glider!
'Rated Best Product In lUIT Test' "Soars Gracefully to Ground!
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-Dave

so here Iam, relaxing under an umbrella
on the edge of the Persian {;,ulf I've had
three foils up for the past two hours,
which haven't needed a bit of attention.

A warm breeze is drifting across the white sand
and someonejust brought me a cold drink. Isn't
kiting wonderful?

All right, rtf admit it. I was dubious about
coming to Oubai.

To begin with President C.linton was talking
about bombing Saddam again, and Ihad been
invited to visit the United Arab 6mirates, a mere
500 miles away from Iraq.

To make matters worse, Iactually got two
invitations, because competing organizations were
vying for the festival contract, and one had issued
nearly 100 invitations to kitefliers around the globe.
There was plenty of confusion, but as festival
details firmed up and international tensions died
down, Ifound myself packing for a very long flight

And what did Ifind out? Oubai is delightjufl
Thirty years ago, the city did not even exist.

But now it's a gleaming metropolis, where 6nglish
is the predominant language. Most of the popula
tion is actually non-Arab, so we observe [Zussian
tourists in bikinis mingling on the beach with local
women covered from head to foot. We're here to
fly demos for the annual "Shopping festival."

Thirty international fliers gather on a pristine
beach. Organizers have provided anchors, shade,
showers, cold drinks, even air-conditioned toilets.
That bit of cool air comes in handy as tempera
tures hover around 40 degrees C.elsius (that's 104

degrees farenheit for the metrically challenged).

Our group includes a great variety of talent.
The group No Limit from {;,ermany brings huge
"basket" kites and even bigger inflated kites fea
turing characters from Sesame Street Peter Lynn
:Tr. brings the Megabite from New lealand. Pierre
fabre floats new designs from frana. John £aton
and Paul Thody from the Uk pop sport kite tricks
and buggy across the sand. Masaaki Modegi and
katsutaka Murooka from Japan fill the sky with
traditional deSigns fZoger and Janice Maddy of
Washington State fly multiline kite "puppets" while
Silvio Maaherolli of Italy launches multicellular
creations. Yvonne DeMille of New lealand flies a
wonderful collection of inflatable art. And from
India, Bhanu Shah flies a variety of patang fight
ers. The only thing missing is spectators. Hardly
anyl But because we had lots of television, radio
and magaZine coverage, the sponsors don't seem
to mind. And that means we canjust launch a
kite and then go for a swim. fZough duty!

Would Icome back to Oubai? You bet. Tonight
we're gOing for a night safari in the desert with
camel rides, belly dancing and four-wheeling
across the dunes by moonlight.

photographs by M.
4S44k; Modeg;

The firM International I(ite Ayin9 FeMival and
f,xhibition in the Middle [,aM had...

I. ...extensive press &overage that sometimes
showed the dash of &ultures

2....wel&ome shade for parti&ipants on the hot
bea&h, perfut for sittin9 idly while wat&hin9
the Peter Lynn Me9abite jlyin9 a 900d dis
tanu down the shore

? &- 4. ...both tradition and modernity in ~ites

as illuMrated by: ? a ba99Y ryve~ delta with a
hand painted array offi9ures, flown by Bhanu
Shah of India. and 4. a soft ~ite tended by
&reator Yvonne DeMille of New Zealand.
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COLORS FROM A SPRAY! BY KURT EBY

FORGET APPLIQUE-TRY

originate. Dunlop described it best when he
said the technique is "playful inquisitiveness."

About one in every 10 tries, I look at a
kite and say "yecch." But the beauty of
this technique is that you can overspray
with flat white or black and start all over, or
do something else to fix the look you don't
like. The weight of new layers of paint is
negligible on any but the smallest kites.

THE SPRAY-CAN PALETTE

Color Tool spray paint is offered in 46 stan
dard colors. In addition, you can buy flat
black and flat white, six glossy colors, six
tints, eight metallic colors, three wood tones,
three glitters (metalflake), shimmering gold
and pearl and white and black washes (which
lighten or darken colors). A 12-ounce can
costs about $6.50 at florist supply stores. I
began by buying five cans in basic colors, plus
black. But my first few experiences were
less than ideal, for I tried to paint using all the
colors. This resulted in color shifts into
brown and eventually toward black. So I
formulated two key rules:

1. Limit yourself to no more than four
ofyour favorite colors, plus flat black and flat
white. Some of the most striking and vibrant
images I have painted were done with just
a few colors.

have many options.
You may cut the kite
shape from the fabric
and then paint the skin,
or position a kite pat
tern onto a prepainted
panel and cut out the
desired area. Prac
ticing in advance on
paper is a good idea;
you can then move
up to the more ex
pensive material.

To date, I have painted
approximately 60 panels of vari
ous sizes which can be used as an
entire kite skin. I have not used more than
one skin per kite, but using two or more is
easily possible.

I have no clear design in mind for each
piece, and do not plan my artwork ahead of
time by spraying paper or using crayons. In
fact, it is difficult to describe how my ideas

SCOTT HAMPTON of Sandy, Utah shows his
kites and banners at Dieppe, France in
September. He uses spray color to achieve
ripple and gradation effects in combination
with solid colors of fabric in pieced sections.

That airbrush look
from a(an!

PAINT FIRST, BUILD LATER

When I began, I first built the kite ofwhite
ripstop, including white leading edges or
edge binding and white reinforcements.
Then I painted it. However, I soon discov
ered that if I didn't like what I was painting,
it was difficult to correct any errors.

I now paint three to five yards of con
tinuous fabric first, then build the kite. You

YOUR KITE "CANVAS"

I have not experimented with fabric other
than nylon sailcloth, although I believe cot
ton and silk would probably work. I have
found great results from Bainbridge's Dragon
fabric and Carrington's K22. Also I've
achieved acceptable results with ripstops
rated as second, third or even fourth grade,
because the paint usually covers the minor
blemishes in the fabric.

Uncoated fabric yields better results
than coated fabric, because on coated fab
rics the paint does not bond to the fabric but
to the coating. As the kite skin flexes, either
from the wind in flight or from rolling for
transport in a sleeve, the color may flake. To
minimize this problem, I make larger than
normal kite sleeves, and have also found
that wrapping a large kite around a card
board tube will store it without creases.

I
admire the beautiful applique work of
today's kite artists. But one long-time
kitemaker told me that the only way to
develop those effects is by "putting lots

of cloth through your sewing machine."
I'm too impatient, and began looking for a
quicker avenue to multicolor kites.

I found it in the Kite Lines article about
spray painting ripstop by Chris Dunlop
(Winter, 1992-93). He used a product called
Design Master Professional Color Tool, a
spray paint offered in many translucent colors
that dry quickly, don't crack or peel and pro
duce great airbrush-like effects.

At first, I tried to imitate Dunlop's work,
but without much success. So I developed
'lly own style. Here is some of what I have
learned.
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The very first time I painted akite was in my garage. I covered my car with a large plastic tarp and spray
painted against my truck beside the open garage door. I wore adual-element air purifying respirator. But
when I removed my mask to walk into the house, enough fumes remained to make me light-headed. And
the smell lingered inside and out for days!

Buy and wear adual-element air respirator while painting, even if outside. Read and follow the safe
handling procedures on the label of your paints.

I now paint outside, on the cover of my hot tub on the rear patio, usually at night when there is no
wind. (A picnic table would work as welL) And make sure to cover not only your work surface-I use a
blue plastic tarpaulin-but any other objects nearby to protect them from spray. -KE

2. Remember your basic art classes',
which taught that when you lay one color
over another, a third color results. Yellow
and blue make green, yellow and red make
orange and red and blue make purple. Think
ahead and use this to your advantage.

I began by painting on white fabric,
believing a white background to be most
receptive to color layers. Anyone who has
done house painting knows it is easier to
paint darker colors over light ones. Further,
overspraying dark on light seems to inten
sity the effect of color blending. (It is pos
sible to paint on almost all colors of fabric,
however, so you might test different effects
on smaller remnants or scraps.)

Sometimes I use flat black first, then
spray a portion of the fabric with flat white
so I can introduce another warmer color on
top of the white. Occasionally I will spray
orange or yellow on top ofdarker colors that
I wish to lighten.

PAINTING TECHNIQUES

Lay the fabric flat on the surface and begin
painting by holding the spray can about six
inches from the surface. Use short bursts and

ConsidQr your hQalth!

move the can briskly. By painting quickly,
the colors remain wet and the second color
more easily yields a third.

Sometimes I paint freehand, but have
found that cardboard masks help direct the
paint where I want it-and also yield inter
esting design effects. I have several different
pieces of cardboard bent into varying degrees
of curve, a technique I learned accidentally
when I left the masks out in the rain and they
bent from the moisture! (High quality two
or four-ply poster board sheets about 24 x 36
inches cost less than $1, and I cut them into
8-x-36-inch strips.)

To make designs, hold the cardboard and
spray directly onto the fabric adjacent to the
mask. The cardboard blocks any errant spray
and creates a positive line of demarcation.

To create a softer line, hold the cardboard
about one inch above the fabric and spray
directly along the edge of the mask, not the
fabric. The paint bounces off the cardboard
and creates a lighter effect on the fabric than
spraying directly.

The speed at which you move your can
also helps determine the density of the line.
Quick spraying yields a thinner line.

To create a narrow hard line, spray color
onto a large piece ofcardboard and allow it to
puddle. Then take a second piece ofcardboard
and draw an edge through the paint. Press this
edge directly onto the fabric and you will
imprint a straight line. Sometimes, I slide the
cardboard edge along the fabric, creating
streaks that give the impression of motion.

Another interesting effect is paint spat
tering. Spray paint directly onto the cardboard
and tilt it toward one corner. Make the effect
you want on the fabric by dripping the paint
as it runs off.

Sometimes I cut shapes out of oak tag
board, and use them as stencils or to mask an
area I do not wish to paint. A local sheet
metal shop made for me a number ofsquares
of different sizes of galvanized sheet metal,
approximately 118-inch thick. I lay these on
the fabric to provide uncolored areas when
overspraying another color.

I have also experimented with using coins,
dried flowers, leaves, ornamental grasses, string
and other items to create different effects.

And though I began spray painting to
avoid appliqueing, I have learned to com
bine techniques. For example, I've painted
fabric rectangles that are then sewn as insets
on a black-skinned rokkaku. The wide black
edge provides a border framing the artwork,
helping the kite stand out in my Penn
sylvania gray skies.

EXPERIMENTS AllOVER

I am not the only kite artist working in
this medium, of course. Different effects
and techniques are being discovered by
everyone who experiments with it.

Scott Hampton of Sandy, Utah, for
exanlple, has been working with Color Tool

COLOR BY COLOR, Eby brings his kite sails
alive. Here, he demonstrates his techniques:

1. Starting on a pre-cut four-foot rokkaku
"skin" of white ripstop, he begins to spray
yellow in a· curving line, using one of several
cardboard masks to guide the paint.

2. On the other end of the
kite, he sprays a new color.
Note how leaving some fabric
white in essence adds a third
shade.

3. As paint oversprays previ
ous patterns, the colors on
the original white areas are
now a brilliant purple, yet
where they fall on top of yel
low have become a reddish
orange.

4. Having dipped the bottom
edge of the mask in black
paint sprayed on another
piece of cardboard, Eby
presses the edge onto the
fabric to make a well-defined
line.
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This rokkaku by Tony Corbe of Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania, was the first kite he made under
Eby's tutelage. It won a second place in Corbe's
age class at the Smithsonian Kite Festival.

Kurt Eby, kiting's Jackson Pollock, lives in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. He's a real estate
appraiser by profession and a one-time potter
turned kitemaker by avocation.

for four or five years. He was introduced to
the technique by kitemakers Don Mock,
Spencer Chun and Carl Crowell. His tech
nique differs from mine. He applies three or
four light layers, building up color slowly to
both front and back sides of the fabric. And
he uses just two colors of paint, red and
blue, on three colors of 1.S-ounce fabric in
mango, fuschia and light blue.

Scott shared his techniques at kite retreats
in Washington state and Oregon, where
kitemaker Jamie Alford experimented with
spraying Color Tool onto crinkled ripstop.
Hampton reports the result was an unusual
three-dimensional look.

Randy Shannon of Flagstaff, Arizona
recently corresponded with me about the
spray techniques he uses for his kites, includ
ing ones with Southwest Indian motifs.

He writes, "I usually spray onto white
[fabric], although I do use gray and yellow
also. I then use either hand-cut stencils or rock
art designs and overspray with various colors
and get a nice sandstone effect in the sky."

He also says he gets good results paint
ing on paper, which "is much cheaper than
nylon when experimenting with new stuff."

My last word is a warning: Kite painting,
like kite building, becomes addictive. You
may even find yourselfmoving beyond kites.
I'm often seen wearing a T-shirt painted in
the same bright colors and techniques as the
kite I'm flying in the sky! •

SKYWATCH FUN
World's Smallest

Cloud Catcher Kites
9047 Monroe Ave.

Brookfield, IL60513
1-888-SKYHOOK

The Skyhook™ Modular Kite

SKYWATCH 3-D SKYWATCH ELITE
Omni-directional • Tripod Mount

Speedtech Instruments
800-760-0004 or FAX 703-759-0509

Website: www.speedtech.com • e-mail:info@speedtech.com

Call Your Dealer or 800 760-0004 For FREE Catalog

• A patented kite system with interchangeable wings and frames.

Components are quickly changed to form different kites
from a 4' box kite, to Conynes, large Delta, and much more.

Unlimited possibilities, as variable as the winds-

as adaptable as your preferences.

• Ready to fly with line and winder. Ripstop nylon throughout.

• Meticulously manufactured in the U.S.A.

~

The kite ~
you.can change
agaIn, and again, and again...

KESTREL
Rugged & Accurate
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THE BEST C :1'A ~~ K~ '0 -K--5, ANYWHERE

I
f it's in print about kites, chances are we have it, til gergeous picture books Think of us as ~ur local bookstore.

common, the rare, the foreign, the domestic, the infor- Pick abook. Look it over. If it's wrong for you, put it back on

mative, the artistic. We strive to carry ALL kite tilles avail- our shelf. No questions asked. We provide prompt shipping

able anywhere around the world-many that are hard to from our well-kept inventory. But be warned: kite books often

find- from basic introductory volumes to historical classics go out of print unexpectedly. Snap up your choices now!

OUR LOVELIEST BOOK! BUZZING BEE KITES
Nagoya Koryu Dako (Traditional
Nagoya Kites) by Masaaki Sato, in
Japanese. The author is perhaps
the world's best maker of bee
kites. In this elegant, cloth
bound, gold-embossed volume,
he presents color photos of about three
dozen kites-not just bees. Photos and drawings detail his
techniques for splitting and shaping the bamboo he uses for
his kites and their hummers. Hardcover, 64 pp., $49,95

From Australia ...

Make Mine Fly by Helen
Bushell. A classic collec
tion of excellent, proven
kite tips and techniques for
beginners or experts.
Contains plans for 14
original kites, including the
author's Fluted Sled and
famous Trefoil Delta, as
well as several paper kites.
Softcover, 93 pp., $24.95

KrrE-FOLDS~
Kite-Folds by Beth
Matthews. Plans for 12
small original kites
made from a single
sheet of paper, plus
the "Skyvelope." Clear
instructions, lovely
color photos and an
addendum on kites in
teaching. Softcover,
36 pp, $14.95

Lawrence Hargrave research by David A.
Craddock, in USA-printed edition. Ravensbourne
to Airborne covers the flight pioneer's work on
aerodynamics, gliders and kites, including his
sketches of equipment, concepts and designs. No
photos. Softcover, 57 pp., $21.95
Construction Drawings for a Selection of Kites, the
companion volume, includes detailed plan draw
ings for a dozen Hargrave kites of moderate size.
Softcover, 25 pp., $14.95
Both books as package, $34.95

From Belgium . ..

PRICE BREAK!Aerial
Photographs Taken from a Kite by

G. de Beauffort and M. Dusariez,
in English. History, systems,

photos from the KAPWA Foun
dation archives. Includes a

reprint of Batut's 1890 book.
Softcover, 145 pp., $36.95

From Bermuda . ..

Bennuda Kites by Frank Wallington.
Plans for five island kites, plus
variations and hummers. Tra

ditional methods (flour and water
paste: "a little cayenne pepper will
keep away the roaches"). Tips and

a little history. A charmer. Soft
cover, 24 pp., $5.95

BEKMlIDA KfreS

From Canada . ..

AVA I LA BLEA GA IN! Genius at Work: Images
ofAlexander Graham Bell by Dorothy Harley Eber.
The inventor of the tetrahedra! kite (and the tele
phone, of course) did much of his experimental

building and flying in Nova Scotia. This book is rich
with black and white photos of Bell flying kites

there-including his huge ring kite-plus reminis
cences from neighbors. Softcover, 192 pp., $16.95

Go Fly a
Kite: The
Kite
Builder's
Manual by
John
Boxtel.

L- --' Attractive

book with plans for 12 novel kites,
such as the Sailboat, Man and Wind
mill. Drawings are charming but
lacking in dimensions; techniques
described are reliable but old-fash
ioned. Softcover, 80 pp., $12.95

Fishing for
Angels: The
Magic ofKites
by David
Evans. Avery
pretty book
with color
illustrations
throughout.
Great kite lore,

in the form of narrative tales. The book
offers good flying tips, too Uust avoid
the three easy kite plans at the back).
Softcover, 63 pp., $12.95

PRIC E BREA K! Popular
video + companion book:
Kite Crazy (the book) by Carol

Thomas. Plans for fighters,
dual- and quad-liners.
Trustworthy text, black-and-

white drawings. Softcover,
176 pp., $12.95

Kite Crazy (the video) by
SOMA Film & Video. Famous

fliers teach 1-, 2- and 4-line kiteflying. Clear,
informative instructions and lovely footage,
VHS format, 102 min., $29.95
Book and video as package, $39.95

Canada continued . ..

Richard P. Synergy's
self-published books
convey lots of informa

tion and enthusiasm:
Kiting to Record Altitudes
is a detailed account of
everything that can go

wrong in an altitude effort.
Softcover, 72 pp., $15.95
Stunl Kite Basics covers

safety, social aspects,
equipment and maneuvers

(32 in all) in detail. Reads like an instructor talking at your
elbow. Competition emphasis. Softcover, 142 pp., $15.95

From China ...

Chinese Kites: Their Arts and Crafts by Wang
Xiaoyu, in English. Although rife with typos
and translation oddities, this book offers a

fascinating study of painstaking Chinese
techniques. Extensive details on making and

flying Asian-style kites, including bamboo
framing and covering. Excellent plan drawings

of about 25 kites are carefully proportioned.
Some color photos. (Note: Temporarily out of

stock.) Hardcover, 300 pp., $29.95

From Denmark . ..

Drager der Flyver (Kites to Fly) by
Dr. Hvirvelvind, in Danish. This 1986 classic, out

of print for several years, is back by popular
demand. Plans for about 10 kites range from the

simple sled and kiskee-dee to a roller, flare and
even an unusual raincoat kite, plus variations of
each; materials, accessories, flying, resources.

Charming cartoons, excellent drawings and
lovely full-color photos. Limited supplies.

Softcover, 80 pp., $29.95

From England . ..

Kite Cookery: How to
Design Your Own Kite ..

by Squadron Leader
Don Dunford MBE (of

the Dunford Flying
Machine). Plans for 4

kites, building methods
and materials, plus idiosyncratic aero

dynamics ("the wind is like ... giant
sausages"). Softcover, 47 pp., $5.95

England continued ...

Mark Cottrell's self-published books, although homely in appearance,
are honest, entertaining and useful. Last stock available: .
Kite Aerial Photography. Three kite plans and a comparison study of
trade-offs in rigs, with source lists. Softcover, 44 pp., $10.95
Swept Wing Stunt Kites. Knowledgeable analysis of design elements

(shapes, frames, sails, etc.); 4 plans. Softcover, 43 pp., $11.95
The Kite Store Book of Kites. 10 original Cottrell plans (such as the Swept
Wing Box, Ramfoil, MultiJib) plus materials and techniques. Includes a
5.25" diskette (IBM) for computer design. Softcover, 48 pp., $13.95

Not an Indian Fighter Kite: a personal evolution of
rip-stop fighter kites by Geoff Crumplin. Although
editorially rough, this book still contains jewels:
about 20 good scaled kite plans (including an
Afghan star, fugu, rokkaku, Brazilian, Korean,
Martyn Lawrence Hornet) plus building tips, best
for experienced makers. Also includes flying
techniques and a set of proposed rules for com
bat. Softcover, 70 pp., $18.95
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KITE LINES BOOKSTORE [Continued]

England continued ...

NEW E0 I T ION' Kites: A Practical Hand
book by Ron Moulton and Pat lloyd. Exten
sively improved over 1992 first edition; offers
8 new designs, including 2 Codys, the Circo
flex and the Brogden; also has the Hewitt
Flexkite, Pearson Roller and several stunt
kites. Excellent drawings, more pages of
color, good sections on knots, flying tech
niques and parachuting teddy bears. Updated
appendixes. Softcover, 240 pp., $31.95

From France ...
Certs-volants, L'art en ciel (Kites, Art in
the Sky) by Eric Damage & Marc
Damage, in French. Lavish in size
and color, this book treats kitemaking
as a legitimate art form. Profiles of
Streeter, Matisse, Asker, Fabre,
Brockett, Bod6czky, Cottenceau,
Peters and Gressier, including beauti
ful examples of their work. Softcover,
126 pages, $46.95

Les certs-volants, les
conna/tre, les piloter,
les construire (Kites,
knowing them, flying
them, making them) by
Van Williams, in

French. This pretty introduction covers a lot of
territory in well-compressed style. Color through
out, including many photos and clear drawings.
Three basic kite plans. Softcover, 96 pp., $19.95

France continued ...
Photographie Aerienne Avec Cert-Volant:

Comment S'y Prendre? (Kite Aerial Photo-
graphy: How Is It Done?) by Christian

Becot, in French. Practical methods of
kite aerial photography as used by the
author. Includes drawings of systems
plus a bibliography-but no kite plans
and just 2 aerial photographs, in color

on the cover. Limited supplies.
Softcover 52 pp., $16.95

From Germany ...
NEW! Skywork III Experience by Rolf

Wahlert and Christine Lienau, in
German. Latest volume in the useful
Skywork Experience series. Clear plan

drawings for ten new stunter kites
(inclUding an indoor model and a trick

kite) plus one dramatic single-liner,
the famous Octopus by Peter Lynn.

Color photographs of each kite.
Softcover, 52 pp., $19.95

Skywork 1/ Experience by
Christine Schertel, in German.

Volume following the first
Skywork Experience. Good origi
nal plans for nine stunters and
three cellular kites, including a

Hargrave, Cody and the
"Revolver." Attractive paintings

instead of photographs of the
kites. Softcover, 52 pp., $19.95

SrJ\\UR~ II
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Germany continued ...

NEW! Rund um den Drachen
(Kite Peripherals) by Walter Diem,
in German. Over a dozen acces
sories, including windsocks, line
climbers, banners, bowls and a
kite aerial photography system. A
section on George Lawrence has
his famed San Francisco photos.
Excellent black-and-white draw
ings. Hardcover, 94 pp., $23.95

Neue drachen zum Nachbauen (New
Kites to Replicate) by Werner
Backes, in German. Compact and
reliable instructions, color pho
tographs and fine drawings. Plans
for 20 kites (including a diamond
stunter) from available materials
(good for workshops). Plans for
winders, windsocks, a clinometer,

plus flying techniques. Softcover, 128 pp., $7.95

Books by Hans Snoek, in German offer
fascinating early Western kite lore: .
und sie Fliegen Heute Noch -Geschichte
und Geschichten um den Drachen (and They
Stil/ Fly Today-History and Tales About
Kites). Poems, songs, tales, drawings,
photos, plans. Hardcover, 156 pp., $34.95
Band 1/ (Vol. 1/). Another scrapbook of early
days. Hardcover, 156 pp., $34.95
Both books as package, $66.95

From Italy ... From Japan ... From Switzerland ...

Drachenreise (Kite
Journey) by Ruedi . ORA HEN

Epple-Gass, in
German.

Countries visited
and researched in

this interesting
B&W book

include Turkey,
Vietnam,

Dominican Republic, spots in the South
Pacific, Latin America and Europe. With

some political overtones, it is kiting's only
gloomy book. Softcover, 125 pp., $42.95

Tezukuri Omoshiro
Dako Nyumon (A Primer
of Interesting Handmade
Kites) by Eiji Ohashi, in

Japanese. Traditional
Asian and modern

designs are among 29
easy-to-make figure
and box kites, from

one of Japan's most
inventive kite designers. Includes Ohashi's

famous arch train. Each kite represented with
fine color photos and detailed drawings.

Softcover, 100 pp., $29.95

Aquiloni (Kites) by
Guido Accascina, in
Italian. Reliable mini
encyclopedia packed
with kites. Includes
theory, techniques,

sources, history and
excellent plans for 29
kites, from simple to complex, including

Prof. Waldof boxes and original Accascina
designs. Some color pages, many useful

black-and-white drawings, full appendixes.
Latest edition in standard pocketbook

format. Softcover, 256 pp., $16.95

Aquiloni
Acrobatici
(Acrobatic
Kites) by
Cristina

Sanvito and
Giancarlo Galli, in Italian. First Italian stunt

kite book is a practical manual covering
basics and more. Graphics and drawings are

neat and clear. Brief history, safety tips,
basic-to-advanced techniques and maneu

vers for individuals and teams. Includes book
list and glossario translating standard English
terms into Italian. Softcover, 141 pp., $19.95

SWitzerland continued ... From The Netherlands ... From New Zealand ...

Drachen: Spiele
mitdemWind
(Kites: Playing
with the Wind)
by Rainer
Neuner, in
German.
Attractive
introductory
book with

many color photos. Good sections on
knots and line, tools and construction
materials,plus plans for 8 single-line
kites-including genki variants, a yakko,
an Edo and a swallow. Also contains
instructions for five wind toys geared to
Swiss conditions (light winds). Minimal
appendixes. Hardcover, 131 pp., $39.95

Two popular stunt kite books by Servaas van der Horst
and Nap Velthuizen, in English, cover many aspects of the

sport in up-to-date high-tech style. Well organized and
printed, the books contain excellent drawings and

photographs, some in color:
Stunt Kites to Make and Fly. The first book includes clear
plans for 10 stunters, including one quad-line and two

soft kites. Section on basic setup and flying techniques
is especially good on line selection and management,

and also includes team flying. Softcover, 96 pp., $21.95
Stunt Kites 1/: New Designs, Buggies and Boats. Plans for 8
kites, both sparred and sparless, including the unusual

"Quadriphant" pink elephant-plus advice on designing
your own kites. Good chapter on aerobatics. Emphasizes traction kites, offering introduc
tions to buggying and boating under kite power. Includes plans for handgrips, a harness
and even a buggy. Worthwhile appendix material. Softcover, 96 pp .• $22.95
Kite 2.0. Companion diskette 2.0 for IBM-compatibles, prints out templates of the plans in
Stunt Kites II; also simulates stunt maneuvers for visualizing your routines, $19.95

NEW! The Guide to
T'1fI- 9urPI- Westem Circuit Hard

·._.,......·w.,..._-...o:_ Core Buggy Riding, by

Charlie Watson. This
homebrew compendi
um from the land
where buggying began
includes knowledgeable
presentation of radi
cal-even insane
tricks. They're do-able

by the fearless skilled, and offer vicarious thrills
to the more sedate. Attractive black-and-white
photos demonstrate that somebody did these
tricks. Innovative diagrams are simple and clear,
and the book includes safety information and a
welcome glossary of New Zealand buggy-speak.
Softcover, 32 pages, $9.95
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The Creative Book of Kites by
Sarah Kent. A colorful introduc
tory book but of value for sea
soned kiters, too. The author, an
experienced stunt team flier,
offers some history, a broad
survey of world kites, flying
instructions for several styles,
clear illustrations and nine kite
plans. May not be available for
long. Hardcover, 124 pp., $12.95

NEW! On Bats, Birds ONBATS

and Planes by W. J. ....~,.-;-

Brick. This simple
homemade book, with
black-and-white draw

ings but no photos,
includes clear design
discussions and plans for 4 kites based

on fighters and deltas, using wooden
spars and plastic bags. Includes an

Egyptian vulture. Also plans for 4
winders. So!tcover, 36 pp., $6.95

Books by Jim Rowlands have a few color photos, much
black-and-white text and line drawings:
Soft Kites and Windsocks. (Same as British Kites and

Windsocks.) The best, most popular Rowlands work.
Plans for 11 kites, plus five windsocks, five drogues and
two bags. So!tcover, 104 pp., $14.95
The Big Book of Kites. (British Making and Flying Modern
Kites.) Plans and techniques for 36 kites on the simple
side. (Temporarily out of stock.) So!tcover, 127 pp., $14.95
One-Hour Kites. (Same as British Kites to Make and Fly.)
Includes plans for 25 kites including the Facet and three

stunt kites. So!tcover, 95 pp., $14.95

Books by Margaret Greger are
clear and trustworthy, ideal for

beginning or expert kiters:
Kites for Everyone. Over 40 well
selected plans plus accessories;

straightforward style. Second
edition, so!tcover, 136 pp.,$12.95

More Kites for Everyone. Some
old, some new. Plans for 17

kites, from simple to complex.
So!tcover, 59 pp., $9.95

Books by David Gomberg are "home
made," lacking photos, but useful:

Sport Kite Magic
'
His best yet

covers the newer tricks and indoor
flying. So!tcover, 126 pp., $13.95
Stunt Kites! All the basics plus tips

from 20 top fliers. No plans.
So!tcover, 88 pp., $10.95

The Fighter Kite Book! How to fly and
battle them plus plans for a basic
fighter. So!tcover, 74 pp., $8.95

Kites: An Historical Survey
by Clive Hart. Revised,
second edition (1982).
In-depth reference work
has many black-and
white illustrations and
the most extensive kite
bibliography in print.
Good index, no plans.
Now in hardcover only,
210 pp, $29.95

The Usborne Book of
Kites by Susan Mayes.

A cute, practical
collection for kids (or

adults working with
them). Six easy kites,

with well-illustrated
instructions. Nice in
troduction to materi
als and flying. Many

helpfUl tips and lively
color drawings. Softcover, 32 pp., $6.95

Kites: Paper Wings Over Japan by
Tal Streeter, Scott Skinner,

Masaaki Modegi and Tsutomu
Hiroi. This lovely, colorful survey
of Japanese kites covers awide
swath, including history, many

photos and kitemaker profiles
as well as information on where
to view and buy Japanese kites.

With appendixes. Limited supplies.
So!tcover, 96 pp., $18.95

Making &Flying Stunt
Kites &One-Liners by

Wolfgang Schimmel-
pfennig, in English.

Wide-ranging and up
to-date, with superb

color plans for six
stunters and three one
liners. Some translation

oddities. So!tcover,
80 pp., $12.95

NEW EDIT ION! The
Magnificent Book of Kites by
Maxwell Eden. A heftier but
little updated reworking of
Eden's earlier Kiteworks.
Contents based on material
from leading designers. New
Internet chapter (thin),
approximately 50 plans, sew

ing tips, aerodynamics, accessories and (un)related
stories. Kite paintings and a few photos in color. Appen
dixes and index. Hardcover, 464 pp., $17.95

Kite Precision by Ron
Reich. A celebrated stunt
flier teaches basic dual
line techniques plus the

Revolution. Included are
rudiments of team flying,

choreography, music
selection and three com

plete ballet programs.
Good diagrams of maneuvers; friendly tone,

touches of humor. Self-published; many low
grade photos. Softcover, 182 pp., $14.95

Teacher's workbooks of use for kiters:
NEW! Building Kites by Nancy Ann
Belsky. Lessons in measuring and
enlarging combined with good instruc
tions for making sled, box and tetrahe
dral kites. Softcover, 65 pp, $11.95
From Crystals to Kites by Ron Kremer.
Teaches solid geometry. Inspiring
shapes, good terminology. Plans for
building a tetrahedral and other cellu
lar kites. Softcover, 102 pp., $11.95

Colorful books with clear
plans by Norman Schmidt:
NEW Marvelous Mini-Kites.

A pretty book with 17 designs
made from 8%" x 11" paper.

Hardcover, 96 pp., $19.95
The Great Kite Book. A collec

tion of 19 unusual designs
(mostly insects and birds), all

made from painted Tyvek. Short histories
interspersed with the plans. So!tcover, 96 pp., $12.95

A Kite Journey Through India by Tal Streeter,
Absorbing kite travelogue mixes engaging
stories about Indian life with excellent

photos in color and black-and-white, show
casing surprising varieties of kites.

So!tcover, 182 pp., $39.95
Art That Flies by Tal Streeter and Pamela
Houk. Attractive anthology of kites and

ideas from a 1990 Dayton (Ohio) Art Insti
tute exhibit. No plans. Limited supplies.

So!tcover, 139 pp., $15.95

From the United States ...

The Tao of Kiteflying:
The Dynamics of
Tethered Flight, by
Harm van Veen, in
English. Tough ques
tions tackled by one of
Holland's most
respected kiters. Clear

writing and diagrams explain stability,
scaling, the subtlety of the fighter kite and
how to make two simple kites. Charming
cartoons. So!tcover, 56 pp., $12.95

Flight Patterns by
Leland Toy. A

modest, accessible
book from awell

remembered kiter.
Solid tips and easy,

well-illustrated
plans for eight

kites-including a rotor made from foam
meat trays. A portion of this book's

proceeds go to the Leland Toy fund.
So!tcover, 36 pp., $11.95

Make Your Own Kite
(new kites) by John W.
Jordan. Clear plans for
nine original kites
made of unusual mate
rials, such as plastic
foam and computer
cards. Amusing read
ing from a genuine

enthusiast. All in black-and-white with
some photographs. Now in hardcover only;
limited supplies, 90 pp., $14.95

Super Kites iii by Neil Thorburn.
Wonderfully quirky and per
sonalized, with many designs
for making delta-sled-box
inventions. Tested, creative
techniques use easily available
materials, mostly plastic bags
and wooden dowels. Also
includes "kite gear." Written by

an octogenarian who sounds like a teenager.
Some color photos brighten this "completely
handmade" book. Softcover, 123 pp., $8.95

BARGAI N CORN ER! (books not shown)
• Ski the Beach by Stan Rogers.

Homemade book all about sand skiing with
kites, the only Iitle on this topic. Safety
emphasized. Loads of charts and B&W
photos. So!tcover. 100 pp., $13.95

• 25 Kites that Fly by Leslie Hunt.
Reprint of 1929 original. Plans for good
old-fashioned kites (Malay, shield. ele
phant, yacht. etc.) to make from paper and
wood + a clinometer. Historical data and

photographs. Softcover, 110 pp., $3.95
• Books by Wayne Hosking:
Kites. Lavish color, good research on

Asia. So!tcover, 120 pp., now only $11.95
Kites to Touch the Sky. "Homemade" book

of 32 plans for plastic kites. good for work
shops. No photos. Softcover, 96 pp., $9.95

• Fighter Kites (not shown) by Philippe
Gallot, in English. Plans for 29 kites piUS tips
and games. Clear illustrations. Very limited
supplies. Softcover, 96 pp. $12.95
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The Compleat Rokkaku Kite Chronicles &Training Manual.
Everything about the evolution in America of rokkaku chal
lenges since their start in 1983. Reprinted historic material

from Kite Lines, plus plans for a 7),-foot rokkaku and two
smaller variations, using modern materials. Appendix of

resources. Softcover, 20 pp., $6.95

Buggies, Boats &Peels: State of the Art Kite Traction and Owner's
Manual by Peter Lynn. How to get started in kite buggying and
kitesailing, including history, theory, basic techniques, racing
tactics, kite selection, maintenance. Boat traction treated with

similar thoroughness. Includes complete data on the Peter Lynn
Peel. Second edition, softcover, 12 pages, $6.95

Fun kite stuff!

Handsome pins in
limited supply... and selling fast I Left, the
newest, our classic Eddy kite pin in a new and
trendy color, lime parfait; 1X", $6.00
Center, our grand 20th Anniversary pin etched

with our lEolus (Greek god of the winds) logo; in elegant gold-tone and black; ly,", $7.00
Right, back by popular demand, our original Eddy kite pin in rich forest green, 1X", $6.00
Super deal!-any 2 for $11.00-or all 3 for $16.00 plus $1.00 shipping per order

The wide-ranging system of dual-line instruction by
Dodd Gross has everything but the classroom:

Flight Schoo/I.5 "The Basics," Flight Schoo/III "Tricks"
and Flight School IV "More Tricks" (the videos). These

most popular tapes coach fliers from beginning setup
and initial flights through such advanced tricks as the

Cascade and Helicopter. Covers indoor and light air
flying too. Running times: Flight Schoo/I.5; 23 min.;

Flight School III: 30 min.; Flight School/V: 28 min.,
$19.95 each; $54.95 all three

Trick Flight School (the book), by Dodd
Gross & Paul Kappel, in German and English.

A companion volume to the videos, this pocket-sized field book
puts the progression of tricks into words and presents a unique

graphic representation of the body movements required to perform
them. Softcover, 80 pages, $9.95

Australian Kiting, edited by Peter Batchelor, a
CD-ROM for PC or Macintosh computers. Includes collected

newsletters and other materials of the Australian Kite Associa
tion, dating to 1978, plus AKA website. Many plans, tips,

classroom uses for kitemaking and more than 100 color pho
tos of Australian kites and kiters, $19.95

Multimedia kite products!

AR[ YOU MISS NG SOM[TH NG?
BACK ISSUES OF KITE LINES

BACK ISSUES of Kite Lines offer a wealth of information and
ideas: plans, tips, techniques (for both single- and multiline
fliers), personalities, world records, festivals, reviews-an
essential living history of today's kiting, saturated with inspir
ing stories and designs.

No wonder back issues are avidly collected by so many
enthusiasts. You can start now with the 21 issues available
while supplies last in original paper form..

• SUMMER 1989 (VOL. 7, NO.3)
India's kite frenzy by George Peters and Philip Morrison; Bali
by Simon Freidin; major stunt kite survey; kite capitals of the
world; Sotich's flying wedge; Ohashi's arch train.

• WINTER 1989-90 (VOL. 7, NO.4)
China by Tal Streeter and Skye Morrison; Sloboda on Dyeing
Ripstop; Bill Green, inventor of the delta; modifying a para
chute; stunting a Flow Form; Nishibayashi's bat.

• SUMMER 1990 (Vol. 8, No.1)
Festivals in New Zealand, Berlin, Washington (England) and
Australia; parachute stunter plans; Peter Lynn's future tech;
Bobby Stanfield climbs Stone Mountain.

• WINTER 1990-91 (Vol. 8, No.2)
European spectacular: Dieppe, Montpellier, Bristol, Berlin;
Stunt Kite Survey; D'Alto on Whitehead (1901); largest Eddy
record; butterfly plans; power flight on suspended wire.

• SPRING 1991 (Vol. 8, No.3)
Whistling kites of Nantong, China by Tal Streeter; Gomberg's
kite pin confessions; quick & easy angle estimating; Wind Shot
stunter plans; record for longest kite.

• SUMMER-FALL 1991 (Vol. 8, No.4)
Pierre Fabre in Japan; Kinnaird's rokkaku strategies; Bill
Kocher's obtuse tetra; Huntington Beach scandal; Wildwood
at its best; Jalbert obituary; Sky Gallery: Peter Malinski.

• WINTER 1991-92 (Vol. 9, No.1)
Gubbio (Italy) is GaGa; Sprint stunter contest in Italy; Richard
Synergy in Poland; Tucker's Painless Parafoil plans; Sloboda
on painting ripstop; SG: Roberto Guidori.

• SPRING-SUMMER 1992 (Vol. 9, No.2)
Andre Cassagnes, father of French kiting; world class Thailand;
natural fibers festival; Bill Tyrrell flies high at Christmas Island;
stunter survey; Heart kite; SG: George Peters.

• FALL 1992 (Vol. 9, No.3)
Castiglione (Italy) + Le Touquet, Barcelona, Ostia; the Arch
Ribbon-historic notes, tips; kites over Niagara Falls; handling
tangles; lanuui's Featherlight; SG: Kim Petersen.

• WINTER 1992-93 (Vol. 9, No.4)
Kite power by Nop Velthuizen, with traction chronology; fight
er kite survey; Dieppe; Hamamatsu by George Peters; the
GX-3 stunter; spray-painting nylon; SG: the Gibians.

• SPRING-SUMMER 1994 (VoI.10, No.4)
Kite sailing; South America: Colombia & Brazil; buggy events
+ Scoot Buggy & Wheels of Doom plans; Kevin Shannon
delta; Australia's Bondi Beach festival; SG: Reza Ragheb.

• FALL 1994 (Vol. 11, No.1)
Shirone's great museum; Korean fighters and who's who;
art & ideas of Joan Montcada; the Thailand International;
aerial photographer George Lawrence; SG: Jimmy Sampson.

• WINTER-SPRING 1995 (Vol. 11, No.2)
Dieppe; Hargrave commemoration; Stockholm event; spar
study; new buggies; Streeter on Hiroshima; Shannon's Baby
Cicada fighter; Alex Mason; Roger Maddy; SG: Scott Skinner.

• SUMMER-FALL 1995 (Vol. 11, No.3)
Great festivals: New Zealand, Cura~ao, Israel, Italy, Canada;
artist Steve Brockett; the Smithsonian; Playsail & Windbow by
George Peters; what is a kite?; SG: Pierre Fabre.

• WINTER-SPRING 1996 (Vol. 11, No.4)
Kites of Nepal; Mallorca roundtable; skiting the Greenland
ice cap; kite patents by Ed Grauel; Dlisseldorf, Peter Rieleit;
Stan Rogers; Gomberg on Fan0; SG: Tom McAlister.

• SUMMER 1996 (Vol. 12, No.1)
Kite fishing Indonesian style; festival at Berck-sur-Mer; St.
Elmo's fire; Norway's Isegran Dragefestival; special report
on power kites; is pin collecting dead?; SG: Michael Goddard.

• B A CK ISS U ES: $4.50 each + $1.00 each
shipping
• 4 or more copies: $4.50 each, free
shipping
• For a free booklet registering the
major contents of every Kite Lines,
send self-addressed stamped enve
lope to Kite Lines, P.O. Box 466,
Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA.
• N 0 IE: Most extinct issues
are not listed but are available in
bound photocopies to order, $20 each, free shipping

• SPRING 1993 (Vol. 10, No.1)
Soul-lifting kites of Guatemala; Java festival; Ed Alden's fam
ily of fighter kites; celeb rokkakus; travel tips; Rameaux aeri
als; quad-line Propeller; SG: J0rgen M011er Hansen.

• SUMMER-FALL 1993 (Vol. 10, No.2)
Adrenaline tour of India; Istvan Bod6czky's asymmetry;
Crowell's Cross Deck; Sac City, Iowa festival classic; kites at
the Pyramids; power on ice; SG: Tony Wolfenden.

• WINTER 1993 (Vol. 10, No.3)
North Sea events (Terschelling, Fan0, Scheveningen); kite
camp caravan; Rendez-Vous Mondial, Canada; AKA at Seaside;
Sheragy's butterflies; SG: Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig.

• FALL-WINTER 1996 (Vol. 12, No.2)
Kites in museums; Gibson Girl box rescue; a blessed Dieppe;
why kites fly; the Korea International Kite Festival; fighter
kites of Hong Kong; SG: Oscar & Sarah Bailey.

• SPRING-SUMMER 1997 (Vol. 12, No.3)
The Tosa Dako of Japan; touring India with Tal Streeter; the
buggy breed; George Lawrence kite photography controver
sy; the Cartagena bubble machine; SG: Jon Burkhardt.

• WINTER 1997-98 (VoI.12, No.4)
Malaysia's kites; Denmar;j<'i,.Dttigtllyst; new rotor kite, the
Skybow; histors:oWrtJlln\'lls'llrcrokite; Uchinada; George
Peters on kite grt1J~dS. SG: Guy & Claudette Gosselin.
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• 6 different titles available
• Packed with information, illustrations & flying tips

• Fully laminated for long term durability
• Beginner to advanced instruction

~
Gomberg Kite Productions IntI.

PO Box 113, Neotsu OR 97364 USA Ph 541-996-3083 / Fax 541-994-9692
www.GombergKites.com

Voted "Best New Kite Accessory"
Kite Trade Association IntI.

Great flying guides from the people
that wrote your favorite kite books!

Celebrating 2l Years of Kite Lines! As ofMarch of1999, your magazine is 22 years old. To our knowledge, we have been

publishing longer than any kite journal in history. We thank every reader and flier for taking part in the legacy. But certainly a special thanks

is due to our Lifetime Subscribers, who have contributed so importantly to our sustenance. We list their names with pride and gratitude.

KITE LINES

LifQtimQ SUbSCfibQfS
Many loyal readers of Kite Lines have begged us to reopen
the special subscription status of LIFETIME SUBSCRIBER.

Mter publishing the magazine for 22 years to an
unusually high standard while facing increasing expens
es, we think that now is the time to share the burden
and with it share some joy.

We have made new plans for Kite Lines that will
allow us to hold onto our quality while saving money. As
anyone who's ever done a budget knows, the choices can
be difficult and the transition even more so. To ease us into
a better pattern, we are offering the Lifetime Subscriber
category to our readers for a limited time.

As a way of acknowledging your vital impor
tance to Kite Lil1es, we will print your illustrious
name and home town in these pages (unless you
prefer to remain anonymous). You can support
Kite Litles at any of several levels:

• ANGElS: 3,000 or more/lifetime. Angels get a set
ofKite Lines back issues (as complete as we have), one copy
of every Alolus Press publication or product (including a
contributors' pin) and receive their Kite Lines in a lovely
Tyvek envelope by air mail for the rest of their life or
ours (whichever comes first). And we publish your name
in every issue of Kite Lines.

• BIG LIFTEllS: $1,OOO/lifetime. Big Lifters get one
copy of every Alolus Press publication or product (includ-

ing a contributor's pin) and receive their Kite Lines in a

lovely Tyvek envelope by air mail for the rest of their life
or ours (whichever comes first). And we publish your
name in every issue of Kite Lines.

• STRONG PULLERS: $300/year. Strong Pullers get a
contributor's pin and receive their Kite Litles in a lovely
Tyvek envelope by air mail for one year, as well as a copy
of whatever we publish or produce in that year. And we
publish your name in every issue of Kite Lil1es for a year.

• STEADY FLIERS: SIOO/year. Steady Fliers get a con
tributor's pin and receive their Kite Lirtes in a lovely
Tyvek envelope by air mail for one year. And we publish
your name in every issue of Kite Lines for that year.

• STRING BEARERS: SSO/year. String Bearers get a
contributor's pin and receive their Kite Lilles in a lovely
Tyvek envelope by air mail for one year. And we publish
your name in one issue of Kite Lil1es as an example to the
potentially generous.

DONATIONS OF ANY SIZE are welcome. You may use
your VISA, MasterCard or American Express card. Use
our inserted "All-in-One Order Form" and fill in the
subscription category you have chosen.

ALL contributors will be thanked with a personal
letter.

You may, of course, support us anonymously at any
level if you prefer that we not publish your name.

AN GEL S :

Robert T. Eskridge / COCOllut Grolle, FL

BIG LIFTERS:

Anonymous

Anonymous / Singapore

Hans Bauman / Be/mOlH, CA

Stephen John Bernstein / Arlillgtoll, VA

William R. Bigge / GerlllCllltOlVlI, NID

Jon & Karen Burkhardt / Potolllac, AiD

Richard & Marti Dermer I Stillwater, OK

Richard F. Kinnaird. Jr. / Betliesdo, MD

Robert S. & Jewell Price / BlirtollslJille, MD

Thomas F.P. Ryan / Norrli GIIl/51ed, GH

Scou R. Skinner / MOIIl/l/Ie11f, CO

STEADY FLI ERS:

Winslow Colwell / Mill Volle)', CA

(Mr.) Joan Montcada &

Marta Monrcada / Bareelolla, Spai1l

Andrew Beanie / Basillgs1oke, Ha1lfs., England

[1/ appreciatiol/ Jar Ol/r reccHt Lifetillle Subscribers,
we publish their nallles here ill every issue or (/s

appropriate to their subscriptioll category.
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The YO·YO With a BRAIN<lll

World's longest spinning
and only automatically

returning yo-yo! Now even
novices can perform all

the classic tricks.

Yomega Corporation
638 Quequechon St.. #22
Fall River. MA 02721·4005
1-800-338·8796
Fax: 508-<>77·1599

"Pteranodon"
one of over 30 unique designs by:

Sky Delight Kites
P.O.Box 1989, Kingsland, TX 78639

Email: jkscholz@tstar.net Toll free: 1-888-5454-837
Phone: (915) 388-9288 Fax: (915) 388-4895

www.skydelight.com

NEW! YOMEGA "SA~ER WING"TM
Always on the leading edge of yo-yo
technology. Yomega has once again
taken the next step in creating the
ultimate yo-yo for for string
tricks. New V-shape
design makes all your
"dream" string
tricks come true,

HIGH PERFORMANCE YO-YOs from YOMEGA
Maximize your profit potential by retailing what was
voted the 1#1 toy product In 1996, Yomega Yo-Yos
are the leading edge in yo-yo technology,
Explosive sales are occurring across the U.S.!

THANK YOU! Many beautiful cards and letters have
arrived at the Kite Lines office expressing sympathy on
the death of Mel Govig (see page 6). We deeply appre
ciate these thoughtful remembrances. For those who
wish, in lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to
the Mel Govig Memorial Fund (to fund the award for
fighter kites at the Smithsonian Kite Festival), clo
Richard Kinnaird, 6643 Barr Road, Bethesda, MD 20816.

PINS: EXCHANGE I TRADE. R. Wardall-Bannier,
Altrheinweg 98, CH-4057 Basel, Switzerland.

TRADE

PINS: Exchange, sell, trade. Jack Judd, East 19570
Hwy 3, Allyn, WA 98524.

Have it all! KITE LINES and KITE TALES on microfiche,
$85.00 each complete set; per issue, $3.00 each for Kite
Lines, $2.50 each for Kite Tales. The original AKA jour
nal was Kite Tales, created by Bob Ingraham in 1964. All
40 issues are full of news, plans and historic material
no longer available in print. The successor journal, Kite
Lines, represents 49 issues published over the past 22
years. When copies of Kite Lines sell out, a microfiche
version is offered, so new enthusiasts can take acrash
course in kiting with this treasure chest of information.
Microfiche is available frorn the Kite Lines Bookstore.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SALE

KITE & TOY STORE. SW Florida beachfront location.
Includes bike and chair rental business, $90K. Call
941-765-7833; leave a message.

(Iassifipds
Classifieds are limited to non-commercial and person
al advertisers. Rates are $1.00 per word, $10 mini
mum, payable in advance. Publisher may edit or abbre
viate for space. Send copy with payment to Kite Lines,
PO Box 466, Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA.

KITE FLYERS NEEDED: We're looking for energetic fly
ers to become part of the Kitty Hawk Kites Team! If you
would like to spend some time at the beach flying and
selling kites, please apply to Kitty Hawk Kites, Attn:
Penny, P.O. Box 1839, Nags Head, NC 27959 or visit our
web site for an application at http://www.kittyhawk.com.
Full and part-time positions are available.

PREMIER KITES is looking for an energetic individual
to join our Sales Staff. Competitive salary based on
experience. For more info, or to schedule an interview,
please call Val Deale at 301-277-3888.

HELP WANTED

To meet U.S. postage hikes just enacted, Kite Lines will
raise its subscription rates with its next issue. If you've
been alert enough to read this announcement, you
might also be alert enough to see that our inserts still
quote our "old" rates. This is your lucky break! Take
advantage of this last chance to renew at the old rates!
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KIT E M A K ER: Michel Gressier, 44, Tours, France
oCCUP AT ION: Kitemaker, especially kite painter
I: DUe AT ION: Arts DecoratifS of Grenoble, Beaux Arts of Marseille
Luminy and the Ecole Boulle of Paris
KIT EFLY IN G EX PER lEN CE: Constructing and painting kites for 15
years professionally.
INS P I RAT ION: The sky, females, great moments with kiteflier friends
in good breezes and beautiful brightness, by sunlight or moonlight.
AV ERA GE A M 0 UNT 0 F TIM ESP ENTON KIT ES: I reflect a long
time, then construct the frame very quickly. While the design is well
defined, I spend much time looking at the white kite, waiting for inspira
tion. Then the painting stage is very swift, about two days.
AWAR D S I H 0 NOR S: Children's glances, adults' glances (which are the
same as children's) at my creations. The best rewards are the invitations to
national or international kite festivals.
FA V0 RI T E FLY I NG S POT: In Touraine, my work and home country,
and on Oleron Island, where I have a workshop.
PHI LOS 0 PHY I I NTE NTIN KITE M A KIN G: Have fun and give fun!

SkyGdll~ry MICHEL GRESSIER
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KITES BY
MICHEL GRESSIER

1. DOUBLE SQUARES:
each 4.2 mx 4 m

2. BOl-lE GRANDE

BlEU: 17m dia.

3. HOMMAGE a B.
FRANKLIN: 12m

4. TOTEM: 1mxSm
5. BOl: PEl NT: 8.7 m

dia. and C0 URON N E:

PEl NT: 14 m dia.
6. TUB E MAG ENTA:

1 m x 5 m +10 m tail
7. TUBES COUlEURS:

each 1 mx 5 m
8. EDO: lA CHANCE:

6mx3m

-
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UPLIFTING SCULPTURE?
They're really paintings on
canvas and sculpted figures
of board. But this and other
art pieces by Phil Richards,
collectively entitled Grand
Illusion 1986/87, pay spec
tacular homage to Japanese
kites, hanging over shop
pers last summer in the
airy atrium of Eaton Centre,
a downtown shopping mall
in Toronto, Canada.

Nicaragua through July and was
scheduled to be seen later at
Japanese embassies in Colombia,
Guatemala, Peru, El Salvador and
Honduras. TheJapan Foundation
in New York also tells us t"vo
other Kites & Tops exhibits were
rraveling to embassies elsewhere.

Y
um! The new Into the Wind
catalog is in. To their credit,
the merchants tell the trurh

about where their kites are made.
Here's the count: One each from
Bali, India, Taiwan and Wales;
two each from Canada and Italy;
four from Spain; five from
Germany; six from Poland; nine
from Mexico; 12 from England;
39 from China and 42 from the
USA. What does this tell us? •

DeA>'"R~: st-~ve. \Missed "-Sf ...!~ ...,sse« '<l0u.~v-eo..so...s
.foy o b'"~ '" f"..IoI(sW~vJue s i.u.s bu:t-\I\<ltf'..:tt.l.

-fb -'1s-lMO~ ~ s ...~~ ... ",1.."* was -t4
....~~t'~) .ljWic...4X~.sol\le.. lJ.k..-..:t-&.........
s:~~~ bL'N:l c:>--Rl~s S~1~, e....t-~ d1l:l.,(t- ~ tv "f"

Vk.~.~-fo~~"S__~, ~~I 1hJo.s "'.-..~

""'e.- "s--..; Io...t oll Sf'ok.l!. uJiH. 0 voiu:. , -H.e k~ of f ....-~...\s.
~ ",~ j",.R..:.f-e. _o~'" d ? --n.c ~l!."'...,..Sitr .......t
"ffor-eei~ e.,.."y...sse.d I.o~ 0 V'~~ wo.a...
O"l!.r""~l~, 0......1 -ll.-c.._I ~t...,...i ~+'''''''a-'''''''''I
w-iH... dL~ "'-rt; is' THA-HI< You '. ...v~

Harley Davidson. And get this:
The whole tour is sponsored by
Harley' J. J. will carry custom
made kite packs and will fly kites
on the tour, expected to take
about 12 days and cover 4000
nilles. Starts May 28, 1999.

L
ast we heard, the Texlon
Corporation had only one
200-yd roll ofOrcon® (rip

stop Mylar®) left, and they say
the market won't support making
it anymore. Compensating fac
tor: nylon prints and graduated
colors are coming.

W
ashington, DC was treated
to Japanese kites twice
recently. As part of the

Edo: Art in Japan exhibit at the
National Gallery of Art, a few
kites were imported at the last
minute and a workshop and kite
fly mounted with help from Scott
Skinner, who invited notable
Japanese kiters to town. The
show ran from November 15,
1998 to February 15, 1999.

Earlier (April 14-May 28,
1998) we saw Flying and Spinnirzg
Through Time: Y,'aditionalJapanese
Kites & Tops, a display at the Japan
Information and Culture Center,
featuring some 50 kites, plus an
equal number of spinning tops.

This exhibit moved on to

HOLD THAT LINE! Animal winders such as this
giraffe are made by Dick Curran of Edgewood,
Washington, who credits fellow Pierce County
Kitefliers Association member Sam Huston for
the idea. Dick makes a whole menagerie of
line tenders: a whale, a swordfish, two rabbits
and a great horned owl-plus free-form shapes.
He donates them to club raffles and auctions.

T~'~~mors- Mis((~lIany~
BY THE KITE LlNE~TAn~

IN

A
lann! The Cuinness 1999
Book of Records does not
contain a single kite record'

Kite Lines received a small grant
in January from the Kite Trade
Association International to off
set expenses in making efforts to
correct this oversight.

W
ave when you see German
motorcyclist J. J. Toepfer!
He's taking his Kite &

Bike Dream Tour fr0111 L.A. up
the Pacific Coast to Canada then
back through Yellowstone and
the Southwest to L.A. again, all

aboard his

-

M
illennium chasers, have we
got plans for you! • First,
arrend the opening recep

tion November 19,1999 of the
new Billings Logan International
Airport in Montana. Beautiful
kites purchased from all over the
world will hang from the ceiling
over the baggage claim area. This
well-planned show will run
through March of2001. For all
the details, contact Terry Zee
Lee at Sky, Wind and World,
Inc., 208 N. 29th, Room 208,
Billings, MT 59101; tel: 406
254-1122; fax: 406-248-1254.

• Second, head for the
Millennium Kite Festival in
New Zealand, the first country
in the world to see the sunrise
of the new millennium. It will
be summer there, and warm!
Fly from December 31, 1999
through January 2, 2000. For
more information, contact Des
Pitfield and Yvonne de Mille,
223 High SU'eet, Christchurch,
New Zealand; 64-3-377-1107
(fax and phone); or e-mail
pitmille@ihgug.co.nz.

ALL
kite interests

come together in the

American
Kitefliers

Association
Phone or Fax TOLL-FREE

(800) AKA-2550
from outside USA (503) 717-0627

or write

352 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, MD 20850-4117
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Test Area QUADRIFOIL at
the "Chek Lap Kok" new
Airport Hong-Kong.
Now in the final test..,has
COMPETiTiON X-Range !
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